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1988 
Dec Jan 

- 640 -1482 
346 	359 

- 716 - 382 
-15'10 -1505 
600* 600* 
-410 -905 

Q4 Nov 

-2122 - 748 
1073 	332 

-1939 - 640 
-2988 -1056 
1800* 600* 
-1153 -456 

invisibles surplus of £600 million, they give a projected current 

account deficit of £905 million in January compared to 

deficit of £410 million in December. The increased deficit 

a revised 

reflects a 

recorded fall in export volumes of 8 per cent since December and a 2 

per cent fall in import volumes. 

between December and January. 

The terms of trade were unchanged 

Main points 	
VP' 

2. 	Current account 

1986 
Year 

1987 
Year 

1987 
Ql Q2 

Manufactures 	-5307 -6542 730 -1581 
Oil 	 4056 4184 1159 1016 
Other goods 	-7212 -7267 -1640 -1752 
Total visibles-8463 -9625 -1211 -2317 
Invisibles 	7519 1707 1723 
Current balance-944 486 -605 

*Invisibles figures are projections 

3. 	The large January current account deficit should be treated with 

extreme caution since this is the month in which the Single 

Administrative Document and a revised trade classification were 

introduced. Exports appear very low in January, (seasonally adjusted 

the largest fall month-on-month since the 1979 haulage strike). 

Customs say that there is no firm evidence that the low January export 

figure was caused by trade being pushed forward to December or back to 

February. Examination of the number of documents processed and the 

timing of shipments, however, provide some circumstantial evidence of 
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Ittortion to exports. There is as yet no evidence that imports were 

affected - although Customs had difficulties with valuation and double-

counting. We shall need to wait several months, however, to judge 

whether there was in fact any distortion as a result of the new Customs 

procedures. We may never know whether any distortions reflected the 

Customs change or other factors such as 	 i  difficulties 

with seasonal adjustment. 

The attached annex explains the revisions to the trade 

classification (SITC revision 3) which was implemented in the January 

figures and has caused some changes to previous years' data. 

Additionally, a new round of seasonal adjustment was carried out on 

all series. 
V S'149V,:“-t. tlft:Z/A) 

 

Exports 

Jan 
on 
Dec 

percentage change 
Latest three months Latest three months 

	

on previous 	on same period 

	

three months 	a year earlier 

1987 
on 
1986 

Total value -91/2  -21/2  4 91/2  

Total value excl 
oil and erratics -71/2  -1 61/2  101/2  

Total volume -8 11/2  3 6 

Total volume excl 
oil and erratics -7h 0 41/2  711 

Manufactures volume 
(excl erratics, 
OTS basis) -8 0 8 9 

Fuels volume (OTS) -51/2  13 3 -1 

Basic materials 
volume (OTS) 16 21/2  -11 7 

Food, drink and 
tobacco volume -9 -91 /2  -13 0 
(OTS) 
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Export volumes, excluding oil and erratics fell by 71/2  per cent 

in January, reflecting large falls in exports of manufactures 

(excluding erratics), 

was a large rise in 

to January exports of 

per cent higher than 

of cars and other 

food drink and tobacco and fuels although there 

exports of basic materials. 	In the three months 

manufactures (excluding erratics) were still 8 

a year earlier with substantial growth in exports 

consumer goods. Exports of non-manufactures 

(excluding fuels), however, are well below their exceptionally high 

levels of a year ago. 

6. 	Given the uncertainty over the quality of the January figures 

they provide no new information on the underlying trend in exports. 

There is no reason to suppose that there has been any significant 

change in the recent upward trend. 

7. 	Imports 

Jan 
on 
Dec 

percentage change 
Latest three 	Latest three 	1987 

months on previous months on same period 	on 
three months 	Year earlier 	1986 

Total value 

Total value excl 
oil and erratics 

-2 

-1 

1/2  

1;5 

9 

11 

10 

101/2  

Total volume -2 11/2  11 71/2  

Total volume excl 
oil and erratics 2 12 9 

Manufactures volume 
(excl erratics, 
OTS basis) 31/2  3 16 10 

Fuels volume (OTS) -19 2 6 11/2  

Basic materials 
volume (OTS) -3 -81/2  -91/2  101/2  

Food, drink and 
tobacco volume (OTS) -11 61/2  511 1/2  

8. 	Import volumes, excluding oil and erratics, fell by per cent 

in January. Imports of manufactures rose, but imports of fuel, and 

food, drink and tobacco and basic materials fell sharply. 
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trend still appears upwards. In the three months to January on a year 

earlier there were strong rises in imports of intermediate goods, semi-

manufactures and capital goods, reflecting the continuing rise in 

domestic output, stocks and investment. 	Consumer goods (excluding 

cars), however, grew by 16 per cent over this period reflecting 

buoyant retail sales, while car imports were sharply higher in January. 

Geographical area 

The value of exports to developed countries rose by 41/2  per cent 

in the three months to January compared to the previous three months 

reflecting a 13 per cent increase in exports to Japan, a continued 

recovery in exports to the USA though exports to the EC fell by 8 per 

cent. 	Exports to developing countries fell by 81/2  percent over this 

period, mntivated by a 13 per cenL fall in exports to oil exporting 

countries. 

Trade prices  

percentage change 
latest three months on previous three months 

Terms 
Export prices 	Import prices 	of Trade 

Manufactures 
(excl erratics) 0 

Food, drink, tobacco 	- 1/2 	 - 1/2  

Basic materials 	 1 	 - 1/2  

Fuel 	 -13 	 -8 

Total (BOP basis) 	 - 11/2 	 -11/2 	 0 

Total less oil 
(BoP basis) 	 0 	 - 1/2 	 1/2  

In the three months to January the total terms of trade was 

unchanged compared to the previous three months whilst the non-oil 

terms of trade rose by h per cent (as measured by unit value indices). 

Over this period the terms of trade may have been boosted by sterling 
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etreciation which appears broadly to have offset the effect of rises 
in non-oil commodity prices. At the same time falls in the oil price 

worsened the total terms of trade. (NB: the published series are unit 

value indices, which can present a misleading picture over a period of 

time due to their use of 1980 weights). 

Assessment 

The revised current account deficit of £2.5 billion in 1987 as a 

whole is in line with the forecast published at the time of the Autumn 

Statement. 	The first complete 1987 estimate, however, will be known 

on 11 March, when the invisibles balance for the final quarter will be 

published together with any revisions to previous quarters. 	We are 

inclined at this stage largely to discount the low January export 

figure. 	The continued high level of non-oil import volumes, however, 

suggest the trend is still upward. 

Market expectations  

The market expectation is for a current account deficit of 

around £350 million in January. The January deficit is therefore very 

much larger than anticipated by the City. 

Press briefing 

I would be grateful for clearance of the attached press 

briefing. 

 

PAUL DAVIS 

EA2 
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IIKFT BRIEFING FOR IDT 

Positive 

Current account deficit in 1987 as a whole currently estimated 

at £2.5 billion in line with the forecast published at the time of the 

Autumn Statement 

Export order books CBI February Survey showed balance of firms 

reporting order books above normal at historically high level. 

Manufacturing industry performing well. Volume of manufacturing 

exports (excluding erratics) 8 per cent higher in three months to 

January than a year ago. 	Output up 51/2  per cent comparing fourth 

quarter with a year earlier. 

Defensive 

January current account distorted It is possible that the 

introduction of new Customs procedures on 1 January 1988 may have 

encouraged firms to switch shipments from January to December or 

February. Prudent to wait until later months figures available hefore 

deciding whether January pattern of trade distorted. 

January current account deficit erratic. Largest month-on-month 

fall in export volume since 1979 haulage strike. Monthly figures 

highly volatile - fall 1000_  inconsist.e.!lt with other evidence eg 

February CBI survey shows balance of firms reported export order books 

above normal at historically high level. 

Current account deficit still growing. January dacicit of £0.9 

billion erratic. Recent figures highly volatile, never consider one 

month's figures on their own. 
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Current account deficit forecast to rise further in 1988. 

projected deficit in Autumn Statement of £31/2  billion only i per cent of 

GDP - much smaller than imbalances in US, Germany and Japan (currently 

3-4 per cent of GDP/GNP) and UK deficit in mid 1970s (also 3-4 per cent 

of GDP). Latest outside forecasts (including NIESR and LBS) 

similar deficit in 1988. 	 r,, 
& 0  ' , 

, 	f 	S [im Wri- 1\-. tt-itvn 
tr‘Ie 	(x-t4iirS . 

TAY "r 
5. 	Current account deficit no longer "temporary" as Chancellor 

earlier claimed. Def.  it reflects strong growth of UK domestic demand 

and activity in 1987  Import growth will slow as domestic demand growth 

moderates. Good supply performance has meant only small deficit as 

percentage of GDP: boosted exports but also output to domestic market 

and should allow manufacturers to take advantage of rising world trade. 

Capacity constraint threatens current account performance. [CBI 

January quarterly survey reported only 35 per cent of firms working 

below capacity - lowest balance since survey began, but 87 per cent 

report capacity adequate over next year.] CBI concludes that economy 

not overheating and no evidence of significant labour or raw materials 

shortages developing. New export order books and deliveries responses 

consistent with continued growth in manufacturing exports. 	February 

survey shows balance of firms reporting export orders above nnrmal at 

hictorically high level. 

Rise in current account deficit confirms economy overheating? 

No. See preceding answer. 

Motor industry trade deficit worsening [SMMT figures show UK 

trade deficit on cars and parts £0.1 billion worse in third quarter of 

1987 than a year ago, following first half improvement]. In 12 months 

to January car exports up 27 per cent on previous year while imports 

down 1/2  per cent. Car output up 11 per cent in 1987 compared to 1986. 

8. 	Trend in imports strongly upwards and rising faster than 

exports. Recent figures for import and export volume very erratic, but 

not surprising imports growing relatively strongly given rapid growth 

in UK domestic demand and activity. Rise in imports not confined to 

consumer goods; rising imports of materials, semi-manufactures; 

imtermediates and capital goods reflect rising output stockbuilding and 

investment, rather than surge in consumer spending. 

show 
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deterioration in export optimism with balance turning negative.] CBI 

still expects export orders and deliveries to rise in next 

four months. February survey shows balance of firms reporting export 

order books above normal at historically high level. 

Export growth projected to slow in 1988: UK projected broadly to 

maintain volume share of total world trade in manufactures, continuing 

improved performance which has been evident since 1981, following 

decades of decline. 

Sterling's recent strength threatens competitiveness -fall in 

exchange rate needed. Not at all. Competitiveness still better than 

in 1984 and 1985 before the fall in oil prices. 

Competitiveness worse than in 1978. 	Misleading to look at 

competitiveness too narrowly. Supply performance of UK manufacturing 

industry much improved since late 1970s as demonstrated by UK 

maintaining share of total world trade in manufactures since 1981, 

following decades of decline. 

Effect of stock market fall on overseas assets. Position has 

been affected on both sides of account by movements in financial 

markets and by exchange rate changes but too soon to be precise about 

effect on net overseas asset position or income from these assets. 

Note that share prices generally back only to end-1986 levels, which is 

date to which latest published net overseas assets figures relate. 
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REVISIONS TO TRADE CLASSIFICATION - SITC REV3 

Revisions to the Standard International Trade Classification (STTC) 

will comc into effect with the publication of the January current 

account press notice on 29th February. Revised figures for earlier 

years will also be included together with new seasonal adjustment 

for all series. 

2. 	The major change to the aggregate statistics is the exclusion 

of most gold trade from the OTS figurco. Under the previous 

classification - REV2 - several types of gold were included in 

section 9 of the OTS figures, including some financial gold. In 

principle only commodity gold should be included in the trade 

figures, with financial gold included in the capital account of the 

balance of payments. Hence an adjustment was made to the BOP 

figures to eliminate the effect of trade in financial gold on the 

trade balance. REV3 adopts a more direct approach by excluding all 

financial gold transactions from the figures. The effect of the 

changes is to reduce the level of exports and imports, as shown 

below, but to leave the trade balance virtually unchanged. 



BOP VALUE f million 

EXPORTS 	 REV2 	 DIFFERENCES 
	

REV3 

DUE TO GOLD 

1908 	 47422 	 - 275 	 47147 

1981 	 50977 	 - 309 	 50668 

1982 	 55565 	 - 309 	 55330 

1983 	 60776 	 - 78 	 60698 

1984 	 70367 	 - 104 	 70263 

1985 	 78111 	 - 123 	 77988 

1986 	 72843 	 - 165 	 72678 

1987 	 80089 	 - 467 	 79622 

IMPORTS 

1980 	 46061 	 - 267 	 45794 

1981 	 47617 	 - 299 	 47318 

1982 	 53234 	 - 228 	 53006 

1983 	 61612 	 - 51 	 61561 

1984 	 74751 	 - 92 	 74659 

1985 	 80289 	 - 111 	 80178 

1986 	 81306 	 - 165 	 81141 

1987 	 89913 	 - 666 	 89247 

3. 	Other changes to the figures will affect the allocation between 

categories. The main change is the reallocation of armaments from 

section 9 to finished manufactures (section 8). This improves the 

manufactures balance by £0.7 billion in 1987. The table below shows 

the effects on the BOP series. The remaining changes in the 

classification are at a detailed level and do not lead to a change 

in the distribution between categorieb. 



£ million 

TRADE IN MANUFACTURES 	BOP VALUE 

EXPORTS 	 IMPORTS 

REV2 REV3 REV2 

1980 34889 35124 29432 
1981 34917 35260 30334 
1982 37330 37837 34959 
1983 40174 40622 42437 
1984 46590 46972 50468 
1985 52271 52666 55273 
1986 54486 54927 59977 
1987 60841 61556 68093 

REV3 

BALANCE 

REV2 	REV3 

29550 +5458 +5574 
30430 +4583 +4830 
35115 +2372 +2722 
42578 -2264 -1956 
50594 -3878 -3622 
55456 -3002 -2790 
60233 -5491 -5307 
68097 -7253 -6542 

PAUL DAVIS 
EA2 Division 
35A/3 x5384 
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INTERVENTION 

From :DLCPeretz 
Date : 22 February 1988 

cc 	Economic Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Scholar 
Miss O'Mara 

We thought you might like a note marshalling some of the arguments 

that can be used for buying different foreign currencies to defend 

DM3, should that be necessary. 

Arguments for intervening (any currency) 

2. i) The January trade figures (to be published on 

24 February) may not be good - to judge from tpe export 

figures. There is a strong "smoothing" case for 

preventing any rise in the E before then, and for lb/ 

acquiring some ammunition. 

ii) Since the end of December we have had an underlying fall 

of around $700m in the combined spot and forward 

reserves - representing net foreign currency payments 

for MOD and other departments financed by running down 

the forward book. There is a case for making good this Iv. 

reserve loss when we have an opportunity. 

Arguments for buying dollars  

Since we stopped market intervention in mid-December we 

have successfully switched $200m of our $ portfolio into 

DM (the Bundesbank know about $175m of this); and 

$450m into yen. 

Over the past 2 months we should have been buying $s in 

the market to cover MOD's forward $ needs (for Trident 

etc), but have not done so. To make up this backlog and 
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other dollar payments for Government departments 

f.  nced from the Reserves we should now buy around 

n the market. Dollar payments for Trident willl 

tend to rise in future (at present MOD buy only  181 

months forward) and this would be an argument for buying' 

further dollars in advance. 
	 1 

Arguments for buying DM (for use with the Germans) 

v) 

	

	We have an agreement with the Bundesbank that we will 

buy DM forward, for the BAOR, regularly, in small 

amounts. In fact we have not done this over the last 

two months, and have a backlog of perhaps $600m worth of 

DM purchases to make up. However the understanding is 

that we will only do this with the Bundesbank's consent. 

The Bank think it unlikely that with the $ weaker the 

Bundesbank would actually agree to purchases in current 

circumstances of more than, say, $20m a day. If we did 

larger amounts it would, however, be a point to make 

after the event. 

bought French francs as well - and this would be 

justified by the extra return we get on French francs, 

even if there is to be a small devaluation after the 

Presidential election. To be really helpful in the ERM, 

however, we would need to buy Belgian francs : the BFr 

is currently- at the bottom of the narrow band (13/4% 

below the Guilder) 	and 	the 	Belgians 	intervened 

themselves last Thursday, selling $100m of DM. 

Buying ecu 

viii) Buying ecu would be harder for the Germans to object to. 

Mechanically, we might have to buy DM or $s first and 

then quickly switch into ecu. The main difficulty is 

AlWilli 

It would presumably help with the Germans vis-a-vis the 

DM/$ rate if we bought equal quantities of DM and $s. 

tptig/ 
It would also help in relation to ERM concerns if we 
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• that of acquiring ecu in sufficient volume. 	Obviously 

the more central bank intervention there is in ecu the 

easier this will become, and we are exploring with the 

French possible longer-term proposals in this area. But 

this will not help with the immediate problem. 

Conclusion  

3. 	The question is : if we have to intervene, what mixture of 

currencies should we go for. One possibility, which would fit 

reasonably well with a combination of the arguments above, would 

be :- 

As many ecu as we can acquire (recognising that this may 

be a limited amount) and ? some Swiss francs and Yen. 

The remainder divided roughly 

50% dollars 

4  at least 25% DM 

up to 25% Ffr 	
irk. 

4 

Our ueL dollar portfolio is now some $3/ bn less than before A 

Christmas, because of payments made (iv) above) and the switch 

into DM and Yen (iii) above). So on this mix we could buy a total 

of at least $11-bn of currencies before we had built our net $ 

portfolio up again to where it stood in mid-December. 

There could of course be an operational need to intervene tol 

prevent the -E. going through DM3 at very short notice. We werel 

lucky this morning, but-another piece of "good" news could easily i  

trigger a speculative attack - particularly so as there is not, 

much action elsewhere in the currency maLkets. 	So it would bel 

helpful to be able to give the Bank guidance as soon as possible. 1 

Ville- A (kc.-Al 
44,40"S fiat% CL44-4‘.4- u;••• 

D L C PERETZ 
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TIMETABLE OF DISCUSSION FOR FUTURE MEETINGS OF MISC 133 

4th Meeting (24th February)  

Impact of planning regulations on business (DoE) 

Role of deregulation in consumer protection policy (DTI) 

Impact of SSP and SMP on business (DHSS/DE) 

Deregulation in DE 

Deregulation in MAFF 

5th Meeting (22 March)  

Role of deregulation in health and safety at work (DE) 

Streamlining the system of business licensing (EDU) 

Interaction between EDU and DTI Market Divisions (EDU) 

One Stop Shops: Progress Report (EDU) 

5.
--  

Inland Revenue general 
• 

6th Meeting (26 April)  

Effect of tax/benefit systems on enterprise (Tsy/DHSS) 

Impact of the VAT system on business (Tsy) 

Role of deregulation in environmental protection (W) 

4. 	Deregulation in Customs and Excise 



7th Meeting (Early May) 

Interface between tax/NI arrangements. (Tsy/DHSS) 

Industrial Training Boards (DE) 

Regulations in food manufacturing and food safety (MAFF/DHSS) 

Deregulation in the DHSS 

Deregulation in DoE 

8th Meeting (Late May)  

Encouragement of self-employment and flexible working (DE/Iny/DHSS) 

ImpiemeuLation costs of the Financial Services Act (DTI) 

Changing the Culture: Progress Report (EDU/OMCS) 

Deregulation in HO 

9th Meeting (June)  

White Paper 

• 

• • 
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CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

FROM: P MOUNTFIELD 
DATE: 22 February 1988 

cc Chief Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir G Littler 

otwiekl 	 Mr Anson 
Mr Lankester 

e 	 43 nte Mr Evans 
Mr Cuplin 
Mrs Case 

M
Mr Walsh
r Segal 
Miss Higgins 

THE WASS REPORT: 'FINANCING AFRICA'S RECOVERY' 

This Report to the UN Secretary General will be published on 

Wednesday. 	It estimates Africa's financial needs at $5 bn a 

year - a much higher figure than any other recent forecast. It 

commends measures already taken (including your own debt initiative 

and ESAF) but says that much more is needed, including additional 

bilateral aid. The Report will attract some initial public 

attentinn, and then pLobably sink without trace. I suggest below, 

a possible Press line. 

Background. 

2. 	You will remember being consulted when the Secretary General 

first established this 'expert group' a year ago, following a 

resolution at UNGA 1986. You decided then not to make a British 

nomination, so that you could better distance yourself from the 

group's findings if necessary. Despite this, the Secretary General 

himself chose Sir Douglas Wass for the job. And, without in 

any way taking instructions from us, he has been punctilious 

in keeping us informed of progress. He has just sent me an advance 

copy of the report, which is to be released at 5.00pm GMT, on 

Wednesday. I attach the Press Notice, and the published summary: 

the rest of the Report is available if needed. 



Contents 

The main point of the report is its identification of a 

financing gap of $5 bn a year for Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole 

(including Nigeria). This is a much higher figure than has 

appeared in any previous analysis, but it claimed to be 'necessary 

simply to restore the prospects for development and growth as 

of the early 1980s'. The emphasis is on growth, and the whole 

Report is predicated on the adoption of adequate adjustment 

programmes. To that extent we could and should applaud it. It 

goes on to say that existing initiatives (including your own, 

which gets an honourable mention) 'should go a long way towards 

filling the gap we see'. But it ends up with an estimate of 

an additional $1 bn of bilateral and multilateral aid and $1 bn 

of additional debt relief. The former seems unrealistic in present 

circumstances; the second will happen 'by default' eventually 

if donors do not concede it now. 

Handling. 

The Report has been pldyed long (I suspect deliberately) 

and will not specifically be debated in any early United Nations 

gathering. It will no doubt be used as background at the Spring 

Meetings, and perhaps at the OECD Ministerial, if it has not 

been forgotten by then. But it does not pose any immediate 

problems of political handling. 

UK Attitude. 

I think we can afford to be generous in general terms, 

welcoming the analysis, emphasising the elements it has in common 

with our own, gently questioning the size of the financial gap, 

and casting doubt on the realism of the estimates it contains. 

We could if necessary work something of this kind into your speech 

for the April meetings. 

• 

Immediate Press Line. 

6. 	I suggest this should be limited to the following points: 



• 
Only just received; studying carefully. 

UK was amongst the earliest to draw attention to the 

emerging problem of African debt. That was precisely why 

the Chancellor made his proposals last April. Since then 

we have also thrown our weight behind the ESAF, and the 

World Bank proposals for cofinancing. 

At first sight, the group's estimate of the financing 

gap ($5 bn) seems much higher than anything publicly quoted 

before. UK certainly recognises the need, but doubts whether 

other creditors/donors will be prepared to contribute on 

the scale suggested. Our own programme is already heavily 

biased towards Africa. 

e. 	Will now need to digest the Report thoroughly and discuss 

it with our partners. No early decisions expected. 

7. 	May we proceed on these lines, please? 

P MOUNTFIELD 
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FROM: A C S ALLAN 

DATE: 23 February 1988 

MISS O'MARA 

 

cc PS/Economic Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Peretz 
Mr R I G Allen 
Ms Goodman 

FEBRUARY RESERVES FIGURES 

The Chancellor was grateful for your minute of 19 February. He 

feels we should aim lo publish only a small net change, for 

instance something like the true underlying fall of $28 million. 

He sees no point at all in going to $200 million: the MOD forward 

purchases should be clearly be financed from the forward book. 

A C S ALLAN 
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110 	 FROM: A BOTTR ILL rAr 
DATE: 23 FEBRUARY 1988 

SIR P MIDDLETON cc PPS 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Owen 

JANUARY TRADE FIGURES 

You will recall that you asked that a very full check should be 

completed on the January trade figures. The current state of play 

is: 

( 1) 
	Document counts. Examination of export documents by DTI 

and Customs shows some bunching of exports in 

late-December followed by a fall in early January - but 

any distortion should have worked out within the January 

export month. No useful documentary evidence is 

available for imports, most of which are entered direct 

to the Customs computer. 

Incorrect documents. DTI is unaware of any checks by 

Customs on the extent to which exports or imports may 

have been delayed at the ports in January as a result of 

shippers having incorrect documents. I have asked them 

to check with Customs. 

Delays on the Continent. DTI is also unaware of any 

contacts between Customs and their EC counterparts about 

delays to the UK-bound shipments at continental ports. 

Again, I have asked them to check with Customs. 

Processing delays. 	Customs apparently suffered some 

computer processing delays in early-January but these 

were all recovered by overtime working, and there are no 

January documents still waiting to be processed. 

(v) 	Ferry workers' strike. This did not affect the January 

export or import figures but will affect February. 
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2. 	We are to meet DTI statisticians tomorrow to discuss the 

figures further. Customs representatives will also be present, and 

I will report any new information. 

OA' 'lc  
A BOTTRILL 
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• FROM: J S HIBBERD 
DATE: 23 FEBRUARY 1988 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ECONOMIC REVIEW 

cc : Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Paymaster General 
Economic Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr Anson 
Dame A Mueller 
Mr Byatt 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Monck 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Evans 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr A Turnbull 
Mr R I G Allen 
Mr Bottrill 
Mr S J Davies 
Mr Melliss 
Mr C Mowl 
Mr Pickford 
Mr Bush 

The February National Institute Economic Review comes out at 

9 pm on Wednesday, 24 February. It contains, among other things, the 

InstitntP's latest forecasLb for the UK and world economies. 

2. 	The main features of the new forecast are: 

UK GDP growth (output measure) of 4.7 per cent in 1987 (5.2 

per cent non-oil) and 2.9 per cent in 1988 (3.3 per cent 

non-oil). The forecast for 1988 is higher than their 

November forecast of 2.4 per cent (2.8 per cent non-oil). 

However, the increase in growth stems mainly from the 

upward revision to activity in 1987. The Institute still 

forecasts a marked slowdown in growth through 1988. GDP is 

expected to rise by 1.8 per cent in the year to 1988Q4 

compared to 1.5 per cent in the November forecast. 

RPI inflation at 4.5 per cent in 1988Q4. 

fst 
nier-nov87 



CONFIDENTIAL • 	The current account in deficit by £4.2 billion in 1988, 
compared to £2.7 billion in 1987. 

A negative PSBR of £2 billion in 1987-88, and £2.6 billion 

in 1988-89, assuming, as the Institute did in November, tax 

cuts of £3 billion in the 1988 Budget. 

World oil prices rising to $183/4  per barrel by 1988Q4. 

The Forecast in detail 

Consumer spending is forecast to grow by 4.3 per cent in 1988. 

This is broadly in line with the growth in real personal disposable 

income (4.4 per cent), and the savings ratio is expected to average the 

same in 1988 as in 1987 (just over 6 per cent). 	Total fixed 

investment is forecast to rise by about per cent. 	Within this 

total, growth in private housing investment is forecast to pick up to 

91/2  per cent, after an estimated 71/4  per cent in 1987. 	Private business 

investment is expected to grow at about the same rate as in 1987, ie 7 

per cent. 	The National Institute forecast a 7 per cent increase in 

manufacturing investment. This outlook discounts the December DTI 

Investment Intentions Survey (conducted pre-stock market crash) which 

predicted an 11 per cent increase in manufacturing investment in 1988. 

It also discounts the optimistic outlook in the January CBI Survey. 

The Institute's forecast for investment by distribution and service 

industries is for a 64 per cent increase, close to the analogous DTI 

Investment Intentions Survey projection. 

The Institute acknowledges a better than expected export 

performance last year, partly attributed to gains in competitiveness 

during 1986. Given the loss of competitiveness through 1987, export 

growth is not expected to be so strong this year. Nevertheless, the 

prospect for manufactured exports is better than their model alone 

would suggest. 	They are forecast to increase by 8 per cent in 1988. 

This is against the background of world trade growth of about 31/2  per 

cent in 1988. (The Institute's world trade forecast looks on the low 

side. It seems to assume that the strong growth in trade in the second 

half of 1987 will slow abruptly in early 1988.) 	UK competitiveness is 

2 
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litpected to deteriorate gradually next year. 	The sterling index is 

assumed to fall back to 74-75 range by end-1988, from the high values 

at the beginning of 1988. 	Manufactured import volumes are expected to 

increase by almost 12 per cent in 1988. 

The current account deficit is projected to widen from £2.7 

billion in 1987 to about £41/4  billion in 1988. This deterioration is 

entirely accounted for by a worsening balance on visible trade. 

There is a significant change in the National Institute's 

employment forecast compared to November. Then it predicted a fall of 

1/2  per cent between 1987Q4 and 1988Q4. The latest forecast sees an 

increase of 14 per cent over the same period. 	UK unemployment is 

expected to fall steadily through this year, before stabilising at 2.3 

million by end-1988. 

On wages and earnings, the National Institute notes recent signs 

of increased demands from unions for a larger share of the gains from 

rising productivity and profitability. 	It also points to pressure for 

some public sector catch up on recent private sector earnings. 

Earnings growth is forecast 8 per cent in 1988. 	Wholesale price 

inflation is expected to turn out at about 41/2  per cent by 198804, and 

uunsumer price inflation at 5 per cent. 	RPI inflation is projected at 
. 

41/2 	per cent for 1988Q4. 	Rising kimport' costs account for some of 

this increase. 

Medium Term Prospects  

The Institute offers four sets of medium term projections up to 

1992. 	The central case is a continuation of the short term prospect, 

with tax cuts in line with assumed fiscal adjustments. 	In this case 

the economy decelerates sharply with growth averaging 1.2 per cent a 

year (1.5 per cent, excluding oil) over the period 1989-92. 	Consumer 

price inflation rises steadily to over 61/2  per cent by 1992. The 

current account is in persistent and, the Institute say, unsustainable 

deficit of £61/2  - 71/2  billion. Unemployment stabilises at 2.2 million 

throughout the period. 

3 
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The first variant on this central projection assumes no tax cuts 

in the 1988, nor in any subsequent, Budget. 	Growth averages 3/4  per 

cent a year (1 per cent excluding oil). 	There is a negative PSBR, 

averaging 1 per cent of GDP, throughout the medium term. The current 

account remains in persistent deficit, though it declines to £31/2  

billion by 1992. 	The second variant is the same as the first, but 

imposes a 10 per cent devaluation in the second quarter of this year 

(in the context of full EMS membership and with no change in interest 

rates). The current account is worse in 1988 and 1989 (the J-curve 

effect), but is in virtual balance by 1992. Inflation picks up to 7 

per cent in 1989 and stays there for the rest of the period. 	Growth 

slows down throughout the next four years, to virtually zero by 1992. 

The third variant is the same as the second, but achieves the required 

depreciation by a 2 point cut in interest rates. Growth is boosted in 

1988 and 1989 (by increased consumer spending and investment), but 

slows down to zero by 1 992. The current balance deteriorates to a 

deficit of £6-7 billion in 1988 and 1989. 	Thereafter the current 

account deficit declines slowly. 	The PSBR rises to £6 billion by 

1992. There is no "better performance" variant. 

The Institute's Appraisal  

10. 	The Appraisal section normally attracts press attention. 	The 

Institute notes that an injection of demand now could cause 

overheating, with associated balance of payments difficulties and wage 

inflation pressures. 	They argue that it is the composition of demand 

growth, rather than growth itself, which is the main problem. 	The 

Institute suggests that public sector demand could increase faster, at 

the expense of private demand, with less danger of capacity constraints 

and balance of payments problems. Real interest rates are also seen as 

too high, and likely to lead to inadequate investment and research and 

development. 	The high exchange rate, as a counter inflation strategy, 

is described as only delaying inflation. It is likely to lead to wider 

current account deficits and a greater inflationary stimulus when the 

"dam bursts". 

4 
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The Institute, thus, urge for no income tax cuts in the 

  

forthcoming Budget. They argue instead for devaluation, presumably 

engineered by lower interest rates, though they do not say SO 

explicitly. 	This reflects their fear that the balance of payments is 
now the problem. 

Other Articles  

12. 	There are a number of other articles in the Review. A 

commentary on these is at Annex A. 

Lines to take on the Forecast  

Positive  

The National Institute project healthier growth in 1988 

than they did in November. This reflects reappraisal of 

underlying strength of economy, and a series of upward 

revisions to growth and to forecasts that have proved too 

pessimistic. 

Interesting to note, too, that Institute acknowledge better 

export performance than they expected. 

Also welcome more optimistic outlook for employment and 

unemployment than in their November Review. 

Defensive 

(i) Medium term 

persistent 

forecasting 

forecasting. 

prospects gloomy, with slow output growth and 

current account deficits? Medium term 

even more hazardous than short-term 

The Institute, itself, in an article in the 

November 1987 Review (The British Economy Since 1979), 

notes how wrong their medium term projections, prepared in 

the early 1980s, turned out to be. There are no variants 

which take account of better performance in recent years 

than Institute expected. 

5 
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(ii) Composition of demand growth worrying - too much 

consumption, not enough investment and public sector 

spending. Risk of overheating. Private business 

investment picked up in 1987. 	DTI Investment Intentions 

Survey (December) and January CBI Survey suggest buoyant 

outlook for manufacturing investment in 1988. 	National 

Institute seem to discount this, though not clear why. 

Investment by distribution and service sector also likely 

to grow in 1988. No serious signs of overheating. 

icks u&6  (2-12-k,  
J S HIBBERD 
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TABLE 1:  

COMPARISON OF NIESR AND 

per cent changes on previous year 

VIER NOVEMBER AUTUMN STATEMENT 
FORECAST 

1987 	1988 

JANUARY INTERNAL 
FORECAST 

1987 	1988 

rat( FORECASTS 

1987 
FORECAST 

1988 

Gross domestic product (output measure) 4.7 2.9 4 21/2  5 3 

Consumers' expenditure 4.9 4.3 5 4 5 41/2  

Total fixed investment 3.1 5.2 51/2  41/2  31/2  61/2  

General government consumption 0.4 1.8 11 1/2  1/2  11/2  

Change in stockbuilding 
(contribution to GDP) 

0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 

Exports of goods and services 6.3 4.2 51/2  2 51/2  3 

Import of goods and services 7.9 7.6 61/2  5 7 61/2  

Manufacturing output 5.6 3.8 5 31/2  6 4h 

World trade in manufactures 3.0 3.4 31/2  31/2  41/2  43/4  

RPI in Q4 4.1 4.5 4 41/2  4 41/2  

Current account (E billion) - 2.7 - 4.2 - 	21/2  - 	31/2  - 	21/2  - 	41/2  

PSBR (£ billion financial year) - 2.0 - 2.6 1 1 - 3 - 	31/2 
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ANNEX A - OTHER ARTICLES IN NIESR FEBRUARY 1988 

This annex comments on other articles that appear in the 

February Institute Review. 

The first, by Prais and Wagner, (Productivity and Management: 

the Training of Foremen in Britain and Germany), continues the series 

of comparisons of aspects of productivity in Britain and Germany. 

Previous articles have revealed that production workers in Germany are 

generally more highly skilled than in the UK. 	This article 

additionally finds that: 

(i) 
	

Germany produces seven times as many formally qualified 

foremen (meisters)as the UK; 

ii) 	courses for German meisters take three times as many 

hours to complete as their UK equivalents, and cover a 

wider range of subjects including occupationally specific 

topics; 

(iii) German meisters are more likely than UK foremPn to 

possess a technical or craft qualification (indeed they 

are necessary to get on a meister training course). 

Prais and Wagner argue that the better qualified German meisters  

reinforce the contribution that the more highly skilled German 

production workers make to higher productivity in Germany. They 

manage a greater number of operatives, carry out more routine 

maintenance tasks to keep more sophisticated production lines running, 

and take responsibility for work scheduling. 

Prais and Wagner make the point that relatively compressed 

earnings differentials in the UK provide less incentive for British 

workers to attain foreman status. In Germany, where differentials are 

wider, training is normally undertaken in employee's time at evening 

class with the fees generally met by the government. 	In the UK 

training is generally in the employer's time (with no deduction from 

fst 
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41, e employee's pay) on day or block release, with the employer paying 

part of the fees and the MSC the rest. This may well result in the 

underprovision of training in the UK, where the employer cannot be sure 

of getting a return to his investment if the employee moves job. Prais 

and Wagner urge unions and employers to accept a widening of 

differentials in the UK to provide incentives to individuals to 

undertake training. 	They also argue for greater national support of 

appropriate evening classes. They do not, however, address the problem 

of how best to proceed if such a widening is difficult to attain. Nor 

do they address how best to apportion the burden of training costs 

between public and private funds. 

4. 	An article by Andrew Blake and Martin Weale (Exchange Rate 

Targets and Wage Formation), derives policy rules for the determination 

of interest rates, exchange market intervention, and fiscal policy; and 

uses the National Institute model to investigate how money GDP growth 

might have been steadily reduced over the period 1975 to 1984 using 

these rules. Two sets of results are presented: 

with wages determined by the wage equation on the 

National Institute model (adjusted to give an immediate 

full impact of price inflation on wages); 

with "reformed" wages, le with wages assumed to respond 

much more quickly to labour market conditions than they 

have historically done. 

The fiscal policy instruments used on this exercise were the VAT rate 

and the rate of National Insurance contributions. 

5. 	In case (a), fiscal policy is set in an apparently perverse way: 

fiscal policy is actually eased in response to higher inflation, in 

order to get the benefit of the direct effect of tax changes on the 

price level (and hence on wage settlements). With fiscal policy set in 

this way, great reliance has to be placed on tight monetary policy in 

order to achieve reductions in the rate of growth of money GDP. 	The 

counterfactual history of the economy in this case shows results in 

some respects similar to what actually happened. 	In particular, the 

exchange rate rises in 1980 to a level close to that actually 

experienced at the time, in order to get the economy back on track 

2 
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!ter the inflationary shocks experienced in 1979. One interesting 

difference is very much higher interest rates and massive foreign 

exchange intervention in 1976 in response to the pressure on sterling 

at the time. 

Under case (b) the fiscal policy rule is no longer perverse, and 

with fiscal policy being tightened in response to inflationary pressure 

there is much less weight placed on monetary policy to bring down 

growth in money GDP. 	There is no longer the same need for high 

interest rates and a high exchange rate, following the inflationary 

shock of 1979. 	This case shows much lower exchange rate throughout, 

with unemployment by 1984 only about half of the level actually 

experienced. 	Thus the article makes a familiar point about the 

relation between pay and jobs in a rather unfamiliar way. 

A third article by Prnfr,,  A u iDLUW11 	(World Depression and 

the Price Level), studies the behaviour of the price level in 

industrial countries over the course of the trade cycle. 	The data 

cover a period of over one hundred years. 	Measured either by 

unemployment, or by the fall of total output below its estimated trend, 

the 1980-82 recession is judged to be the deepest of this whole period 

except for the great depression of the early 1930s. 	Yet, whereas 

prices and ways declined during previous world recessions, during the 

last recession they continued to rise. This is interpreted as evidence 

of an increasing inflexibility of both wages and prices in industrial 

countries. 

Finally, an article by Anderson and Desai (Modelling 

Manufacturing Imports) presents preliminary results from a technical 

econometric investigation of UK demand for manufactured imports. 

Further work is to be done. But some interesting results have emerged, 

most notably on the different marginal propensities to import 

associated with various components of demand. They are summarised in 

the table below: 

Change in imports per £100 
million change in demand 

£m 

Consumers non-durable expenditure 
	

22 

Consumers durables expenditure 
	

30 

Gross investment 
	

20 

General Government consumption 
	

24 

Exports (excluding N oil and gas) 
	

27 
3 
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RELEASE DATES FOR ECONOMIC STATISTICS IN MARCH 

I attach the release dates for economic statistics in March. 

2. 	Any enquiries please contact Mrs Henson on 270-5212, 99/2 HM Treasury. 

M-esz 

MEENA HENSON 



RELEASE DATES OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS IN MI 	1988 

WEEK 3 

Monday 14 11.30 

Tuesday 15 11.30 

Wednesday 16 11.30 

Thursday 17 11.30 

Friday 18 11.30 

Mrs M Henson 
HM T:reasury 
1 Parliament Street 
London SW1P 3AG 
01-270-5212 

Retail Sales (Feb-prov) 
Producer price index numbers 
(Feb-prov) 

Index of output of the 
Production industries (Jan) 

Public 	Sector 	borrowing 
requirement (Feb) 

Capital expenditure by the 
manufacturing and service 
industries (4th qtr-rev) 
Labour 	market 	statistics: 
unemployment and vacancies 
(Feb-prov); average earnings 
indices (Jan-prov); employment, 
hours, productivity and unit 
wage costs; industrial disputes 

Building Societies monthly 
figures (Feb) 
Gross 	domestic 	product 
(4th qtr-prov) 
Provisional 	estimates 	of 
monetary aggregates (Feb) 

54b/5 

RELEASE DATES OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS IN MARCH 1988  

WEEKS 1 Sc 2 

Wednesday 2 11.30 UK official reserves (Feb) 

Friday 4 11.30 Housing starts and Completions (Jan) 

Monday 7 11,:30 Retail Sales (Jan-final) 
Credit business (Jan) 

Wednesday 9 21.00 Employment Gazette 

Thursday 10 11.30 CBI/FT Survey of distributive trades (Feb) 

Friday 11 11.30 Construction output (4th qtr) 
UK Balance of Payments (4th qtr) 

RELEASE DATES OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS IN MARCH 1988  

WEEKS 4 ik 5 

Monday 21 11.30 Manufactures' 	and 	distributors' 	stocks 
(4th qtr-rev) 

Tuesday 22 11.30 Cyclical indicators for the UK economy 
(Feb) 

Wednesday 23 11.30 Construction - new orders (Jan-prov) 

Thursday 24 11.30 Personal income and expenditure (4th qtr) 
Industrial 	and 	Commercial 	Companies 
(4th qtr) 

Friday 25 11.30 Balance of Payments Current account and 
overseas trade figures (Feb) 
Tax and Price index (Feb) 
Retail price index (Feb) 

Monday 28 00.30 CBI Monthly Trends Enquiry (March) 

Tuesday 29 11.30 UK banks' assets and liabilities and the 
money stock (Feb) 



Leland B. Yeager 
Draft, 6 Feb. 1988 
For CATO, 25 Feb. 1988 

DOMESTIC STABILITY vs. EXCHANGE-RATE STABILITY 

Purchasing Powers and Exchange Mates 

In accepting the title assigned for this paper, I do not mean to 

agree that the two stabilities necessarily conflict. Often;.to be 

sure, they do. Countries that clung to the fixed gold paritiess,;of 

their currencies in the early 1930s, including France and other 

members of the European gold bloc until 1936, suffered worse 

contagion of the world depression than if they had let their 

currencies depreciate. Other countries mitigated the contagion by 

accepting relatively early depreciation, as Great Britain and the 

Sterling Area countries did in 1931 and as Spain did around the same 

time. 

Experience with the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates 

after World War II provides many examples of countries suffering 

imported inflation in consequence of attempts to maintain fixri rates 

despite bullish speculation on their currencies. The upward floats 

of the German mark in September 1969 and May 1971, of the Swiss franc 

in January 1973, and of the Singapore dollar in June 1973, to mention 

just a few cases, were attempts, belated attempts, to ward off the 

further import of inflation. The worldwide spurt of monetary 

inflation in the early 1970s, followed in due course by accelerated 

price inflation, traces largely to attempts to keep dozens of 

currencies from rising against the U.S. dollar. This last-ditch 

defense of the Bretton Woods system finally collapsed early in 1973. 

The world e:':,r,,.)my would have fared better in the 1970s and afterwards 
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(I could so argue) if policymakers had voluntarily abandoned the 

Bretton Woods system years earlier, before the worst damage had been 

done. 

None of this is to say that floating exchange rates guarantee 

domestic monetary stability. A floating rate can soften the domestic 

impact of monetary instability originating abroad, but no economist 

known to me ever argued that floating rates would provide insulation 

against all foreign disturbances. None ever argued that they would 

make sound monetary institutions and policies unnecessary. My own 

chief argument for abandoning the Bretton Woods system was that doing 

so would largely relieve national monetary authorities--or the more 

responsible ar -mg them--of balance-of-payments problems and other 

international complications and allow them to concentrate more nearly 

fully on achieving stability for their own countries. I did not hail 

the collapse of Bretton Woods when it actually occurred, for I 

regretted the particular way it came about and recognized that it 

represented no intellectual conversion on the part of policymakers. 

Neither exchange-rate stability nor purchasing-power stability 

guarantees the other (for example, a domestically stable currency 

would fluctuate against unstable foreign currencies). The two 

stabilities could be compatible, however: rates could be fairly 

stable among currencies of dependably stable purchasing powers. 

Volatile and Misaligned Exchange Rates 

Today's world exhibits both types of instability. It is most 

conspicuous in exchange rates. Bilateral rates have fluctuated 10 

and 20 percent over weeks and months and sometimes several percent 

from day to day or even within days. Over hours, days, months, and 

perhaps even years, gross capital transactions--transactions to 

reshuffle asset portfolios, including speculative transactions--have 

far overs.r.adowed trade in goods and services. The daily volume of 
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foreign-exchange trading in the United States, Britain, and Japan 

alone is estimated to total nearly $200 billion (WSJ, 28 Dec. 1987, 

P. 24). 

One apparent source of rate volatility is "noise" (cf. Black 

1986). High-technology communications and data-processing bring 

facts and figures and rumors to the attention of traders more 

frequently and in more discrete bits than in the past, causing 

frequent shifts in noise-oriented trading decisions. The special 

role of the U.S. dollar as the predominant transactions, vehicle, 

reserve, and intervention currency places it in a particularly 

conspicuous and vulnerable position. Participants in sensitive 

markets must eager'y watch each day's economic and political news and 

must not only form their own interpretations but must also wonder 

what other people's interpretations are likely to be. No wonder 

quasispeculative capital movements, and exchange rates in 

consequence, are as volatile as they are. 

Official markPt intervention, though ideally smoothing exchange-

rate movements, contributes to the noise. It is an unsettled issue 

whether intervention, together with news and rumors of its being 

started, altered, or suspended, has made exchange rates more or less 

volatile on the whole than they otherwise would have been. (My 1976, 

chapter 14, discusses how intervention might increase volatility and 

surveys episodes in which it apparently did.) For several years I 

have been collecting stories from the Wall Street Journal and other 

financial publications purporting to explain hour-to-hour, day-to-

day, and week-to-week jumps in exchange rates. Remarkably often the 

stories point to changes in intervention and to rumors and supposed 

clues about it. including statements and offhand remarks of 

government cffi.:ials. I wonder how the foreign-exchange market would 

have behaved wi-:hout such disturbances. 
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Floating rates have exhibited not only short-run volatility but 

also medium-run misalignments, resulting--critics plausibly allege--

in distorted patterns of trade and production and in wasteful shifts 

of resources between domestic industries and export and import-

competing industries. Only in a tautological, pollyannistic sense 

can one say that the exchange rate of the dollar has been "right" all 

along, even at its trough of mid-1980, its peak of early 1985, arid 

its current depressed level. 

Superficial Advice 

It is superficial to conclude that we should have kept exchange 

rates fixed fifteen years ago and that we should fix them again now. 

Prodigious efforts to keep them fixed simply collapsed. But if those 

efforts had somehow prevailed a while longer, what even more immense 

foreign-exchange crises would have destroyed the system in the face 

of the even more unstable "fundamentals" of the 1970s and 1980s, 

including the oil situation and swollen national budget deficits! 

(One can plausibly argue, however, that even OPEC's predation was 

largely triggered by worldwide inflation tracing, in turn, to last-

ditch defense of the Bretton Woods system.) More recently, even 

efforts to peg exchange rates loosely within fuzzy and unannounced 

ranges--the Louvre accord of February 1987--collapsed later that 

year. What is the point of saying that something should have been 

done or should now be done if in fact it could not and cannot be 

done? 

It is superficial to argue against floating exchange rates by 

deploring the apparent consequences first of the strengthening and 

then of the weakening of the U.S. dollar in the 1980s. A legitimate 

comparison between floating and fixed exchange rates must refer to 

otherwise similar circumstances—if, indeed, circumstances could have 

been kept otherwise similar. It is illegitimate to compare actual 
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experience with a situation lacking the circumstances (such as those 

of the U.S. government budget) that made the dollar swing as widely 

as it in fact did. If we want to consider how things would have 

worked out with the dollar prevented from rising to its peak of early 

1985, for example, we must specify how its appreciation would have 

been prevented. Monetary expansion acccomplished either by 

unsterilized exchange-market intervention or by Federal Reserve 

policy would have inflated prices of domestic goods relative to 

prices of internationally traded goods--would have lowered the latter 

prices relatively--and so would have have affected resource 

allocation and the country's trade balance in a way similar to what 

in fact occurred. Preventing dollar-strengthening capital inflows, 

conceivably by direct controls, would have relieved domestic 

producers of internationally traded goods from some adversity; but it 

would have allowed interest rates to rise and government deficit 

spending to crowd out some interest-sensitive investment activity, 

including housing. (Sef., in part, Gradison 1986 and Frankel 1985) 

Where Lies the Absurdity? 

It seems absurd to let so pervasively influential a price as a 

country's exchange rate jump around in response to investors' and 

speculators' changeable whims about their asset-holdings. It seems 

absurd that changes in and expectations and rumors about monetary and 

fiscal policies, trade policies, and market interventions should be 

allowed to exert such quick, magnified, and pervasive effects. But 

we should be clear about just what is absurd. It is not the free 

flexibility of exchange rates (they are not freely flexible anyway). 

It is not the free-market determination of prices on the exchange 

markets. 
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The absurdity consists, rather, in what those prices are the 

prices of. They are the prices of national fiat moneys expressed in 

each other, each lacking any defined value. The purchasing power of 

each national money depends on confrontation between a restricted 

quantity of it and the demand for holdings of it. At bottom, the 

unit of account in the United States is whatever value supply and 

demand fleetingly accord to a scruffy piece of paper, the dollark.  

bill. The value of each money thus depends on conjectures about the 

good intentions of the government issuing it and about its ability to 

carry through on its good intentions. These conjectures are subject 

to sharp change, quite understandably. 

It is an absurd system in which people cannot count on money's 

future purchasing power. Money's value simply emerges as the by-

product of the monetary authorities' doing whatever seems best to 

them month by month and day by day. It is an absurd system in which 

the Federal Reserve gets badgered daily with diverse unsolicited 

advice in Business Week and the Wall Street Journal by such people as 

Alan Blinder, Paul Craig Roberts, Irving Kristol, Milton Friedman, 

and miscellaneous editorial writers. 

Given this fundamental absurdity, it is irrelevant to propose 

mere changes in the details of how governments manipulate exchange 

rates. (The proposal for "target zones", it seems to me, is hardly 

more than a superficially attractive combination of words, words 

calling for all of the advantages and none of the disadvantages of 

both floating and fixed exchange rates.) 

A fundamental solution would give defined values to currencies. 

A meaningful definition of a currency's value must consist of 

something more than a specified rate of exchange against one or more 

foreign currencies, each of which continues tc, lack a defined value 

The most familiar and plausible kind of meaningf.ul definitin would 



Commodity Money 

Should gold be the single defining commodity? 

those who say that the world-should never have gone 

standard, which means that the nations should never 

into World War I. I fervently wish we could repeal 

I agree with 

off the gold 

have blundered 

World War I and 

all its many evil consequences, but I don't see how. Restoring the 

special historical circumstances under which the gold standard 

appeared to flourish (but only for a very few decades) would have to 

include restoring certain attitudes that seemed more prevalent in 

public affairs before 1914 than now. Those attitudes favored 

limitations on government activity and restraint on seeking special 

advantage through the instrumentality of government. Without a 

return to liberal attitudes and self-restraints, a restored gold 

standard would not work well and would hardly endure. After all, the 

gold standard is simply a particular set of rules for monetary 

institutions and policy; and these rules are no more inherently self-

enforcing than any other'set of monetary rules. Even today, before 

we have gone back to a supposed gold standard, there is reason to 

suspect that what some of its supporters are advocating is not a real 

but a pseudo gold standard, to echo a distinction made by Milton 

Friedman (1961). 

The durability of a particular set of monetary rules will depend 

in large part on its performance characteristics, and those of the 

gold standard are far from ideal. (I waive discussing the 

difficulties of a transition back to gold; uncoordinated steps by 

individual countries would surely work badly.) A unit of account 

defined as the value of a quantity of a single commodity like gold is 

preposterous in the same general way as, though perhaps in lesser 

degree than, a unit coinciding with a unit of a fiat meiium of 

exchange like the dollar till. Like fiat money, gold has an unstable 
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value in relation to other goods and services. The stock of gold is 

historically given and cannot rapidly accommodate changes in demand. 

, The demand for it, under a gold standard, arises primarily from its 

use as coins and, especially, as a reserve and redemption medium for 

other forms of money; it is largely a monetary demand rather than a 

purely industrial or consumption demand. That demand shifts wiI.h 

changes in money-holding and reserve-holding practices, with the 

availability of near-moneys, and with other financial innovations. 

The value of gold-based money is thus conventional or artificial 

only in lesser degree than the value of fiat money. The effective 

size of a gold-defined unit of value, like that of the fiat dollar 

bill, is defined poorly and is maintained only precariously. It is 

changeable in a way just not true of other units, like the meter or 

kilogram. 

When, furthermore, the supply-and-demand situation calls for a 

change in the value of the money unit (that is, in the general price 

level) and if the supply of money is not cleverly manipulated to 

accommodate the demand for it, then monetary disequilibrium persists, 

bringing macroeconomic pains (Yeager 1986). In particular, prices 

and wages are not and cannot be flexible enough in the downward 

direction quickly to correct an excess of the demand for money 

holdings over their supply. And even if they were flexible enough, 

the associated rise in the real value of outstanding debts would 

cause trouble. A catch-22 plagues a system exposed to emergence of 

excess demand for or excess supply of money: it is damned both if 

prices are flexible enough and if they are nt flexible enough to 

correct monetary imbalance quickly. 

Money of Stable Purchasing Power 

These considerations recommend seeking a system that would 

ma 	balan: between the demand for and 	 m.:,ney at a 



stable general price level. The old issue of money of stable 

purchasing power is ripe for reconsideration. A tentative judgment 

in its favor would have to be thrown out if no satisfactory way of 

implementing it turns out to be available. Before considering 

implementation, though, I want to review arguments for and against 

regarding a stable unit as an ideal. 

Money whose value is under no pressure either to rise or fall is 

money whose actual quantity is in balance with the quantity 

demanded. By that very token, the economy employing it escapes the 

pains of monetary disequilibrium. Why monetary disequilibrium can be 

so painful and its avoidance so important hinges on certain 

distinctive characteristics of money, notably that it, among all 

goods, lacks a market of its own and a single price of it own on 

which the pressures of supply-demand imbalance can come to a focus 

and work effectively to maintain or restore equilibrium. The 

importance of this point is far out of line with how briefly.it  can.  

be  stated. (Admittedly, statement is not explanation; again, see my 

1986). 

A more familiar line of argument for stable money--which can be 

challenged, as I recognize below--draws analogies between the unit of 

account and units of weights and measures. A seriously unstable unit 

impairs the meeting of minds between borrowers and lenders and other 

transactors. Economic calculation and the coordination of economic 

activities are at stake; for the unit of account is used pervasively 

in proposing the terms of transactions, in assessing costs and 

benefits, and in business and personal planning. imagine the 

difficulty of constructing and equipping a house if the foot varied 

capriciously in size. 	The absurdity of unstatle .rr..1,r.ey is like 
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letting the length of the meter fluctuate according to supply and 
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demand in the market for meter sticks. A stable unit, in contrast, 

provides a sound basis for economic calculation and contracting. 

Objections to the Goal of Price-Level Stability 

One objection to seeking a stable unit of account rejects the 

analogy between such a unit and units of weight and length and other 

physical magnitudes. The kilogram and meter are widely applicable 

across time and space, and any redefinitions made are mere 

refinements (e.g., definitions of the meter as one ten-millionth of 

the distance between the equator and the north pole, then as 

1,650,763.73 wavelengths of the radiation of krypton 86, and 

currently as 1/299,792,458 of the distance that light travels in ,:ne 

second). The definition of a unit of value in terms of a price index 

or basket of commodities, however, must concern itself with the 

quality characteristics of each commodity, the terms of its delivery 

satisfying the rules of specified commodity exchanges, and other such 

technicalities. If changes in supply and demand conditions affecting 

commodities in the bundle defining the unit of value should require 

respecification of that bundle, it might be more difficult to keep 

the new and old values exactly equal at the time of redefinition than 

in the case of redefinition of the meter. The definition of the unit 

of value has a subjective aspect, furthermore, that is absent in the 

definition of physical units. 

Al]. this may be true, but it amounts to mere quibbles. Of 

course analogies between physical units and a value unit are just 

that, analogies, and not exact correspondences. So what? 7.'eople do 

regard the unit of account--the money unit, under our existing system 

--as the unit for measuring values. They so use it every Cray. They 

so use it in trying to quantify prospective costs and benefits of 

purchases and sales and other activities and in -forming and carrying 
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out plans. Its use plays a vital role in coordinating the activities 

of different persons. People do not care about the dollar size or 

gold-unit size of a particular price, income, debt, or accounting 

magnitude except as it indicates value in relation to a much wider 

set of goods and services. A unit of greatly variable purchasing 

power subverts people's calculations and degrades the information 

supposedly conveyed by prices and accounting. If we take seriously 

the burgeoning literature on various subtle damages wrought by 

inflation, we should appreciate the importance of a stable unit. 

Admittedly, the choice of a particular price index or bundle of 

goods and services for defining the unit is bound to be somewhat 

arbitrary, but we should not exaggerate the difficulty. What sorts 

of goods and services to consider, and even criteria for weighting 

them, should command a broad consensus. A real distinction holds 

between unmistakable change in the value of money as shown by any 

reasonable indicator and, on the other hand, genuine doubt about any 

trend in its purchasing power as some prioes hold steady, others 

rise, and still others fall under pressures specific to their own 

markets. Maintenance of such doubt would count as achievement of a 

stable unit and would reflect avoidance of any severe monetary 

disequilibrium. 

Another objection to maintaining a stable unit is the argument 

against price-fixing. Prices, even including the value of the money 

unit, should be determined on free markets rather than determined by 

authority. Freely flexible prices and wages have functions to 

perform. 	(Anderson 1929 loosely alludes to such an argument, as do 

Rothbard and Garrison in their separate articles in Rockwell 1985.) 

Yes, but this is properly an argument for free-market determination 

of individual prices and wages, not a gainst appropriate specification 

of the unit of account. Adopting a stable unit:would aid, not 



impair, the working of markets. (I sympathize with advocates of the 

gold standard when they are criticized for supposedly advocating 

price-fixing. The critics should recognize the difference between 

fixing some ordinary price and adopting a quantity of gold as the 

unit of account. Consider an analogy: offering a specific definition 

of a unit of length, the meter, is not properly open to criticism of 

the sort that would be justified against governmental decrees about 

the length of trouser legs and the dimensions of rooms in houses. 

Instead of being criticized for recommending a defined monetary unit, 

gold-standard advocates might better be criticized for the particular 

definition they recommend.) 

Still another line of argument insists that cheapening of real 

costs of production through the rise of productivity ought to show up 

in declining prices (and conversely for a deterioration in 

productivity). David Davidson expounded such arguments with the aid 

of examples. A policy of stabilizing the price level would deprive a 

creditor of any share of the gains from a general rise in 

productivity, while someone who had borrowed for productive purposes 

would unfairly keep the entire gain for himself. Or consider two 

owners of farm land, only one of whom had leveraged his holding by 

debt. A general rise in the output of land would tend to depress the 

prices of its products and so not unambiguously press the money value 

of the land itself either up or down. A monetary policy of 

stabilizing the product price level, however, would raise the land's 

money value; and the leveraging landowner would gain differentially, 

which also seemed unfair to Davidson. Presumably money should be 

stabilized, if at all, in terms not of products but of labor and 

other factors of production. 	(Davidson 1906. Davidson and Knut 

Wicksell debated such issues over many years in the pages or 



Ekonomisk Tidskrift. I have not yet had access to the issues after 

1908; but Uhr, 1960/1962, pp. 270-305, summarizes the debate.) 

Admittedly, one may think up cases and propound ethical 

judgments according to which the holder of a nominal claim should 

share, through a change in the price level, in the gain or loss 

caused by a rise or fall in productivity. It is hard to see, 

however, how detailed conditions, varying from case to case, can %be 

taken into account by monetary institutions and policy. It is 

unreasonable to burden the monetary system with the task of 

preserving justice between debtors and creditors and between other 

groups of the population in the face of multifarious changes in 

prodlIctivity and other conditions. No single institution can do 

that. 

A monetary system should do what it can reasonably be expected 

to do, and other institutions should undertake tasks more suitable 

for them. Savers need not restrict themselves to buying interest-

bearing senurities of fixed nomilial value; they can diversify. They 

can try to take account of prospective changes in productivity by 

investing in equities. Likewise, would-be borrowers need not borrow 

only in nominal terms; they can sell stock or obtain loans with 

equity participations. A sound monetary system with a stable money 

unit can help provide such opportunities by facilitating the 

development of financial intermediation. In and by itself, a 

monetary system cannot solve all sorts of problems. 

George Selgin (in personal correspondence) supposes the 

technological cheapening of some particular good whose price figures 

significantly in the general price level. As a matter of arithmetic, 

the price level then falls (unless monetary institutions or policy 

resist this spontaneous tendency). The cheapened good is not and has 

not teen in excess supply, for its prcducers have cut its price, 
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painlessly, in line with its reduced cost. The technological advance 

presumably raises the output of the affected 'goodor of other goods 

into whose production factors have been released. Thus the real 

volume of transactions to be lubricated increases, and so does the 

associated demand for real cash balances. That increased demand is 

more or less accommodated automatically, however, through money's 

rise in purchasing power over the cheapened good. The arithmetical 

decline of prices on average must not be seen as evidence of monetary 

disequilibrium being corrected, perhaps sluggishly. Monetary 

expansion to resist this price decline would have "injection 

effects", probably including the distortion of interest rates, and so 

would itself be a source of disturbance to market equilibrium. 

Such effects were apparently the reason why F. A. Hayek, in 

early publications, was skeptical about price-level stabilization. 

Keeping prices constant following an increase in productivity 

requires banks to expand money and credit by lowering their interest 

rates. The loan rate that might keep prices from falling is likely 

to initiate a cumulative and unhealthy investment boom, and the 

increase in the loan rate that might stop it is likely to reverse it 

into a downturn, which would require an interest-rate cut before the 

downturn gains momentum. Hence, an interest-rate policy to stabilize 

the price level would entail rises and falls around the original or 

normal level of prices. These oscillations might spawn a growing 

collection of unfinished and abandoned capital processes, and the 

waste involved might even overshadow the initial rise in 

productivity. 	(Hayek 1931/1935/1967, Lecture IV, see also the 

discussion by Uhr 1960/1962, p. 283.) 

Such arguments seem to take it for granted that pursuing a money 

unit of stable general purchasing power means manipulating the 

quantity of a fiat money, or of what would be a.fiat money except 
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the policy would be implemented is necessarily valid will be examined 

later in this paper. 

Of course a particular good affected by a technological advance 

tends to fall in price relative to other goods and services and so to 

fall in price as expressed in a unit of stable general purchasing 

power. If the index or bundle defining the pricing unit happens to 

include the affected good, then its price still falls. (It is 

legitimate to use the terms "price index" and "bundle" almost 

interchangeably here, for a price index involves a bundle whose total 

price is being compared over time.) The individual prices of the 

bundle's other components rise, however, in such a way that the price 

of the bundle as a whole remains unchanged. This is a 

straightforward implication of how the unit is specified. The 

appropriateness of such a specification is what is at issue. 

What are the alternatives? Defining the unit as an amount of 

some single commodity exposes the whole range of goods and services 

to price inflation if that commodity, 3ay gold under the gold 

standard, happens to be the one affected by technological advance. 

That possibility is one of the reasons for defining the unit by a 

broad bundle in which no single commodity carries a heavy weight. 

In reality, all sorts of micro changes are continually 

occurring, raising the real or relative prices of some goods and 

lowering those of others. In such a context, it is hard to see what 

kind of monetary environment is preferable to the one provided by a 

unit of stable general purchasing power. Selgin's counterexample, 

like those of Davidson mentioned earlier, seems tacitly to presuppose 

a fiat money managed in some ideally clever way so as best to suit 

each particular constellation of circumstances as it arises and is 

perfectly and instantly diagnosed. But such an instruction to the 



monetary authorities cannot be operational. It would provide a poor 
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basis for the orientation of expectations and for confident 

calculations by market participants. 

Sometimes it is said that while influences on the price level 

coming from the side of money should be avoided, influences from the 

side of goods should be allowed their full natural scope. General 

changes in productivity, as distinguished from changes affecting only 

a particular good, enter into this argument. A gentle downtrend in 

prices would be the natural consequence of generally rising 

productivity. 

I wonder whether such ideas do not rest on some underlying money 

illusion, some unarticulated belief that money has a value of its 

own, a value in a profoundly true sense, distinct from its purchasing 

power as mirrored in the price level. (Davidson 1906 and Anderson 

1917/1922, especially p. 57, did try to distinguish, though not in a 

way intelligible to me, between the value of money and its purchasing 

power, the reciprocal of the price level.) On such a notion, 

situations may arise in which money remains stable in value while 

goods in general are becoming dearer or cheaper in real terms, and 

both their individual prices and their average price level should be 

allowed to reflect these real changes. 

Well, rising productivity cheapens some goods relative to others 

(notably, consumer goods relative to human effort), but it can hardly 

cheapen goods and services in general relative to goods and services 

in general. It seems reasonable to expect each good's price to 

express its value relative to others, which is what pricing in a unit 

of stable general purchasing power does. The money-side/goods-side 

distinction does not bear much weight, for growth over time in the 

physical quantities of goods and services to be traded operates as 

much on the money side as on the goods side. It leads people to 
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deflationary effect, unless the supply of nominal money is somehow 

made to keep pace with the growing demand for it. 

Money in Adversity 

Something more needs to be said about the case of an adverse 

supply shock, one like or worse than the international oil shock of 

1973-74. Prices directly affected rise, and keeping the average 

level steady means pressing other prices down. Because many of those 

other prices exhibit downward stickiness, the necessary deflationary 

process will depress production and employment as well. Far from 

indicating an excess supply of money, the initial price rise shrinks 

the money supply in real terms, and a contraction of the nominal 

money supply in addition would aggravate the deflationary damage to 

the economy. 

Considerations like these have led Robert Hall to recommend a 

quasiautomatic policy aiming at a stable price level only as a long-

run target, while tolerating strictly temporary deviations from the 

target level. (See Hall 1986 and my comment uhat follows there.) 

If a major calamity or a great war should require distributing 

the adversity or burden widely throughout the population, an 

inflationary tax on cash balances and on nominal incomes can hardly 

be ruled out a priori as one of the means to be employed. 

(Apparently Wicksell, toward the end of his life, modified his call 

for price-level stabilization to allow for some such cases of extreme 

scarcity of goods; see Uhr 1960/1962, pp. 300-305.) 

A country's monetary institutions, like its other institutions, 

cannot be constructed with guaranteed robustness in the face of 

external calamities. Institutions should serve the relatively normal 

conditions in which they have a good chance of surviving and 

flourishing. It can even be argued that stable money provides a 
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rareemergencies than money that commanded little confidence in the • 
first place. (One argument made by advocates of the gold standard in 

Russia during discussions in the late nineteenth century about 

reforming the country's floating paper currency was that a gold 

standard would provide a sound starting point, a standard to go off 

of, in some future war.) 

Implementation 

Some objections to the goal of money of stable purchasing power 

are really objections to more or less tacitly assumed methods of 

implementing the policy. Critics (e.g. Anderson 1929) often assume 

that efforts to stabilize the price level would work only through 

money and credit manipulation by the Federal Reserve. "Austrian" 

economists worry about "injection effects" or "Cantillon effects-  of 

expanding the money supply to keep the price level from sagging in a 

technologically advancing and otherwise growing economy. New money 

impinges first at particular points in the economy, where it distorts 

the price signals that guide resource allocation. In particular--so 

goes one familiar story--injection of new money is likely to lower 

interest rates below the real, natural, or equilibrium rate and so 

lead business investors to embark on capital-construction projects 

that will eventually turn out to have been unwise. This is 

supposedly what happened in the United States in the 1920s: although 

monetary expansion was not extreme enough to cause actual price 

inflation, it prevented what would otherwise have been a healthy 

decline in prices; and through interest-rate distortions in 

particular, it set the economy up for the great depression that 

followed (Rothbard 1975). 
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of objection. First, it relies on a dubious business-cycle theory 

(Yeager 1986, pp. 378-382). Secondly, it does not demonstrate the 

quantitative importance of the effects alluded to, nor does it 

demonstrate the harm done by fairly steady mild monetary expansion 

even if that expansion did serve as a marginally significant way of 

making the savings of the economy available for investment purposes. 

Third, it unwarrantedly presupposes that new money is put into the 

economy in particular ways that lower interest rates and skew 

resources into business investment. 

If inserting new money in the assumed channels did have real and 

quantitatively important effects of the asserted kind, those 

particular channels might be avoided. For example, newly created 

money could serve as a supplement to government tax revenues, perhaps 

ideally to finance tax reductions. 

Prominent arguments against price-level stabilization center 

around lags. Lags are likely to occur between incipient monetary 

disequilibriums and their reflection in the price index on which the 

central bank may be targeting. Lags occur between index movements 

and the adoption and impact of corrective policy actions. By the 

time these actions take effect, they may no longer be appropriate. 

Thus, attempts to heed a price-index rule might turn out more 

destabilizing than stabilizing. 

This difficulty would presumably bedevil a policy of large, 

sharp changes, not a steady policy. Policymakers might further 

circumvent the problem of lags by watching sensitive commodity 

prices, growth rates of monetary aggregates, industrial production, 

and possibly even interest rates and exchange rates and other early 

indicators of monetary disequilibrium pressing on the target price 

level and by promtply countering such pressure. The rule :Imposed on 
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the monetary authorities should insist that any such early indicator. 

of disequilibrium serve that purpose only and not be erected into 

goals rivaling the price-level target. Perhaps, too, the salaries of 

the money managers might be calculated so as to penalize departures 

from the target level of the specified price index. 

Their instructions might be reinforced by saddling the monetary 

authorities with an obligation to do something at the initiative of 

private parties. They might be required to maintain two-way 

convertibility between dollars and whatever quantity of gold would 

command a physically specified basket of goods and services. This 

(changeable) quantity would be calculated, perhaps every day, from 

the actual market prices of gold and of the specified goods and 

services. The system would be a commodity-basket standard rather 

than a gold standard; and something other than gold, perhaps 

specified securities, might more conveniently serve as the redemption 

medium. (This suggestion is inspired by but is not the same as 

Irving Fisher's 1920 proposal for a "compensated dollar".) Even more 

so than a gold standard, this system would deprive the monetary 

authorities of any substantial discretion. It would seem to 

circumvent the problem of lags. It would also circumvent the 

supposed problem of injection effects; for instead of being injected 

and withdrawn through the loan market, money would be injected and 

withdrawn at numerous points in the economy almost automatically as 

arbitrageurs acted to profit by, and thus nip in the bud, 

discrepancies between money's actual and defined values. 

Standard worries about lags envision a central bank managing a 

fiat money with its ordinary policy weapons, notably open-market 

operations. The supposed problems of lags and injection effects and, 

perhaps more important, the danger of governmental abuse of money 

might better be overcome by the more radical reform of privatization. 
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of account. 

The government might designate a new unit and promote its 

general voluntary adoption by using it in its own accounting, 

taxation, contracting, wage payments, and other operations. The new 

unit would be defined as the total value of a bundle of suitably 

chosen goods and services. If the standard bundle were rather 

comprehensive, the general level of prices expressed in the unit so 

defined would be approximately stable. Thus endowed practically by 

definition with a stable purchasing power, the unit of account would 

no longer fluctuate capriciously according to changing demand for and 

supply of the medium of exchange. 

The issue of notes and checkable depozits would be left to 

private banks (which might well also offer checking privileges 

against equity mutual funds). The quantity of these media of 

exchange would accommodate itself to the demand for them at the price 

level corresponding to the definition of the unit of account; 

imbalances, showing up in incipient mnvements of the price level and 

in the spread between interest rates on deposits and on banks' 

earning assets, would trigger corrective arbitrage. This automatic 

maintenance of equilibrium between demand for and supply of media of 

exchange at a stable price level would prevent price inflation and 

major recessions. 

It is unlikely that the privately issued notes and deposits 

would be directly redeemable in the actual goods and services 

defining the unit of account, for that practice would be too awkward 

for all concerned. Instead, their issuers, disciplined by 

competitive pressures, would stand ready to redeem them in convenient 

redemption property (gold or, more probably, agreed securities) in 

amounts having the same total value in bundle-defined units of 
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deposits to be redeemed. Most redemptions would probably take place 

at clearinghouses, where banks acquiring notes issued by or checks 

drawn on other banks would routinely present them them for settlement 

against their own obligations presented by others. Net  balances at 

the clearinghouse would be settled by transfers of the agreed 

redemption medium. The necessary calculations and operations would 

be carried out every business day by professionals, and the ordinary 

person would no more need to understand what determined the 

purchasing power of the unit of account than he needs to understand 

what determines the purchasing power of the dollar nowadays. (The 

proposed system is described in Greenfield and Yeager 1983. Further 

published and unpublished articles provide clarifications and answer 

objections. The present paper hardly offers scope to make a 

convincing case for the system. It can only emphasize that 

alternatives are available which circumvent several of the most 

prominent objections to seeking government money of stable purchasing 

power.) 

Conclusion 

Situations can arise in which exchange-rate stability and 

domestic monetary stability are incompatible objectives. Then, it 

seems to me, the case is persuasive for giving priority to domestic 

stability. Domestic and exchange-rate instability can easily go 

together, as current experience all too clearly shows. The current 

volatility of exchange rates is hardly puzzling, given the undefined 

character of the national monetary units among which the foreign-

exchange market determines relative prices. A reform must occur 

first and fundamentally on the national level. Achieving stable 

money along private-enterprise lines is eminently feasible as a 

matter of economics. Although such a reform is outside the range of 
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immediate political feasibility, that fact should not discourage our 

Ilksidering it. The force of ideas can eventually change what is 

politically feasible. By providing a sharp contrast with our 

existing unsatisfactory system, furthermore, far-out reform ideas can 

help us perceive and evaluate existing features that we might 

otherwise take so much for granted as not even to recognize them. 

As long as national currencies remain distinct fiat units, 

absurd units whose management comes under the shifting influences of 

government irresponsibility and political pressures, there just are 

no such things as long-run or medium-run or "fundamental" equilibrium 

exchange rates between them. Actual rates necessarily are short-run 

market-clearing rates pushed around by fleeting pressures. Barring 

reform of the currencies themselves, attempts to manimulate exchange 

rates will do more harm than good. The misalignments and volatility 

we observe nowadays may be disillusioning, yet nothing is clearly 

preferable to letting exchange rates continue to float until we 

undertake fundamental monetary reform. 
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ABSTRACT 

Trade and Investment Performance Under Floating 
Exchange Rates: The U.S. Experience 

Contrary to the arguments of several scholars, we have failed to 

find either a conclusive theoretical case or clear empirical evidence of 

an effect, harmful or otherwise, of exchange-rate variability (as 

measured by either short-term volatility or long-run misalignment) on 

overall levels of international trade. In this paper, after reviewing 

the theories and evidence on this issue, we go on to consider the impact 

of exchange-rate variability on direct foreign investment. We summarize 

and amplify upon the scant theoretical literature of this issue, and 

proceed to test U.S. data for the presense of such an impact. We find 

none. 
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1. 	Introduction 

Since the move to a managed floating exchange rate system in 1973, 

world financial markets have been characterized by large movements in 

nominal exchange rates. These movements have been accompanied by large 

swings in real exchange rates, reflecting the fact that nominal exchange 

race variations have not closely followed changes in relative prices of 

traded goods. The short-run variability of exchange rates--whether 

measured in real or nominal terms, bilateral or effective terms--has 

been substantially higher in the post-1973 period than it was under the 

Bretton Woods system (Frenkel and Goldstein, 1986). FuLcher, exchange 

rate variations have been much greater than the early advocates of 

floating had expected. For example, in an influential article, Harry 

Johnson (1969, pp. 19-20) argued that the allegation that a flexible 

rate system would result in unstable rates ignored "the crucial point 

that a rate that is free to move under influences of changes in demand 

and supply is not forced to move erratically, but instead will move only 

in response to such changes in demand and supply...and normally will 

move only slowly and predictably." 1/ 

This paper assesses the causes of exchange rate variability and 

examines its consequences for trade and investment. Following 

Williamson (1985), we distinguish between two concepts of variability--

(i) short-term volatility and (ii) longer-term misalignment. Volatility 

involves short-term (monthly, weekly, or even hourly) fluctuations in 

exchange rates as measured, say, by their absolute percentage changes 

during a particular period. In contrast, misalignment is a subjective 

concept and as such difficult to quantify. Misalignment has been 
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defined as a departure over a substantial period of time of the exchange 

rate from its "fundamental equilibrium value" (i.e., the exchange rate 

that yields a cyclically adjusted current account balance equal to 

normal private capital flows--those capital flows which exist in the 

absence of undue restrictions on trade and special incentives to 

incoming or outgoing capital) (Williamson, 1985; Crockett and Goldstein, 

1987). For example, the value of the U.S. dollar in 1984 and early 1985 

was considered by many commentators to be considerably higher than 

justified by the fundamentals; hence, the value of the dollar was 

perceived by these commentators as bound to come down. The problem with 

getting a grip on misalignment is, as Crockett and Goldstein (1987) have 

observed, the difficulty entailed in measuring such concepts as a 

"substantial" period of time, the "cyclically adjusted" current accont 

balance, "normal" private capital flows, "undue" restrictions on trade, 

and "special incentives" on capital flows. 

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. In the 

next section we discuss the main explanations of exchange rate behavior 

provided in the recent literature, for if exchange rate variability has 

been in some sense "excessive," it must have been unpredicted by 

theories of exchange rate determination, or at least inconsistent with 

the stylized explanations posited by those theories. Section 3 provides 

a conceptual discussion of the possible costs of exchange rate 

variability and misalignment. These main costs are usually associated 

with allocation effects on trade and investment. We argue that, 

theoretically, the costs of exchange rate variability on trade and 

investment are ambiguous. Section 4 presents empirical results of the 
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effects of exchange rate variability on trade and direct investment in 

the U.S. economy. Our results do not support the hypothesis that 

exchange rate variations (defined in terms of either short-term 

volatility and longer-term misalignment) have hampered trade and 

investment in the U.S. economy. Concluding comments are contained in 

Section 5. 

2. 	Explanations of exchange rate behavior 

Why have exchange rates moved so much and why for such long periods 

of time? In what follows, we review six explanations of exchange rate 

behavior. Before doing co, however, several observations are in order. 

The first pertains to the characterization of the present 

international exchange rate regime. At the outset, we described the 

current system as one of managed floating--not one of freely floating 

currencies. This is because most countries (almost all of them 

developing countries) adhere to pegged exchange rate arrangements while 

a number of countries (including the eight members of the European 

Monetary System) follow limited flexibility vis-A-vis a single currency 

or group of currencies. 2/ Further, even among the floating currency 

countries, exchange rates have not been permitted to float cleanly, as 

evidenced by recent efforts to talk the U.S. dollar up or down 

(sometimes within the same day), informal agreements among the Big Five 

(the Plaza Agreement, the Louvre Accord), and Large interventions by 

central banks. Indeed, intervention strategies have differed among 

countries and over time, ranging from free floating, to short-term 

smoothing, to heavy intervention aimed at achieving a targeted rate. 
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The second observation is that the world operating environment 

since 1973 has differed substantially from the period characterizing the 

Bretton Woods period. As Shafer and Loopeska (1983) argue, floating 

rates should not be blamed for the slowdown in world growth and trade 

which accompanied the move to managed floating. Specifically, they note 

that the rapid growth of the economies of Europe and Japan in the 1950s 

and 1960s was, in part, a catching up after World War II and was 

unlikely to be sustained; that the floating rate period inherited 

international disequilibrium and inflation; and that the world economy 

suffered two oil price shocks during the floating rate period. Also, 

the post-1973 period has been characterized by developments that 

contributed to exchange rate variability. These include the 

technological advances in communications that provide fast, high-volume 

linkages among world financial markets, enabling events in any one 

market to have an almost instantaneous impact on other markets. This 

rapid advance in communications technology has not surprisingly been 

accompanied by a relaxation of controls on capital movements. 

Finally, as Frenkel and Goldstein (1986) note, exchange rates are 

financial asset prices and, therefore are flexile and forward looking--

unlike many goods prices which are sticky and backward looking 

(reflecting previous contractural agreements). 3/ Volatility is to be 

expected in an auction market such as the exchange market under floating 

rates simply because of continuous surprises. Nordhaus (1978, p. 250) 

made this point explicitly: "In those pure auction markets where prices 

are the main shock absorber, considerable price volatility is the 

result. These conditions generally prevail in raw foods and commodities 
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markets, in markets for many financial instruments such as common 

stocks, or when a regime of pure floating exchange rates exists. Such 

volatility is an intrinsic feature of real world auction markets--

markets in which there are incessant surprises due to weather, changes 

in taste, inventions, political upheaval, inflation, recession, and 

boom, etc." Indeed, Harberler (1986, p. v) argues that it is the 

ability of flexible exchange rates to absorb shocks which has eased 

quantity and price adjustments in goods and labor markets. Further, 

Obstfeld (1985) argues that it is doubtful whether the fixed exchange 

rate system would have survived the changed unriA environment since 1973 

without the imposition of controls on capital movements and restrictions 

on trade. 

The auction market characteristic is important, but it certainly 

does not account fully for the magnitude of exchange rate movements. In 

order to understand why instability may be an inherpnt characteristiu UL 

flexible rates, we turn to a brief overview of theories of exchange rate 

behavior. 

A useful starting point for considering theories of exchange rate 

determination is the portfolio balance model. 4/ The model is built 

around the determinants of net outside supplies of stocks of assets 

denominated in different currencies and the demands for them. 

Individuals are assumed to allocate their wealth, which has a given 

total value at each moment, among alternative assets, including, most 

generally, domestic and foreign money and domestic and foreign 

securities. Assets denominated in different currencies are viewed by 

investors as perfect substitutes--i.e., uncovered interest rate parity 
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holds. Thus, if one country has a higher expected monetary growth rate 

and consequently a higher expected inflation rate, assets denominated in 

its currency will carry an interest-rate differential that is equal to 

the expected depreciation in its exchange rate. Expectations play a key 

role in the determination of equilibrium. Another component of the 

portfolio model is that goods of different countries are essentially 

perfect substitutes and there are virtually no barriers to instantaneous 

(price) adjustment in goods markets. The assumptions with respect to 

both asset prices and goods prices will be relaxed below. 

a. 	Rational speculative bubbles  

By treating exchange rates as financial asset prices, the portfolio 

approach draws attention to the substantial influence of expectations. 

A number of writers, including Mussa (1976), Frenkel and Mussa (1980) 

and Dornbusch (1980) have argued that the exchange rate market, as any 

asset market, is efficient; a market is considered to be efficient when 

prices reflect all available information, including expectations about 

economic policies. Consequently, the behavior of exchange rates is 

affected in an important way by new information that is continuously 

being processed by economic agents. Short-term fluctuations in exchange 

rates, according to the efficient markets view, are to be expected if 

the forces which lie behind exchange market equilibrium are themselves 

subject to substantial short-term fluctuation. As Mussa (1976, p. 203) 

has stated, "under a floating exchange rate regime, private agents must 

continuously revise their expectations of the future behavior of money 

supplies and other relevant variables in forming their expectations 

about the appropriate level of the nominal exchange rate." Continuous 
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revisions in expectations make for continually changing exchange 

rates. Indeed, if exchange rate variations were exclusively determined 

by new and unanticipated information, the exchange rate would follow a 

random walk--today's exchange rate would be the best predictor of 

expected future exchange rates. 

Note that if expectations are continuously revised in the same 

direction for a substantial period of time--for example if expectations 

of interest rates are modified repeatedly in the direction of higher and 

higher rates, reflecting an expected progressive tightening of monetary 

policy--the efficient markets view gives rise to what is referred to as 

rational speculative bubbles. Consequently, the efficient markets 

framework can account for both short-term volatility in exchange rates 

and longer-term movements, although the latter do not imply deviation 

from any fundamental equilibrium value. 

b. 	Irrational speculariwe bubbles  

The efficient markets view assumes that private agents process all 

information in a rational manner. Therefore, the market equilibrium 

exchange rate reflects the underlying economic fundamentals. By 

contrast, the irrational speculative bubbles story views economic agents 

as myopic. McKinnon (1976) had argued that exchange rate instability 

might be caused by an inadequate supply of private capital available for 

taking net positions in either the forward or spot markets on the basis 

of long-term exchange rate expectations. Thus, as Artus and Young 

(1979, p. 678) observed, the McKinnon hypothesis indicates that 

4 

cyclical variations in the demand for foreign exchange originating from 

trade or financial activities that may be sustained for a number of 
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years may lead to large exchange rate movements because of a lack of 

investors with both the funds and the willingness to take a longer-run 

open position." 

Krugman (1985) has recently applied the McKinnon hypothesis to the 

context of the "high" value of the U.S. dollar of late 1984 and early 

1985. According to Krugman, "the case for a [speculative bubble]...is 

in fact the argument that there is insufficient speculation" (1985, 

p. 106; original italics). Krugman's argument runs as follows. The 

large U.S. trade deficits of the mid-1980s had produced a situation 

where the dollar was unsustainably high. The dollar was bound to fall 

in value, but investors' expectations were irrational. Had these 

expectations been rational, recognizing that the fact that the dollar 

needed (on the basis of long-run fundamentals) to come down, the 

expected future depreciation of the dollar would have inhibited the 

holding of dollar-denominated assets, thereby putting downward pressure 

on the value of the dollar. Instead, market participants paid "more 

attention to the higher [relative] yield on dollar securities than to 

the forces which [would] eventually weaken the dollar. Thus, the dollar 

[was] high because investors [paid] too little attention to the prospect 

of future exchange rate changes, not too much" (Krugman, 1985, 

p. 106). The market had reached a consensus that the dollar would come 

down slowly. If the long-term fundamentals pointed to the need for a 

rapidly falling dollar, then the market had overreacted to the then-

existing interest differential due to a Lack of forward-looking 

speculation, producing an irrational speculative bubble. Krugman used 

this argument to predict correctly that "the dollar must at some point 
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plunge" (1985, p. 107). 5/ Assuredly Krugman's expectations proved to 

be more accurate than the representative market expectation; we are not 

sure, however, that this fact establishes that speculation was either 

irrational or insufficient. 

c. 	Overshooting: the case of sticky prices  

Overshooting, can occur in any portfolio modeL in which some 

markets do not adjust instantaneously. For example, Branson (1976), 

Dornbusch (1976) and Kouri (1976) have focused on the slow speed of 

price adjustment in the goods market to explain exchange rate 

instability; rhis reflecta the view chat goods prices are backward 

looking in the short to medium term while exchange rates are flexible 

and forward looking. The sticky price argument runs as follows: An 

unanticipated change in the nominal money supply produces an increase in 

the real quantity of money because prices do not adjust promptly. As a 

result, real interest rares fall, leading Lo an incipient capital 

outflow and a depreciation in the real exchange rate which is 

proportionately more than the change in money (Dornbusch, 1986, 

p. 213). With lower real interest rates, the demand for goods picks 

up. In parallel, real exchange depreciation causes a substitution from 

foreign goods in favor of home country goods in both the domestic and 

export markets. Over time, as goods prices increase, the real money 

supply will contract and the real exchange rate will appreciate until 

real equilibrium is regained. 

As Frankel (1986) has argued, if the market is foresighted, it 

anticipates that the exoansion in demand will set prices in motion above 

their previousLy expected path. Assuming rational expectations, the 
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ant:cipation of further exchange rate appreciation must be sufficient to 

:fse: the interest rate differential between domestic and foreign 

es, so that opportunities for profits do not exist by holding either 

.omestic or foreign assets. The fact that following the monetary 

-Inovacion the exchange rate fell below the level that was expected in 

7ne long run, accounts for the exchange rate overshooting. 

d. 	Overshooting: the case of asset accumulation 

Now assume flexible goods prices but relax the assumption of 

perfect substitutability between domestic and foreign assets. 

Consequently, the variable that is not free to adjust instantaneously is 

the level of domestic claims on foreign assets. Next assume, for 

purposes of illustration, an expansionary domestic fiscal policy leading 

to cumulative current account imbalances. In the context of the 

Mundell-Fleming framework, the fiscal expansion results in a rise in 

domestic interest rates, an excess supply of foreign assets and an 

appreciation of the currency. Frankel (1986) and Dornbusch (1987) have 

shown that the accumulated net external indebtedness that accompanies 

the current account deficits will decrease the level of domestic claims 

on foreign assets eventually undoing their initial excess supply and 

with it the appreciation of the domestic currency, but the currency will 

not just fall back to its original value since the current account 

deficits result in reduced income from net foreign assets. As Dornbusch 

(1987, p. 7) has argued: "The reduction in net external assets means 

that fonowing a period of deficits, the current account cannot be 



balanced simply by returning to the initial real exchange rate. Now 

there will be a deficit from the increased debt service. Therefore, to 

restore current account balance, an overdepreciation is required." 

Both of the overshooting hypotheses are able to account for 

exchange rate variability and long-term movements in races. Short-term 

variability arises because both hypotheses emphasize the role of news. 

For example, as Artus and Young (1979, P. 679) observe with respect to 

the current account story: "Market participants--continually reassess 

their views of the needed exchange rate change on the basis of actual 

current balance developments without always being able to discount 

properly the effects of temporary divergences in economic cycles, 

J-curve effects of exchange rate changes, and so forth." Moreover, the 

fact that the overshooting hypotheses are able to explain short-term and 

Long-term movements in the exchange rate should not be taken to imply 

that the exchange rate deviates in any way from iLs equilibrium value 

(a la Williamson (1985)). Levich (1985, p. 1018) makes this point 

explicitly: "[The] definition of overshooting draws a distinction 

between short-run and long-run equilibria while retaining the notion 

that the exchange rate is priced fairly at all times, a perfect 

reflection of all information." 

e. 	The safe-haven hypothesis  

Dooley and Isard (1987) extend the portfolio balance model, 

focusing on internationa1 portfolio shifts. In particular, the safe 

haven approach "departs from ocher portfolio balance models of exchange 

rates by shifting attention away from the financial characteristics of 

assets....Instead, the approach emphasizes that variations over time in 
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the prospective income streams on physical capital in different 

countries can generate changes in observed holdings of claims to those 

income streams, giving rise to desired net international capital flows 

and associated changes in relative prices and exchange rates" (Dooley 

and Isard, 1987, p. 71). Consequently, the exchange rate is determined 

in such a manner as to give rise to a current account deficit equal to 

the rate at which foreigners wish to acquire claims on the domestic 

country. As such, the approach stresses the "safe-haven phenomenon" 

whereby the strength of the U.S. dollar in the first half of the 1980s 

is ascribed to the perceived relative strengthening of the U.S. economic 

and political situation. The transmission of such perceptions included 

a shift of bank lending from less developed countries to the U.S. 

capital market and increased direct investment in the United States. 

One important implication of the safe-haven hypothesis is that the 

choice between a fixed or flexible exchange rate regime may not have a 

very significant influence, ceteris paribus, on the variability of the 

real terms of international competition, as characterized by the 

relative prices of tradable goods and the real balance of trade" (Dooley 

and Isard, 1987, P.  79). 

f. 	Demand shifts and other influences  

Stockman (1987a, 1987b) provides a thorough, textbook-like review 

of explanations of exchange rate movements, summarizing most of the 

foregoing approaches and adding other detailed cases. His analysis 

includes shifts of demand in each country for internationally traded 

goods, and other real shifts, but does not include irrational bubbles. 

He concentrates solely on shifts of fundamentals like those in the 
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previous three cases just considered. The result adds to the richness 

and complexity of the issues we are considering, and calls into question 

any approach that considers only one or two influences on exchange 

rates. 

Stockman develops an equilibrium model of the determination of 

exchange rates and prices of goods. 6/ Changes in relative prices of 

goods, due to supply or demand shifts, induce changes in exchange rates 

and deviations from purchasing power parity. According to Stockman 

(1987a, p. 12), "repeated disturbances to supplies or demands.. .thereby 

create a correlation between changes in real and nominal exchang 

rates. This correlation is consistent with equilibrium in the economy, 

in the sense that markets clear through price adjustments." 

A number of important policy inferences can be drawn from the 

equilibrium model of exchange rates. For purposes .of this paper, the 

relevant inferences are that changes in exchange rate.; Hn not cause 

changes in relative prices but are themselves dependent variables driven 

by fundamentals, i.e., by exogenous variables. Further, the issue of 

whether exchange rate variability has detrimental effects on the 

economy--either through its effects on trade or investment--is not the 

relevant question "because the exchange rate is an endogenous  

variable. The right question is whether the underlying disturbances to 

the economy are 'good' or 'bad,' so (of course) the answer lies with the 

disturbance" (Stockman, 1987a, p. 17, original italics). We would add 

that if "fundamentals" refer to consumer preferences, comparative 

advantage, other supply conditions, and comparative rates of inflation 

among different trading partners, then the associated changes in 
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exchange rates are efficient, i.e., they increase world output. Whether 

these changes affect trade and investment (as they sometimes would) is 

less interesting than whether other changes in exchange rates affect 

trade and investment. 

3. 	Effects of exchange rate variability 

In the light of the discussion in the preceding section of the 

causes of exchange rate volatility, we would prefer, so far as possible, 

to divide changes of exchange rates into the part due to fundamentals 

and the part due to other factors, i•e• to misguided speculation. 

Ideally we would like to represent each such influence accurately by a 

right-hand-side variable in a regression; these variables would be 

exogenous, while exchange rates, trade, and investment would be a subset 

of the jointly determined (endogenous) variables of a comprehensive 

model. The regression, in that case, would be one of the reduced form 

equations, with, say, direct investment as the dependent variable. 

Besides the difficulty in trying to specify and measure the relevant 

exogenous variables, however, we are faced with the impossible task of 

finding a measure of the speculative influence. Consequently we need a 

proxy for it, and the only proxy available is exchange rate variation 

not explained by the exogenous variables that represent fundamentals. 

Although this residual variability is not the fundamental cause of 

whatever effects we might observe in trade and investment, it can be 

viewed as the proximate cause, in its role as a proxy for misguided 

speculation. We can then address the question of what happens if 

governments adopt policies that stabilize exchange rates around the 

equilibrium rates determined by fundamentals. Would trade increase, and 
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would international investment be larger or better allocated as a 

result? This approach has two clear advantages. First is the practical 

consideration just mentioned--that we can measure exchange-rate 

variability whereas we cannot measure the amount of misguided 

speculation. Second, if all of the variability not explained by 

specified exogneous variables is due to irrational speculative bubbles 

or to other such causes, it is not clear that this variability should be 

considered exogenous; there would be no prima facie reason to suppose 

that treating it as exogenous would bias the analysis. Of course, not 

all the fundamentals can be measured, so that some bias may result from 

our approach; but we see no alternative. 

In a recent paper with Ulan (Bailey, Tavlas, and (Jlan, 1987), we 

reviewed many of the arguments for and against the proposition that 

short-term exchange rate volatility reduces trade because of the risks 

and costs it involves. 7/ The argument rhar it does hamper Lraae is 

simple and almost self-evident: because contracts to sell goods, 

movement of the goods themselves, and payments for them rarely all 

coincide, there will be an element of exchange risk in foreign trade. 

This risk is equivalent to a cost to a risk-averse trader; and the 

trader will sometimes bear an actual cost to avoid it. Although this 

cost may be small for short-term transactions (because transactions 

costs are low for foreign exchange), the bid-ask spread widens with 

volatility; also, forward exchange markets exist for only about a year 

or so into the future. Being Like transportation cost, in that it 

affects trade in both directions, it will tend to reduce a country's 

exports and its imports. 
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However, the arguments are not all on one side. For example, 

exporters may gain knowledge through trade that would help them ' 

anticipate future exchange rate movements better than can the average 

participant in the foreign exchange market. If so, the profitability of 

this knowledge could offset the risk of exchange rate volatility. If 

they wish to hedge longer-term investment or other transactions, rather 

than use the forward exchange market, they can borrow and Lend in Local 

currency to offset their other commitments. For example, a plant in a 

foreign country can be financed mainly with local capital, so that the 

investor limits his exchange risk in the basic investment. An 

additional counter-argument, of especially great weight, is that we have 

to specify the alternative to volatility. If the volatility is due to 

fundamental factors influencing the exchange rate, intervention by the 

authorities to reduce it would be unsustainable and eventually 

disruptive. To achieve a reduction of apparent, observed volatility, 

they would have to intervene with exchange controls or other 

restrictions on trade and payments. That could be more harmful to 

trade, and reduce it more, than would unrestrained movement of the 

exchange rate. 

Furthermore, volatility of a single exchange rate is a poor measure 

of the risk of trade with the country involved, due to portfolio 

considerations. In general, a firm will be involved in trade with 

several countries, and so will have a mixed portfolio of foreign claims 

and obligations. What additional exposure in one country adds to the 

risk of th portfolio depends both on the variability of the direct 

bilateral exchange rate and on its correlation with other exchange 
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rates. Hence, the effect of exchange rate volatility on trade cannot be 

determined a priori, but is an empirical question. 

If the effect of exchange rate volatility on trade is uncertain, 

the effect on investment flows is even more so. (In fact, we have found 

very Little systematic published or unpublished discussion of this 

effect.) Besides not being sure whether exchange rate volatility 

reduces trade, if it does we cannot be sure whether this effect would 

tend to increase or reduce international direct investment. A reduction 

in trade might mean more concentration on the home market by exporting 

firms, or it might mean that multinationals dispersed their production 

more completely into overseas markets and exported less from their major 

production plants in the home country. The first of these two cases 

would mean less international investment, presumably, whereas the second 

would mean more. This uncertainty augments the uncertainty due to the 

ambiguous effect of exchange rate volatility on trade, 

This point came out clearly in a recent paper by Cushman (1985), 

the one empirical article dealing with direct investment as a function 

of exchange rate volatility that we were able to find. Cushman notes 

that actual trade is more complex than simple models would suggest. 

Although a firm may export a good whose inputs consist exclusively of 

domestic goods and services, its trade may also involve intermediate 

goods in various ways. The effect of exchange rate volatility, or other  

factors, on the location of economic activity (i.e., on the Location of 

value added) can therefore be complicated, and that complicates the 

analysis of investment flows. This consideration gives further scope 

for the effect to run in either direction. 
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Cushman's analysis emphasized, as did ours (1987, op. cit.), that a 

businessman or portfolio investor will balance risk against expected 

profit when he plans a transaction. Suppose, as Williamson (1985) 

suggests, that floating exchange rates result in significant 

"misalignments"--real exchange rates pushed out of line by temporary 

capital movements. Potential direct investors across national 

boundaries may share this view. Those who feel able to anticipate 

future changes of misaligned exchange rates will take this expectation 

into account in calculating expected and risk-adjusted rates of return 

(see Frankel, 1986). If the profit expectation were uncorrelated with 

the risk, the effect of risk itself would be predictable for each 

transaction, taken separately. However, the Williamson argument is that 

misalignments are more frequent and more serious when exchange rates, 

freely floating, are volatile than when they are not. If so, risk will 

be postively correlated with expected profits for many transactions, so 

that the net effect is indeterminate until one has the specific numbers 

and the degree of risk aversion. 

These points help highlight the central importance of the notion of 

misalignment to the analysis. If all variability of exchange rates were 

due to variation in the fundamentals, such as independent, unpredictable 

changes in monetary and fiscal policy in different countries, exchange 

rates would approximate a random walk. Without misalignment, there 

would be few opportunities for profitable anticipation, by traders or 

direct investors, of future exchange rate changes. Although some firms 

or households may believe that they can foresee shifts in such 

fundamentals, only in a few exceptional cases would the ability to do so 
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be related to a firm's volume of foreign trade or investment. (Also, it 

would be harder to argue, as a rule, that the effects on trade and 

resource allocation, if any, of this type of exchange rate variability 

was harmful and distortive.) 

Because it appears that "variability" has implicitly been almost 

synonymous with misalignment in much of the previous conceptual work on 

this issue, we have based our discussion on misalignment and on short-

term volatility. With that approach, exchange rate variability can 

affect trade in either direction. Its effect on direct investment is 

still more uncertain, inasmuch as it could go in either direction even 

if the effect of variability were to reduce trade. With the 

consequences of both short-term volatility and misalignment on trade and 

investment conceptually uncertain, we turn to some empirical results 

concerning the effects of these two measures of exchange rate movements 

on trade and investment in the case of the U.S. 

4. 	Exchange rate movements and U.S. export and 
investment performance  

In recent years, a number of empirical studies dealing with the 

post-1973 period have been produced that examine the issue of whether 

short-term exchange rate volatility hampers trade. Only one study has 

investigated the relationship between volatility and investment. To our 

knowledge, not a single empirical study has examined the effects of 

misalignment, per se, on either trade or investment. 

Most recent empirical studies have supported the proposition that 

Short-term volatility does indeed impede trade (Cushman (1983); Akhtar 

and Hilton (1984); Kenen and Rodrik (1986); Maskus (1986); Thursby and 
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Thursby (1987); and De Grauwe and de Bellefroid (1987)). The coverage 

of these studies has been impressive. They have encompassed both total 

and bilateral trade flows, differences in sampling data (i.e., time 

series and pooled time series cross-sectional), bilateral and trade-

weighted measures of exchange rates, real and nominal exchange rates, 

and a range of industrial countries. Studies which have rejected the 

hypothesis that volatility has adversely impacted on trade include the 

IMF (1984), Gotur (1985), and several papers with which we have been 

associated--Bailey, Tavlas, and Ulan (1986); Aschheim, Bailey, and 

Tavlas (1987); and Bailey, Tavlas, and Ulan (1987). 

In the most comprehensive of our studies--Bailey, Tavlas, and Ulan 

(1987)--we tested for the impact of exchange rate volatility on real 

exports of 11 OECD countries, using for most countries two measures of 

volatility for both real and nominal exchange rates. 8/ In all, over 

the managed floating period we presented 33 regression equations. In 

addition to exchange rate volatility, the factors which were posited to 

affect exports of these countries were real GDP in partner industrial 

countries, real export earnings of oil producing countries, and relative 

prices (defined as the ratio of the dollar-denominated export unit 

values of each country relative to the dollar-denominated export unit 

values for the IMF's "industrial country" aggregate). Of the 

33 regressions estimated, only 3 showed a significant and negative 

impact of volatility on exports. These 3 regressions each involved real 

volatility. So perhaps real volatility is the culprit. Considering 
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only those equations with real exchange rate volatility variables, that 

still left only 3 instances out of 16 in which exchange rate 

volatility negatively and significantly affected real exports. 

Despite the diversity of empirical results, some generalizations 

can be drawn from the current status of empirical work. First, most 

studies (including our work) that find a significant effect for 

volatility on trade find it only for real exchange rate volatility. But 

as our aforementioned results indicate, even in the case of real 

volatility the evidence is anything but overwhelming. Second, of the 

studies that do find a negative effect of exchange rate vulacility on 

trade, most do so using bilateral trade data (e.g., Cushman (1983); 

Akhtar and Hilton (1984); Maskus (1986); and Thursby and Thursby 

(1987)). Thus it may be that volatility affects the pattern of trade, 

but not its overall level. Regarding the aggregate trade studies that 

find a negative impact of volatility on trade, Wenen and Rcdrik (1986) 

examine the effects of exchange rate volatility on imports--not 

exports. Still, in only 4 of the 11 countries examined did the results 

show a negative and significant impact. On the other hand, De Orauwe 

and de Bellefroid (1987) find less ambiguous effects of volatility on 

exports. However, their study does not include a relative price term. 

In their words: "The reader may wonder why no relative price (or 

competitiveness) variables appear in the equation. The reason is that 

we concentrate here on the determinants of the Long-run growth rates of 

trade....Over very long periods...these relative price effects are 

Likely to have disappeared" (De Crauwe and de Bellefroid, 1987, 

L95). The theoretical motivation behind this argument escapes us. 
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At the very least, the effect of relative prices should have been 

empirically tested. By failing to do so, it is likely that the results 

obtained by De Grauwe and de Bellefroid comingled the effects of 

relative prices with exchange rate volatility, obtaining an exaggerated 

or spurious impact for the latter. 

The final generalization to be drawn from empirical work is that, 

the primary determinants of trade are real output in trading partner 

countries and the terms of trade. In this context, equations (la), 

(lb), and (lc) in Appendix Table I provide estimates on the determinants 

of U.S. export volumes over the managed floating rate period. 9/ 

Equation (1a) shows that some 93 percent of the variance of real exports 

from the United States is explained by real output in other industrial 

countries, real export earnings of oil exporting nations (a proxy for 

their ability to buy other nations' exports), and relative export prices 

between the United States and its industrial country trading partners 

adjusted for exchange rate changes. (Thus, relative prices reflect real 

exchange rates in terms of traded goods.) 10/ Equation (lb) adds the 

volatility of the real effective exchange rate to the previous 

specification. While the coefficient is negative, it is insignificant 

and does not change the coefficients of the other variables. Because 

the relative price term is adjusted for exchange rate changes, it may be 

that the relative price term is biasing the volatility coefficient 

toward zero. Accordingly, in equation (Lc) we drop the relative price 

term while retaining the volatility term. The coefficient on the latter 
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variable remains insignificant; meanwhile, the significance of the 

coefficients on the other remaining variables declines while serial 

correlation increases, suggesting misspecification problem. 

If short-term volatility of the exchange rate has not adversely 

affected U.S. exports over the managed floating period, what about 

exchange rate misalignment, defined as the difference between the real 

effective exchange rate (REER) and the real "fundamental equilibrium" 

exchange rate (FEER)? As Frenkel and Goldstein (1986) have noted, there 

is an assortment of problems associated with measuring an equilibrium 

exchange rate; any such measure is bound to be only an approximate 

one. Undaunted by the difficulties, Williamson (1986) provides 

estimates of the FEER and the REER over the period 1976:1 through 

1984:4. We have updated Williamson's estimates of these two series 

based on data contained in Williamson (1986). The effects of deviations 

from the equilibrium exchange rate (i.e., REER minus CEER) are provided 

in equations (1d) through (1f). Equation (Id) is merely the 

specification in (1a), but estimated over the now shorter estimation 

period. Equation (le) adds the misalignment series; the misalignment 

variable is insignificant and has a positive coefficient. Finally, 

equation (1f) drops the relative price term while retaining the 

misalignment variable. The latter remains insignificant; meanwhile the 

properties of the equation (coefficients on other variables, serial 

correlation) deteriorate, again suggesting that misspecification results 

from dropping relative prices. 

As noted, with the exception of Cushman (1985), empirical work 

dealing wi:h :he determinants of direct investment in the U.S. economy 
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in recent years is nonexistent. 11/ Indeed, Cushman's paper dealt with 

bilateral direct investment outflows from the United States to five 

countries over the period 1.963 through 1978; thus his data were drawn 

largely from the managed rate period. In what follows, we present 

results on the determinants of aggregate direct investment inflows into 

the United States over the quarterly interval, 1976:1 through 1986:1 

(see the notes to Table 2 for the reason why we began with 1976:1), 

testing for the effects of short-term exchange rate volatility and long-

term misalignment on real direct investment inflows. 

We use a stock adjustment model to estimate the determinants of 

real direct investment--manipulation of the stock adjustment model 

results in a lagged dependent variable as one determinant of direct 

investment. In addition, we posit that direct investment is determined 

by the expected performance of the U.S. economy--proxied by 

"anticipated" real GDP in the United States--by real relative export 

prices (the same variable which was used in the equations for export 

volumes), by the real interest rate differential between long-term rates 

in the United States and those in the main trading partners of the 

United States, and by an oil shock term, aimed at capturing the effects 

of the oil price hike of the late 1970s. More detailed explanations of 

the variables used and the empirical results are reported in Table 2. 

These variables also happen to be variables that help determine real 

exchange rates, through their effects on trade and investment. With 

such variables in the equations, the regression coefficients for 

exchange race variability and misalignment capture the effects of 

speculative errors for given fundamentals. 
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A general observation concerning the empirical results is that the 

explained proportions of the variances of the regressions are 

considerably below those obtained for the export equations. 

Equation (2a) presents our basic specification. Anticipated real GDP, 

the real interest rate spread series, and the lagged dependent variable 

all have positive (as expected) and significant coefficients. The oil 

price shock series also has a positive coefficient, but it is only 

marginally significant; the implication is that the oil price shock of 

the Late 1970s increased direct investment into the United States either 

in accord with the sate-haven hypothesis or as part of the financing of 

the enlarged trade deficit. The relative price (real terms of trade) 

series has a negative coefficient (as expected) and is significant. 

Equation (2h) tests for the impact of short-term exchange rate 

volatility on direct investment; the coefficient on the volatility 

variable is marginally significant, and positive. In equation (2c) we 

drop the relative price term in order to test whether its inclusion in 

equation (2h) was biasing the impact of the volatility term. (This is 

the same procedure that we undertook for the export equations.) The 

volatility term has a negative coefficient in equation (2c), but is 

insignificant. Finally, equations (2d) and (2c), with and without 

relative prices, respectively, test for the impact of the misalignment 

series. In equation (2d) the misalignment series is marginally 

significant, but with a positive coefficient. 	In equation (2e) it is 

negative and insignificant. In sum, we were unable to find any adverse 
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impact of either exchange rate volatility or misalignment on real direct 

investment into the United States during the managed floating rate 

period. 

5. 	Conclusions  

We have argued that exchange rates vary both because of long-term 

fundamental influences and because of speculative and other transitory 

influences. These influences, especially the Latter, are unpredictable, 

and they vary more sharply at some times than others. Consequently the 

volatility of exchange rates is itself variable, and one can easily 

understand the rationale for an international policy regime that aims to 

reduce it. 

To the extent that the size and variance of movements in exchange 

rates have been unpredictable, have they also been harmful? Advocates 

of fixed exchange rates posit that exchange rate variations are harmful 

because they entail resource allocation effects on trade and 

investment. For the U.S. economy, our results indicate that exchange 

rate variations have not had significant effects on trade and direct 

investment. Of course we doubt whether a fixed exchange regime would 

have been able to survive during a period which has included huge 

disturbances, such as the two oil price shocks to the world economy. 

Our results on investment are exploratory, and may be revised if 

progress should be made on the difficult specification problems 

involved. The issue is empirical, and must eventually be resolved by 

testing the various claims against the data. 
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Footnotes 

1/ Perceptively, Johnson also recognized that exchange rates would be 

stable only as long as "underlying economic conditions (including  

government policies)" remained stable (1969, P. 17,  italics supplied). 

2/ See Tavlas (1987). However, as Goldstein (1984, pp. 3-4) reports, 

most of world trade is conducted at unpegged currencies. 

3/ Frenkel and Goldstein (1986, p. 647) also point out that exchange 

rate changes have been smaller than changes in other asset prices such 

as national stock markets and short-term interest rates. 

4/ The portfolio balance model is an extension of the vintage 1970s' 

mune tary model. As Krueger (1983, p. 50) observes, "at the present time 

it is difficult to distinguish an adherent of the monetary approach from 

the author of a portfolio balance model." An important bridge between 

the two approaches was provided in the article by Frenkel and Rodriguez 

(1975), which incorporated the treatment of asset accumulation and 

curreaL account determination within the monetary approach. For an 

interesting appraisal of the monetary approach, see Boughton (1987). 

5/ A hard landing was also predicted by Harris (1985). 

6/ Disequilibrium theories of the exchange rate are based on sluggish 

adjustment of nominal prices and imply that the correlation between real 

and nominal exchange rate changes is exploitable by government 

interventions in the foreign exchange market 
(Stockman, 1987a, p. 13). 

7/ See also Yeager (1976) for a discussion of the issue. 

8/ The countries examined were Australia, Canada, France, Germany, 

Italy, Japan, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States. 

• 
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9! Equations (la) through (lc) are estimated over the quarterly 

period, 1975:1 through 1986:1. We began the estimation period in 1975:1 

because exchange rate volatility is entered with an eight-period (i.e., 

two-year) lag, taking us back to 1973:1, the beginning of managed 

floating. We ended the estimation period in 1986:1, because, as of this 

writing (end-1A7), export earnings of oil exporting nations (a term in 

the equations) is available only through 1985:4. Because that term is 

entered with a one-quarter lag, we were able to estimate through 1986:1. 

10/ See the notes to Table 1 for additional details. 

11/ Cushman observed that, "Empirical work concerning exchange rate 

uncertainty on direct investment is rare" (1985, p. 298). The few 

studies that Cushman was able to find were published during the 1970s. 
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Table 1. 	Effects of Exchange Rate Variability on U.S. Export Volumes 

Equation Constant 
Real OECD 

GDP 
ReLathe 

Export Prices 
Real Oil 
Revenues 

Exchange Rate 
Variability 

Rho 
2 
R D.W. 

Estimation 
Period 

Short-term 
malatility 

Long-term 
misalignment 

(la) -2.46 1.05 H0.77 0.11 0.62 0.926 1.70 1975:1-1986:1 
(3.0) (7.9) (5.9) (2.5) (4.6) 

(1h) -2.23 1.02 H3.72 0.12 -0.84 0.62 0.923 1.75 1975:1-1986:1 
(2.6) (7.0) (4.8) (2.5) (0.7) (4.1) 

(lc) 0.70 10.55 0.08 -1.64 0.89 0.900 1.73 1975:1-1986:1 
(0.4) (1.9) (1.4) (3.9) (12.5) 

(1d) -2.18 1.01 H3.73 0.09 0.69 0.908 1.65 1976:1-1986:1 
(1.9) (5.5) (4.8) (1.8'; (5.1) 

(le) -2.24 1.02 H3.78 0.09 0.0005 0.67 0.906 1.67 1976:1-1986:1 
(2.0) (5.7) (4.3) (1.8) (0.4) (4.8) 

(Id) 0.54 0.59 0.04 -0.0003 0.93 0.889 1.44 1976:1-1986:1 
(0.2) (1.6) (0.7) (0.2) (16.1) 

Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; Mbrgan Guaranty Bank; Williamson (1985;.  1986); and authors' calculations. 

Notes: limbers in parentheses are t-ratios. Real CCCD is real GDP (current period) in national currency units for 
11 industrial country trading partners converted to U.S. dollars at 1985:1 exchange rates. Relative prices is the dollar-
denominated export unit value index divided by the IMF's "industrial couantry" export unit value series. It is entered with a 
two-quarter lag. Real oil revenues is the dollar value of oil exporters' export earnings (as provided by the IMF) deflated by 
the dollar-denaminated export unit value index of the %mistrial nations" taken as a whole to represent the real purchasing 
power of the oil exporters as it relates to industrial country exports. It is entered with a one-quarter lag. Short-term 
exchange rate variability is the absolute value of the quarterly percentage change in the real effective exchange rate (as 
constructed by Mbrgan Guaranty Bank). It is estimated by _ming an eight-period (t-1 through t-9) second-degree Alann lag. 
tong-term exchange rate misalignment is the deviation of the real effective exchange rate (REER) from the fundamental 
equilibrium exchange rate (FIER) as constructed by Williamson (1985). Williamscn (1985) provides data on REER and khllt for the 
period 1976:1-1984:4. For 1985:1-1986:1, figures for REER and HER have been updated by the authors, extrapolating data on the 
hisis of figures contained in Williamson (1986). The export volume series (IMF) was seasonally adjusted using the X-11 ARIMA 
talinique. Rho was estimated using a maximsa likelihood procedure. 

• 
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Table 2. Effects of Exchange Rate Variability on Real Direct Investment 
Into the United States (1976:1-1986:1) 

Lpation Constant 
Anticipated 

Real GDP 

Relative 
Export 
Prices 

Real 
Interest 

Rate Spread 

.Lagged 
Dependent 
Variable 

011 Shock 
Dummy 

Short-Term 
Volatility 

long-Term 
Misalignment 'Rho 1 Rho 2 	-2 R 	DW 

(11) -3.00 0.87 -2.95 0.08 0.54 0.21 -0.44 -0.40 	0.522 	2.03 
(1.4) (2.2) (3.1) (2.0) (3.2) (1.4) (2.1) (2.1) 

(26) -1.15 0.68 -4.00 0.14 0.49 0.35 9.45 -0.55 -0.47 	0.555 	2.08 
(0.5) (1.9) (3.3) (2.4) (3.0) (2.1) (1.4) (2.7) (2.6) 

 -3.39 0.81 -0.C4 0.63 0.17 -6.96 -0.36 -0.28 	0.411 	1.89 
(1.1) (1.6) (0.9) (3.0) (0.8) (1.1) (1.5) (1.3) 

 -2.74 0.93 -4.35 0.06 0.45 0.27 0.02 -0.41 -0.42 	0.566 	2.16 
(1.4) (2.4) (3.5) (1.3) (2.5) (1.8) (1.8) (1.8) (2.3) 

 -2.00 0.72 -0.03 0.53 0.28 -0.001 -0.22 -0.20 	0.384 	1.85 
(0.7) (1.3) (0.4) (1.9) (1.3) (0.1) (0.7) (0.8) 

Sources: Data Resources, Inc.; Federal Reserve Board; ]}IF, International Financial Statistics; Morgan Guaranty Bank; Williamson (1985; 
1986); and authors' calculations. 

NatL: NOmbers in parentheses are t-ratios. Dependent variable is nominal direct investment inflow into the United States (Federal 
Reserve Board's flu./ of funds series)  seasonally adjusted) divided by the GDP deflator. Anticipated real GDP was constructed by regressing 
the logarithm of real U.S. GDP on its past values in periods t-1 throudi t-13, using a second-degree Almon polynomial distributed lag with no 
kald-point restrictions. The predicted series made by that regression was used as the anticipated series. Relative export prices is the sane 
series used in Table 1; as with the regressions contained in Table 1, it is entered with a two-quarter lag in the regressions reported 
above. Real interest rate spread is the differential between the real average market yield on U.S. Goverment ten-year bonds (constant 
miturity) and the real average yield on long-term government bonds of major U.S. trading partners. The spread series is from Data Resources, 
Inc., U.S. model databank. Because it is available beginning only in 1976:1, all the above regressions uere estimated beginning in 1976:1. 
The oil shock dunny variable is a shift danny representing the second oil price shock. It equals unity fnan 1979:2 through 1980:2, and it 
equals zero for all other observations. The volatility and ndsalignaent series are the sane as used in the equations in Table 1. Rho 1 and 
Rho 2 were esthmited using a maximum likelihood procedure since the widely used Cochrane-Orcutt procedure results in inconsistent parameter 
estimates in the presence of lagged dependent variables-see Aschheira and Tavlas (1988). We are grateful to John Wilson of the Federal 
Reserve Board for providing us with the narainal direct investment series. 

• 
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Popular and political perceptions about the relation of 

the U.S. budget and trade deficits are based on the observation 

that both deficits have been unusually high during the past 

several years. Our professional perception of this relation is 

based on the combination of an accounting identity and a 

plausible hypothesis about the chain of effects that might lead 

an increased budget deficit to increase the trade deficit. 

There two perceptions, however, provide neither an 

adequate understanding of this relation nor a sufficient guide 

for economic policy. Thc observed combination of large budget 

and trade deficits may have been a coincidence, in that both 

deficits may have been due to unrelated changes in other 

conditions. The two pillars of our professional understanding 

of this relation are more useful but are not sufficient. This 

paper summarizes our professional understanding of this 

relation and concludes that much of what we "know" about this 

relation is not consistent with the available evidence. 

The Accounting Identity 

For several years, economists have been trying to educate 

politicians and journalists (without much success) about the 

implications of a basic accounting identity. This identity 

demonstrates that the foreign balance of any country in any 

year, an amount equal to the exports minus the (broadly-

defined) imports of that country, is also equal to saving by  
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that country minus investment in that country. In other words, 

a country will have a trade surplus if saving is higher than 

domestic investment, and it will have a trade deficit if saving 

is less than domestic investment. This identity has a number 

of important implications: 

A change in conditions or policies that 

increase exports or reduce imports will not 

increase the trade balance unless they also 

increase the balance of domestic saving and 

investment. Specifically, trade policy, 

itself, may affect the level, product 

composition, and bilateral balances of 

trade but cannot change the balance of 

total exports and imports. Most politi-

cians, unfortunately, either do not 

understand this implication or they are 

using a more general concern about the 

trade balance as cover for policies that 

serve some sectoral interest. 

For our purpose, the more relevant implica-

tion is that a change in conditions or 

policies that increase the government- 

sector deficit will increase the trade 

deficit by an equal amount, unless such 

changes also affect private saving or 

by 
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investment. This identity, thus, provides 

a basis for expecting a strong positive 

relation between the government-sector 

balance of receipts and expenditures and 

the foreign-sector balance of exports and 

imports. 

The several implications of this identity are important to 

understand. As it turns out, however, the expected relation 

between the government-sector balance and the foreign balance 

is not consit.ent with the available evidence. 

An examination of the relevant data for the two most 

recent U.S. recovery periods provides some insights about why 

the relation between the government sector balance and the 

foreign balance has not been stable. Table 1 summarizes the 

relation between the U.S. foreign and domestic balances during 

the recovery from the recessions of 1974-75 and of 1981-82, 

periods during which other economic conditions and policies 

were quite different. 

The recovery from the recession of 1974-75 illustrates the 

usual cyclical pattern. From 1975 through 1979, net foreign 

investment by the U.S. declined substantially, despite a strong 

increase in the government balance from a record peacetime 

deficit to a small surplus. During this recovery, in other 

words, there was a strong negative relation between the foreign 

balance and the government balance. Other characteristics of 
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this recovery were also rather typical. The private saving 

rate declined gradually during the recovery, and the private 

investment rate increased sharply. The single condition most 

closely associated with net foreign investment is the level of 

private domestic investment. In brief, the U.S. invests more 

abroad when it invests less at home and vice versa. 

Table 1 The Relation of U.S. Foreign and Domestic Balances 

Year 
S + G 

Percent of GNP 

75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

82 
83 
84 
86 
86 

1.4 
0.5 

-0.4 
-0.4 
0.1 

0.0 
-1.0 
-2.4 
-2.9 
-3.4 

10.1 
10.0 
9.6 

10.1 
11.7 

11.4 
10.4 
10.2 
9.2 
8.9 

8.7 
9.5 
10.1 
10.6 
11.6 

11.5 
11.3 
12.6 
12.1 
12.3 

	

19.2 	- 4.1 

	

18.2 	- 2.2 

	

17.8 	- 	1.0 
18.1 - 0.0 

	

17.7 	0.5 

	

17.6 	- 3.5 

	

17.5 	- 	3.8 

	

18.0 	- 	2.8 

	

16.4 	- 	3.3 

	

15.9 	- 	3.5 

13.7 
15.6 
17.3 
18.5 
18.1 

14.1 
14.7 
17.6 
16.0 
15.8 

Notes 

F net foreign investment, 
X exports plus capital grants received by the U.S., 
M imports plus transfer payments and interest payments by the 

government to foreigners, 
gross private saving plus the statistical discrepancy, 
total government sector (federal, state, and local) surplus 
(+) or deficit (-) 

I gross private domestic investment. 

Details may not add to totals because of rounding. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey of Current  Business   
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The recovery from the 1981-1982 recession reflects a 

quite different pattern. From 1982 through 1986, net foreign 

investment by the U.S. declined substantially, although the 

government deficit share of GNP was roughly stable. During 

this recovery, in other words, there was no apparent relation 

between the foreign balance and the government balance. The 

decline in the foreign balance through 1984 was primarily due 

to a strong increase in domestic investment. The continued 

decline in the foreign balance in 1985 and 1986, however, was 

primarily due to an unusually strong decline in the private 

saving rate, a condition that has yet to be explained. 

These comparisons indicate that changes in the government 

balance have not been the primary causes of short-term changes 

in the foreign balance. A comparison of the comparable 

recovery years 1979 and 1986, howeveL, illustrates the expected 

relation: net foreign investment by the U.S. in 1986 was lower 

than in 1979 by about 3.5 percent of GNP, in combination with a 

reduction of the government balance by about 4 percent of GNP. 

This last comparison indicates that the large recent decline in 

net foreign investment by the U.S. was due, not to an increase 

in the government deficit, but to the fact that the deficit did 

not decline as is usual during the current recovery through 

1986. 

The longer-term U.S. experience, as well as cross-country 

comparisons, does not indicate any  significant direct relation 
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of the foreign balance and the government balance. Figure 1 

illustrates the U.S. data from 1947 through 1986. Figure 2 

(courtesy of Mike Darby\l) illustrates the cross-country data, 

based on the 1970-84 averages. In both cases, there is a very 

small positive relation between the foreign and government 

balances, but in neither case is this relation significant. 

How does one reconcile the strong positive relation between 

these balances that is suggested by the accounting identity 

with the very weak and insignificant direct relation indicated 

by the empirical data? One step at a time. 

From the accounting identity 

F = S + G - I, 

the effect on F of an increase in G is 

= i)SM G + 1 - :)I/J G. 

As mentioned earlier, one should expect a strong positive 

relation between the foreign balance and the government balance 

only if private saving and investment are not strongly related 

to the government balance. The observed direct relation 

between the foreign balance and the government balance will be 

the sum of these three effects. If the Ricardo-Barro effect 

(6S/ G), for example, is equal to -1, an increase in govern- 

ment borrowing is offset by an equal increase in private 

saving, with no effect on either foreign or domestic invest-

ment. Similarly, if an increase in government borrowing 

displaces an equal amount of domestic investment OI/riG = 1) 
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with no effect on private saving, changes in the government 

balance will have no effect on the foreign balance. Some of 

the more serious controversies among economists involve the 

magnitude of these two "crowding-out" effects. I do not expect 

to resolve these controversies. 

The results of the simple first-difference regressions 

reported in Table 2, however, provide an important insight 

about why the government balance in the U.S. does not appear to 

have had a significant effect on the U.S. foreign balance: 

specifically, the marginal effect of changes in the government 

balance on changes in private saving minus the marginal effect 

on domestic investment appears to be close to -1. In other 

words, most of the changes in the government balance appear to 

be have been offset by changes in private saving and domestic 

investment, with little effect oil Lhe foreign balance. 

Table 2 Marginal Effects of Changes in the Government Balance 

Dependent Variables 

Samples 
1947-1980 

Annual Change -.07 .07 .11 
nrginal Effects .06 -.27 .67 
r .021 .335 .539 

1947-1986 
Annual Change -.16 .00 .13 
IsIrginal Effects .05 -.24 .71 
r .015 .239 .544 

Note: All variables deflated by nominal GNP. 
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Moreover, the marginal effects of changes in the government 

balance do not appear to have changed significantly during the 

1980s. For the total postwar period, thus, almost all the 

variation in the U.S. foreign balance appears to have been due 

to changes in U.S. private saving and investment that were 

independent of changes in the government balance. 

The constant terms in these simple first-difference 

regressions also deserve attention. Both samples indicate a 

small secular decline in U.S. foreign investment and a small 

secular increase in U.S. domestic investment. This reflects 

the gradual decline in the real post-tax return on foreign 

investment relative to the return on U.S. domestic investment--

a condition, in turn, that reflects the relative increase in 

the foreign capital stock after the destruction of World War 

II. The small corresponding secular decline in the U.S. trade 

balance, thus, was due more to a realignment in the relative 

capital stocks than to a relative decline in the U.S. govern-

ment balance or the "competitiveness" of U.S. firms. 

Since 1980, however, U.S. private saving has been lower 

and U.S. domestic investment has been higher than would have 

been anticipated based on the prior postwar sample. From 1947 

through 1980, for example, there was a small secular increase 

in the private saving rate, a condition that was sharply 

reversed in the 1980s. The reasons for the sharp decline in 

the U.S. private saving rate since 1980 are not clear, but 
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this decline was probably associated with the large increase in 

the real value of financial assets. The relative increase in 

U.S. private investment through 1984 was most directly attri-

butable to the reduction in the effective tax rates on new 

business investment in the 1981 tax legislation--a condition 

that was unfortunately reversed by the 1986 tax legislation. 

The resulting sharp decline in the U.S. foreign balance during 

the 1980s, in summary, appears to have been primarily due to 

conditions other than the decline in the government balance. 

The "twin deficits" of the 1980s, in brief, appear to have been 

a coincidence of unrelated conditions, rather than the result a 

significant relation between the trade and budget deficits. 

The Plausible Hypothesis  

The economist's characteristic hypothesis abouL Lhe 

relation between the foreign and government balances is based 

on the following sequence of effects: real budget deficits 

increase real interest rates, which increase the real exchange 

rate, which increases the real trade deficit. This might best 

be described as "the Feldstein chain," after Martin Feldstein's 

1983 explanation of this relation.\2 The problem of this 

hypothesis, however plausible, is that the evidence for each 

link in this chain is extraordinarily weak. One point at a 

time. 
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There is ample theoretical reason to expect increased 

government borrowing to increase real interest rates by some 

amount, except in the extreme case in which the increased 

borrowing is fully offset by increased private saving. The 

best tests of this relation, however, fail to find any sig-

nificant effects of past, current, or future government 

deficits on rates.\3 
A characteristic focus on net saving, 

rather than on the total stock of debt, has led many economists 

to expect a larger effect. A focus on how government borrowing 

changes the total supply of debt, however, provides a more 

accurate perspective on the magnitude of the potential effects 

on interest rates. The following example illustrates this 

point. Assume a total world supply of debt of $20 trillion and 

a real interest rate of 4 percent. An increase in the real 

government debt of $100 billion, in this case, increases the 

total supply of debt to $20.1 trillion, a 0.5 percent increase. 

In the absence of an increase in the world demand for debt, 

this increase in the supply of debt would increase real 

interest rates by only 2 basis points on a consul or about 5 

basis points on a 10 year bond, plus a smaller portfolio effect 

specific to the debt of the borrowing government. A precise 

estimate of the effect of a given increase in government debt 

would have to control for the conditions affecting the total 

world demand for debt and the supply of debt by the world's 

private sector and other governments, a task that is now beyond 
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the most sophisticated econometric techniques. Variations in 

the other conditions that affect the world demand for debt and 

the supply of debt by others apparently swamp the small effects 

of the large recent U.S. government deficits on real interest 

rates. This conclusion should surprise only those who continue 

to use a model based on saving and investment flows, rather 

than the stock of debt to analyze these effects. 

The theoretical relation between real interest rates and 

real exchange rates is more complex than is usually recog- 

gpor'if4 ^'ll y, the difference between the current and 

forward exchange rate with respect to another currency tends to 

equal the difference between the domestic and foreign interest 

rates. In other words, an increase in domestic interest rates 

will increase the current exchange rate by an equal amount only 

when the forward exchange rate does not change, such as when 

the increase in the interest increase is expected to be 

temporary. This relation, called the "covered parity" condi-

tion, is strongly consistent with the evidence and was about 

the same in the late 1970s and the early 1980s.\4  In both 

periods, changes in the current and forward exchange rates were 

closely related, the reason why there has been so little 

relation between interest rates and exchange rates. Moreover, 

there does not appear to be any significant direct effect of 

budget deficits on exchange rates.\5 
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Finally, the relation between the real exchange rate and 

the real trade deficit is also more complex than is usually 

recognized. A lower real exchange rate reduces the foreign 

price of domestic goods and services but it also reduces the 

foreign price of domestic assets. A lower exchange rate will 

reduce the trade deficit, thus, only if it increases the 

foreign purchases of domestic goods and services more than it 

increases their purchases of domestic assets. This is general-

ly the case, because a lower real exchange rate also reduces 

the present value (in other currencies) of the expected 

earnings from domestic assets, offsetting the effect of a lower 

foreign price of these assets. For foreign investors who want 

some earnings in the domestic currency, however, a lower real 

exchange rate reduces the price of domestic assets without 

reducing their value. And, if the lower exchange rate is 

expected to be temporary, the higher mobility of financial 

capital flows than of trade flows may lead to a temporary 

increase in the real trade deficit. In general, a lower real 

exchange rate will reduce the real trade deficit, but one 

should not expect a close relation between these conditions. 

In summary, the characteristic explanation of the relation 

between the budget deficit and the trade deficit is plausible, 

but the evidence for each link in this chain of effects is 

surprisingly weak. One should not be surprised, therefore, 
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that there does not appear to be a significant direct relation 

between these two deficits. 

What to Do?  

The "twin deficits" of the 1980s represent only one 

problem: the increase in private and government consumption, 

financed in part by borrowing abroad, will not provide a stream 

of returns to finance the increased debt. A reduction in the 

growth of either private or government consumption relative to 

the growth of output will be nnt-.MCCnr,, to resolve this problem, 

and the choice between these two approaches will be the central 

political issue for some years. The trade deficit, by itself, 

is not a problem. Given the U.S. economic policies during the 

early 1980s, we were much better off with a large trade 

deficit; in the absence of a larger flow of goods and services 

from abroad, U.S. domestic investment would have been much 

lower and real interest rates would have been somewhat higher. 

If U.S. economic policies during this period were correct, the 

increased trade deficit should have been regarded as a desira-

ble, albeit not anticipated, effect of these policies. The 

trade deficit has become a problem only because popular and 

political perceptions have misattributed this deficit to 

"unfair" foreign trade practices, with the consequent increase 

in actual and potential protectionist actions by the U.S. 
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The remaining problem, however, is serious and will become 

more serious the longer we delay in addressing it. This 

problem is the result of the growth of total debt relative to 

the growth of output, not the small but growing proportion of 

this debt owed to foreigners. The primary challenge will be to 

focus on the budget deficit, not the trade deficit. A reces-

sion, for example, would increase the budget deficit but would 

probably reduce the trade deficit. In contrast, a reduction in 

the capital gains tax rate would probably reduce the budget 

deficit but would increase the trade deficit. 

Moreover, it is important to focus on measures to reduce 

the budget deficit that the least adverse effects on economic 

growth, whatever their effects on the trade deficit. The 

primary candidates for government spending restraint, I 

suggest, are those programs that increased most rapidly during 

the Reagan years--defense, medical care, and agriculture. 

Defense spending (adjusted for general inflation) is now about 

two-thirds higher than in 1978 and about 20 percent higher 

than the peak Viet Nam War spending in 1968, and there is 

reason to question whether the value of this record peacetime 

buildup was worth the cost. In effect, our large share of the 

defense burden of the West is one of our largest exports, but 

is one for which we are not compensated. At the margin of 

current spending for medical care, there does not appear to be 

any relation between most dimensions of health status and 
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medical care, and most of the incremental benefits accrue to 

the providers of medical care. Our agricultural programs are a 

national scandal, and most of the benefits of these programs 

accrue to owners of farm land (and their creditors). Spending 

for these and other smaller federal programs could probably be 

reduced by some amount without significant effects on our 

national security, health status, private consumption, or 

economic growth. 

Some increase in tax revenues is necessary only if our 

politicians choose to maintain thp cur,-fmn+-  path %I A- 

federal spending. The choice among alternative means to 

increase tax revenues, however, is very important. As much as 

possible, revenues should be increased by continuing to broaden 

the tax base, rather than by increasing tax rates. As much as 

possible, tax measures should be designed to restrain private 

consumption, rather than private saving or domestic investment. 

Again, the effects of such measures on the trade deficit should 

be irrelevant. An increased tax on domestic business invest-

ment, for example, would reduce the trade deficit by more than 

the decline in the budget deficit, but at the expense of U.S. 

economic growth. 

One might hope that some presidential candidate (in 

addition to Bruce Babbitt) would at least address these issues. 

In any case, a new administration of either party can avoid 

these hard choices only at the expense of increasing the 
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problem for some later administration. A sustained reduction 

of the budget deficit may or may not reduce the trade deficit 

but is necessary to reduce the growth of total debt. Our 

objective, in summary, should be to put our own fiscal house in 

order without concern for the consequent effects on exchange 

rates and the trade deficit. 
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I. • 
"Current Per szectives on Monetary Polic 

It is a pleasure for me to address this sixth Annual 

Monetary Conference of the Cato Institute. The focus of the 

conference--on deficits and trade as well as on consequences and 

rules of alternative exchange rate regimes--is important and 

certainly timely. 

The title of my talk listed in your program is 

"Current Perspectives on Monetary Policy." One way of 

addressing this topic would be to discuss the specifics of the 

Federal Reserve's current concerns and goals for policy in 1988. 

However, Chairman Greenspan has addressed these points at the 

Humphrey-Hawkins hearing before Congress just this week and I 

see no need to repeat his statement. 

Instead, what I would like to talk about today relates 

to the more fundamental long-term goals of monetary policy and 

how we can proceed to reach these goals--particularly under 

current domestic 
and international monetary arrangements. 
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Clarifying the goals of policy is especially important 

in our current monetary environment in which essentially every 

currency in the world is directly, or indirectly, on a pure fiat 

standard. 

We have learned a great deal about the appropriate 

goals of monetary policy in recent years. We know, for example, 

that under fiat arrangements, price stability is an achievable 

goal and should be a principal objective. A policy that fosters 

steadiness and predictability in the general price level is 

essential for genuine non-inflationary economic growth. 

We have also learned that sharp unanticipated changes 

in monetary policy can be disruptive to the economy. 

Accordingly, the pursuit of price stability should also seek to 

minimize such short-term disruptions to economic activity. 

-2- 
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Among monetary experts, there probably is little 

disagreement on these policy goals. However, there is currently 

a good deal of disagreement on how to best achieve these 

objectives. 

Until a few years ago, there was a growing consensus 

among monetary economists that the best way to conduct policy 

was to target monetary aggregates as an intermediate objective. 

It appeared that the quantity of money was a superior target for 

the Fed to use in order to achieve price stability and to 

promote stable economic activity. 

Unfortunately, in recent years it has become evident 

that the relationship between the monetary aggregates and income 

has become less predictable. Various measures of the velocity of 

money, for example, have experienced large deviations from trend 

during the 1980's. Indeed, over this period the decline in 

velocity for most monetary aggregates has been unprecedented in 

the post-war era. And, as yet, this decline is not fully 

-3- 



understood. Consequently, future movements in velocity remain 

uncertain. 

There are several factors that have contributed to 

this deterioration in performance of the monetary aggregates. 

While it is probably premature to draw any definite conclusions, 

it appears that the interaction of deregulation, disinflation, 

and sizable movements in interest rates have worked to alter the 

behavior of money supply measures. Due to these factors, money 

growth is much more sensitive to changes in interest rates and 

opportunity costs than was previously the case. Since this 

increased sensitivity works to lessen the predictability of the 

relationship between money and GNP, these aggregates become less 

reliable as policy targets. 

Admittedly, it is probably too early to conclude that 

the monetary aggregates will not be useful in the future as 

policy indicators or targets. But even if stable, predictable 

velocity re-emerges, it will take an extended period before 

enough confidence and credibility can be mustered so that money 

-4- 



411 supply measures can be used as the sole intermediate target of 

policy. 

Given this (at least temporary) deterioration in the 

performance of the monetary aggregates, what alternative 

indicators are available for implementing policy? Also, what 

properties should they possess? 

First, useful indicators should be accurately measur-

able and readily available. Second, they should respond to 

changes in Federal Reserve policy actions. And third, they 

should be reliably related to the ultimate goals of monetary 

policy. 

Given these guidelines, there has been some interest 

recently in the use of nominal prices of certain financial 

instruments traded in auction markets as indicators for policy. 

More specifically, information contained in the term structure 

of interest rates (yield curve), the foreign exchange market, 

and certain broad indices of commodity prices has proven useful 

in the formulation of monetary policy. 

-5- 



Other things equal, all of these indicators should ID 

provide signals as to when monetary policy becomes expansionary 

herlilKr) or restrictive (-t-i-q). 	For example, should one obser:1:1 

the simultaneous occurrence of a steepening yield curve, 	1 

increasing commodity prices, and a depreciating dollar, then it 

may be inferred that monetary policy most likely has been 

expansionary. 

However, this approach certainly is not foolproof and 

when such indicators are followed in isolation they can 

sometimes prove to be misleading. Also, they are not always 

independent from each other and can be affected by expectations 

of policy change. 

Yet despite these caveats, preliminary evidence is 

promising enough to suggest that these indicators may prove 

useful in the formulation of policy. If nothing else, they 

provide useful information that should not be ignored. 

The use of market determined prices as policy 

indicators (or informational supplements) is an appealing 

-6- 



II/ strategy for several reasons. First, the data measuring these 

variables are readily available, literally by the minute. These 

market prices provide observable, timely, and more accurate 

information than is provided by other sources. There are no 

problems with revisions, seasonal adjustment procedures, or 

shift adjustment corrections that plague quantity or volume 

data. And the strategy does not rely on unobservable variables 

such as real interest rates that depend on accurate measurements 

of future price expectations. 

Second, the strategy is premised on the notion that 

market prices encompass the knowledge and expectations of a 

large number of buyers and sellers. And while it is true that 

individual market participants may be irrational, this is not 

likely to be the case for the market as a whole. Therefore, 

these prices, reflect the consensus of opinion about the current 

and expected future values of these financial instruments. As 

such, they serve as communicators of changing knowledge of 

market conditions. 

-7- 



410 Third, since there is evidence that the broader price 

measures such as the CPI or GNP deflator are slow to reflect new 

information, changes in monetary policy should be reflected in 

these financial auction market prices well before they affect 

the broader price measures. Thus, there is reason to believe 

they may give advance warning of impending change for important 

concerns such as inflation. 

It is worth noting that monitoring financial markets 

in conjunction with one another to piece together a consistent 

-v 
interpretation is not novel. During the period when England had 

gone off the gold standard in the early nineteenth century, for 

example, Classical monetary writers monitored such indicators to 

assess central Bank policy. There is a passage in the famous 

Bullion Report published in 18.10 in which this is clearly 

documented. Because financial innovations had occurred and 

accurate and timely monetary statistics were not available at 

the time, these monetary analysts argued that the Central Bank 

should use financial market prices as guides to policy. 
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In the time remaining I cannot possibly give you a 

detailed analysis of all the research pertaining to the yield 

curve, the foreign exchange rate, or commodity prices. Nor can 

I provide any simple prescription on how these indicators should 

be interpreted. Suffice it to say that there are some 

difficulties associated with each of these indicators as 

separate forecasting tools. But when examined together, they 

often yield valuable insights in evaluating the stance of 

monetary policy and particularly in assessing movements in 

expectations of inflation. 

Th.e...y.jeld Curve  

With respect to money and bond markets, empirical 

evidence suggests that expansionary monetary policy is often 

reflected in a more positively sloped yield curve whereas a 

yield curve that becomes inverted (negatlues_lopedroften 

reflects a restrictive policy stance. Inverted yield curves, 

for example, have preceded most recessions in the post-war era. 

Indeed, the results of one recent study indicated that the 
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spread between the Fed funds rate and the long bond rate out-

performed three other important variables as an indicator of the 

impact of monetary policy on future real economic activity. 

Most analysts do believe that there is useful 

information reflected in the yield curve. And there are 

theoretical reasons and evidence to suggest that this spread 

reflects expectations of future yields as determined in part by 
/-\ 

expectations of future inflation. These observations imply, of 

course, that it is not the level of interest rates but the 

spread that may serve as a useful indicator of the stance of 

monetary policy. 

But one cannot perfectly predict the affects that a 

change in policy will have on the yield curve; hence this 

indicator should not serve as a single target of policy. The 

yield curve is affected by a number of other factors such as, 

changes in Treasury funding policy, altered risk premiums, tax 

policy, as well as changes in liquidity preference. 
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Commodity _Pric  

There is also, some empirical evidence to suggest that 

broad indices of commodity prices respond to changes in monetary 

policy and tend to lead changes in broader measures of 

inflation. 

The reliability as well as the quantitative importance 

of these empirical relationships, however, have not been firmly 

established. And little evidence exists that indicates the Fed 

can accurately control such indices. Moreover, commodity prices 

are volatile and are influenced by a number of factors not 

related to monetary policy. Accordingly, commodity prices are 

prohAbly more valuable as an indicator of monetary policy than 

as a target. 

Th-F-Fcrrelgm_Exchange___Malue of the Dollar  

It has long been recognized that the foreign exchange 

value of the dollar can also provide useful information for 

monetary policymakers. The exchange rate often indicates the 

stance of U.S. monetary policy relative to that in other 
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countries, and therefore offers a gauge of relative monetary 11/ 

expansion or contraction. 

For example, if the dollar is depreciating while the 

yield curve is steepening and commodity prices are rising, 

policy is likely expansionary and perhaps overly so. 

On the other hand, if the dollar is depreciating while 

commodity prices and the yield curve are stable, the dollar may 

reflect restrictive foreign monetary policy or other external 

factors. 

Moreover, if the dollar was declining and the yield 

curve was steepening but commodity prices remained stable, this 

could reflect an outflow of foreign funds from the U.S. bond 

market for reasons other than inflationary expectations. 

Monitoring exchange rate movements to supplement other 

indicators, of course, is not foolproof. The exchange markets 

are volatile and intervention can (at least temporarily) distort 

signals from this market. Morever a great deal of information 

ft 
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ir about foreign economic performance and policy is required to 

properly assess this market. 

It should also be pointed out that exercises in 

international coordination of monetary policy--which necessarily 

implies a move to more stable exchange rates--suggests that the 

information content of foreign exchange rates is lessened. 

While stable exchange rates are desirable, stability removes 

information from this market. After all, it is (theoretically) 

possible to have either rapid inflation or rapid deflation with 

stable exchange rates. 

Accordingly, information provided by commodity prices 

and yield curves may assume more importance in analyzing 

inflationary expectations should coordination be used to 

stabilize exchange rates. 

Summary 

To sum up, in spite of several caveats and in the 

absence of reliable alternative indicators, financial auction 
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11/ markets can provide useful information to the process of 

monetary policy formulation. I believe the strategy outlined 

here provides a framework for focusing monetary policy on the 

conditions for price stability. And price stability is a goal 

that should direct our attention to these markets. 

Thank you. 
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FORWARDS   

Your 

as far as the underlying figure is concerned and we will work to 

that. But your comment on MOD forwards is puzzling, and as 

 

agreed with you orally I am setting out where I think 

this and related matters. 

we stand on 

 

MOD Forwards  

The basis of the MOD arrangement is that they want to have 

certainty of sterling valuation of foreign costs by the time they 

have to fix their estimates for the financial year ahead. 	For 

this 18 months or so does the trick. 

Our agreement with MOD is that the Bank of England has a 

rolling monthly contract with them to supply DM and $ for agreed 

average estimates of 90% of their monthly requirements 18 months 

ahead. 	Our standard practice is more or less immediately to 

match the resulting obligation by an equivalent forward deal in 

the market - just as the standard practice with spot sales to 

Government departments is to neutralise the effect on the reserves 

by matching them with equivalent spot purchases in the market. 

But we leave ourselves an unspecified leeway to retard/accelerate 
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our taking up of matching forward cover in the market, according 

to our judgment and decisions on intervention and on the reserves 

figures we wish to publish in the light of market conditiions. 

Other things being equal, in a single month we will be 

meeting an obligation to MOD from 18 months earlier and incurring 

a new one (probably of commensurate amount) to mature 18 months 

hence; more or less simultaneously we will be closing a forward 

position with the market and opening an appropriately-timed new 

one. 	(In fact we normally do this by buying spot and swapping 

forward, rather than by outright forward purchase: the two come 

to Lhe same thing). 	Our end-month spot reserves will not be 

affected; nor will our total end-month forward book (except for 

marginal variations of amounts between MOD's needs now and in 18 

months' time). 	During the month, of course, there will always be 

transitional variations in the spot book as forward swaps mature 

and before they are renewed. 

I hope this is consistent with your comment, and that the 

Chancellor has the same understanding. 	We can, if we choose to 

do so, mismatch our MOD obligations and our claims on the market 

for a period; but I think it clarifies our judgment and daily 

management if we regard the MOD operations as a rolling closed 

element, and regard deliberate variations in the forward book as 

being just that and quite separately determined. 

On this basis, we have built up since the beginning of 

1987 a block of MOD forwards, varying a bit in size from month to 

• 
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month, of around $4.5 billion equivalent, i.e. $4.5 billion of the 

increase in the EEA total forward position with the market is 

offset by equivalent forward deals with MOD. 

The General Forward Book  

The build-up of the forward book last year was of course 

only in part attributable to the MOD element, substantial though 

that was. We added a further $4.5 billion equivalent in the 

process of abating the increases in spot reserves published in 

some of the months of very heavy intervention. 	This has brought 

the net forward position (after subtracting the position with MOD) 

up to around $5.5 billion from a little under $1 billion at the 

beginning of 1987. 

We do not at present have a direct strategy for the general 

forward book, or at least not one that affects current decisions 

(there is an underlying strategic concept of holding some average 

level of forward book - in normal times in the past $1 billion or 

so but changed values might suggest $2 billion now - as a cushion 

to be varied at need; we are way above that level - we should 

certainly be willing to revert to the underlying concept, but I 

see no reason why we should be anxious to do so on any particular 

time-scale). 	In practice the changes in the forward book are 

currently driven by what we want to show of the result of our spot 

interventions - they are simply the cushion. 

Past Figures  

Finally perhaps I could pick up the question the Chancellor 

recently asked Mr Peretz about past history of the forward book. 
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We have given figures going back to 1980, but I have to confirm 

that I think it would not be proper for us to give the Chancellor 

figures for the period of a previous administration. 	You may 

think these are merely statistics - the real point is that they 

are definitely not publicly available, and they do reflect on the 

administration's choice of presentation of events. 	It may indeed 

be a consolation that the dramatic recent figures would be held 

back from a future administration! 

(Geoffrey Littler) 
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DOLLARS AND DEFICITS: SUBSTITUTING FALSE FOR REAL PROBLEMS 

A. James Meigs 
Paper for Cato Institute Sixth Annual Monetary Conference 

DOLLARS, DEFICITS, AND TRADE: THE CHANGING WORLD ECONOMY 
February 25-26,1988 

Washington, D. C. 

Today, people are bewitched, bothered, and bewildered by the talk 

about the twin deficits. Concentrating on the budget deficit and the trade 

deficit, as many do these days, diverts attention from more serious 

problems. The more serious problems that I plan to discuss are: the growth 

in government spending and the rise of protectionism in international 

trade.1  

Concentrating on the deficits also diverts attention from other serious 

problems. Paul Craig Roberts, for example, says, The.." 	overemphasis on 

reducing the budget deficit, if necessary by tax increases, is distracting 

world policymakers from the real problems that threaten economic stability 

-- principally monetary policy as well as a U.S. tax system that continues to 

discourage private saving." (Roberts, 1988, 38) I agree that these are 

important problems too, but they are not part of my assignment for today. 

Growth of government spending and rising protectionism impose 

enormous costs on people of the United States and the rest of the world, and 

both are extremely difficult to resist. They do not confront us with urgent 

crises; they are more like a drug habit. They depress world economic growth 

by impairing the allocation of world resources year in and year out. Both are 

peculiarly intractable or insidious problems because both provide rich 

opportunities for public officials and legislators to confer large benefits on 

a few people while imposing small costs on many. 

1 
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As economists of the public choice school have taught us, the incentives 

facing legislators are heavily biased toward increasing spending on 

individual programs. No legislator expects to be rewarded for cutting a 

program that benefits his constituents. We all can see that now, but we have 

not yet learned what to do about it. That is what makes controlling public 

spending so difficult. 

With their opportunities for increasing expenditures now somewhat 

limited by a dearth of revenues and by public disapproval of deficits, 

legislators find protectionism a more fruitful field. Kenneth Brown says, It 

has long been recognized that trade barriers owe much to our political 

system, which favors policies that confer large benefits on few people and 

impose small costs on many. (Brown 1987, 97). He also argues that rent-

seeking officials who formulate and administer trade policies prefer where 

possible to work through country-by-country negotiations and quantitative 

restraints rather than going the wholesale route through the General* 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Jan Tumlir made similar observations at 

the last Cato Conference he attended. (Tumlir, 1984). 

Nevertheless, the popular discussion continues to regard the key 

problems as: 1. the U.S. budget deficit, as opposed to the level of government 

spending, and; 2. the U.S. trade deficit, as opposed to the level of restraints 

on international trade. Those do look like crises to some observers. 

This substitution of false problems for real problems tends to make a 

large fraction of public policy discussion largely irrelevant. What is even 

worse is that some of the measures proposed for reducing the two deficits 

would exacerbate the other problems. Thus, tax increases to reduce the 

budget deficit would weaken what little discipline there now is over 

expenditures in the federal government. Attempting to reduce the trade 
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deficit by retaliating against "unfair" trade practices of other nations or by 

curbing imports with direct restraints would, by definition, increase 

protectionism. 

The Costs of Government 

Why the level of government spending, rather than the budget deficit, is 

the real problem is that the level of government spending determines what 

fraction of the community's resources is allocated by the state. However the 

spending is financed, the resources taken for government spending are not 

available for disposition by the individuals in the community. The problem is 

the size of the fraction of total output of the community that is allocated, 

supposedly on our behalf, by government officials as opposed to being 

available to us as individuals to decide how to use. 

It is very difficult to measure the benefits of governmental activities to 

society as a whole, not to mention to the people who contribute the 

resources employed. According to George Stigler: 

Our national income accounts value governmental activities at 

their cost of operation, so every porkbarrel bridge on an untravelled 

road is valued at cost along with wise and farseeing actions such as 

NSF grants of money to economists for research designed to eliminate 

poverty, not least for economists. The growth of functions of 

government transforms output from goods and services valued by the 

market to goods and (mostly) services valued by the legislature, the 

chosen voice of the people(Stigler, 1988, 9). 

Furthermore, budgeted expenditures are only a very rough approximation 

of the problem from the point of view of who determines the allocation of 

resources. Governments have become adept at evading spending limits by 
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requiring indviduals and firms to make expenditures for, say, antipollution 

equipment or other governmentally mandated items that never show up in 

the official budget. George Stigler points out that protectionism, too, 

illustrates how government can achieve large redistributions of income 

from consumers to certain favored producers without ever reporting the 

transfers in the budget or in any other governmental account (Stigler, 1988, 

9). 

Government obviously is an inferior mechanism for allocating resources. 

For example, there are large deadweight losses in redistributing income, 

which can actually exceed the net income being transferred. In one of George 

Stigler's examples, he estimates that the total deadweight loss of 

protecting beet sugar farmers is about 18 cents per pound of sugar, or more 

than four times the gain received by the farmers (Stigler, 1988, 10). He 

estimates that these and other efforts to redistribute income -- one of the 

principal activities of modern governments -- reduce efficiency of the total 

economy. 

Over the past half century [Stigler says], the rate of growth of 

gross national product per unit of capital and labor employed has 

declined (let us call this measured efficiency). Partly that decline is 

attributable to the failure to include the returns in social welfare 

from research, safety, environmental and income redistribution 

policies. Surely another large part of the decrease in measured 

efficiency is due to the large and still rising deadweight losses 

included in carrying out these social welfare programs. (Stigler, 1 0). 

Reducing the share of government spending in total gross national 

product would increase the growth rate of total output, consumption, and 

saving in the long run, by improving allocation of resources. As I suggested 
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earlier, it would be an understatement to say that the allocation of 

resources by the Congress and the rest of the federal government is likely 

to be sub-optimal, by any standard. That leaves us with two possible 

courses of action, if we want to facilitate economic growth through fiscal 

policy. One way would be to improve the government's decision machinery. 

Public-choice economics and experience with the 1974 budget reforms 

indicates that this approach has a very low probability of being effective, 

although any effort in that direction might help. The other possible course 

would be to reduce the share of national resources processed through the 

federal government's creaky machinery. That was proposed in the 1981 

Reagan Economic Recovery Program, but was not carried through.2  

Why Is Spending So Difficult to Control? 

We have recently seen the Annual Pre-Christmas Budget Charade. Public 

discussion focussed on the budget deficit as though it was the objective of 

the exercise, while paying little attention to the multitude of decisions 

allocating nearly a quarter of the Gross National Product. This was an 

excellent example of the way the deficit diverts attention from more 

important problems. The yearend frenzy mainly revealed the incapacity of 

the Congress for making rational budgeting decisions of the sorts described 

in the public finance textbooks and on the editorial pages. No wonder 

financial markets around the world displayed a decline in confidence in the 

U.S. economy and its managers. 

The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, which 

was supposed to give the Congress the tools for managing the budget in a 

more business-like way, succeeded only in camouflaging a giant swap meet 

with an intricate overlay of machinery. The so-called budget reform 

• 
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replaced what once had been a reasonably orderly process that kept the 

budget roughly in balance for many years before the process began to decay 

in the 1960s. 

The decay of budgetary control in the Congress was well described by 

Allen Schick and his collaborators in Making Economic Policy  in Congress 

(Schick, 1987, Caiden, 1987, and Ellwood, 1987). According to them, strong 

committee chairmen used to oversee budgets that grew incrementally from 

year to year while the rate of growth was held down by the accepted role of 

the chairmen and their committees as guardians of the public purse. These 

powerful legislators distributed the annual expected increase in revenue 

resulting from economic growth among the various departments and 

functions of the federal goverment. But they did not often attempt to 

distribute more revenue than they expected the tax system to yield. This 

internal discipline was eroded in the late 1960s with the opening' up of the 

budget process, demands for a greater social role for government, the 

growing independence of individual members of Congress, the proliferation 

of new committees and subcommittees, and a decline in the influence of 

party leadership. As Schick says, " .. many of the reforms that 

°democratized  Congress in the late 1960s and early 1970s opened it to 

increased pressure for benefits from the federal government." (Schick, 258) 

The deficit is now the most effective constraint we have on growth of 

federal expenditures, depressing as that statement may be to people who 

wish the government would conduct its business in a more forthright way. 

No matter how pitifully Congressmen and lobbyists may writhe and wail 

today, the money for bold new spending prograrns simply is not in sight, 

unless other programs can be cut or the public can be persuaded to accept 

tax increases.3 
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In his paper, "The Domestic Budget after Gramm-Rudman -- and after 

Reagan, John Weicher points out that growth of the domestic budget was 

dramatically reduced during President Reagan's administration (Weicher, 

1987). However, this slowing in growth of expenditures could be temporary, 

as the willingness of the Congress to control expenditures certainly has 

been diminishing, and there are tremendous upward pressures built into the 

major entitlement programs. On the side of moderating spending growth, he 

says, -The tax reform passed in 1986 will make future tax increases more 

obvious and therefore, more difficult politically; the continuing large budget 

deficits will put downward pressures on federal spending." (Weicher, 270) 

Virtually eliminating bracket creep by indexing the income tax to the price 

level and by bringing the top rate down, will deprive the government of an 

inflation revenue dividend. 

Costs of Budget Deficits 

. Mickey Levy, David Meiselman, and others have pointed out that the 

budget deficit tells very little about what U. S. fiscal policy is, if it can be 

said that this country has a fiscal policy. Levy, for example, says that ".. 

deficits per se, as the residuals of tax revenues and spending, provide only 

limited and ambiguous information about fiscal policy. Failure to recognize 

this has tended to over-simplify and mislead fiscal policy analysis, in part 

by focusing only on the aggregate demand impact of a change in the deficit." 

(Levy, 1987, 14). To appraise fiscal policy, therefore, one must examine all 

of the component parts on both the expenditure and revenue sides of the 

budget. 

David Meiselman says in various papers and in congressional testimony 

that in order to appraise the costs of government programs we must also 
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analyze how the programs are financed. In a general equilibrium framework, 

he says, one must consider the resource costs of the expenditure programs, 

the distortions in resource allocation, introduced by the programs, and the 

additional distortions and costs introduced by the means of financing. Each 

method of financing from taxes, through borrowing, to inflation involves 

costs and distortions that can onl.y be evaluated by comparing them with the 

alternatives available (Meiselman, 1981)4. Therefore, a budget deficit is not 

automatically the least desirable method of financing expenditures. A given 

dollar change in the deficit could make the United States better off or 

worse off, depending on which tax or expenditure measures caused the 

change. Some taxes are worse than others, and could be worse than the 

deficit they are supposed to reduce. (See also Darby, 1987, Levy,1987, and 

Roberts, 1988.) 

Although gallons of ink and buckets of crocodile tears have been 

expended on the hypothetical dangers of reducing a budget deficit through 

cutting spending, I do not think we need to reView those arguments here. 

First, rapid deficit reduction seems to me to be extremely unlikely. And, 

second, the conventional macroeconomic theories explaining the impacts of 

changes in budget deficits on income are now in too much disarray to be 

used as bases for policy. (See Levy, 1987, and Meiselman, 1981.) The coup de 

grace to the orthodox Keynesian analysis of the role of deficits in fiscal 

policy that many of us were taught when we were young and impressionable 

came in the early 1980s, when some economists feared that the U.S. deficit 

would prevent the economy from recovering from the 1981-1982 recession. 

Increasing taxes to reduce the deficit would weaken restraint on 

spending. That would be a high price to pay. Yet many presumably 

knowledgeable people in the business community and in the economics 
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profession disagree. The editors of Fortune, for example, say, - It would be 

wonderful if the budget deficit could be narrowed without raising taxes. 

Wonderful but impossible. Politicians of both  parties demand more taxes as  

the price for less spending." [emphasis added] (Fortune 1987, 36) 

It is little short of fatuous to expect Congress to use the proceeds of a 

tax increase for deficit reduction. As Congress is currently organized, there 

is no way for a President to enforce an agreement with the Congress that 

expenditures would be cut in exchange for Presidential approval of a tax 

increase, other than to shut down the government by refusing to sign a 

yearend mammoth continuing resolution. Remember1982, when President 

Reagan thought he had an agreement that Congress would reduce spending by 

two dollars for every dollar of tax increase that he would approve. He agreed 

to one of the largest tax increases in U.S. history, but the Congress reneged 

on the agreement to cut spending. There just is no organized entity in the 

Congress, such as a corporation, that can make binding contracts or be held 

accountable for breaking promises. 

If the deficit is to be reduced by tax increases, we also must consider 

the effects of various taxes on incentives to work, save, and invest. These 

are the additional financing costs and distortions in Meiselman's table of 

costs and benefits in fiscal policy. They are not trivial, as we found when 

marginal tax rates were reduced after1980. 

This leaves us to consider the costs of tolerating budget deficits, 

because that is what we are most likely to do for some years in any case. If 

the deficit is the most effective constraint on growth of federal spending, 

as I believe it is, we must ask whether other costs associated with deficits 

would offset that one advantage. 
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Herbert Stein takes a philosophical view that the deficit reflects the 

will of the people: 

The U. S. government prefers to put some of the burden of current 

American private consumption ard public expenditures, including 

defense, on the future, by running a large budget deficit. You and I may 

think that is unwise policy, but it seems to reflect the revealed 

preference of the American people --revealed by their votes in the 

1980 and 1984 elections (Stein, 1987). 

Most arguments that budget deficits increase the capital inflows from 

abroad that we will discuss later depend on strong interest-rate effects of 

budget deficits. Yet it has been extraordinarily difficult to demonstrate 

empirically that budget deficits raise interest rates. Many people argue that 

deficits should raise interest rates but they have a difficult time proving it. 

(See Brunner, Levy, Meiselman, Darby, Evans). 

An ingenious recent effort by Paul Wachtel and John Young does 

demonstrate that announcements of unanticipated changes in projected 

deficits affect interest rates in the expected direction on the day of each 

announcement (Wachtel and Young, 1987). Announcements from the 

Congressional Budget Office have more influence on interest rates in their 

tests than do announcements from the Office of Management and Budget. 

Wachtel and Young say, "A $1 billion change in the projected deficit leads to 

an average 0.30 basis point increase in interest rates for the CFO 

announcements and 0.18 basis points for the 01-16 announcements." (Wachtel 

and Young, 1987, 1010) People in financial markets seem to act as if they 

know where the true power centers are. Or it may be that market people 

think the CH staff has the better forecasting track record of the two 

agencies. 
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Having spent years observing securities dealers and traders at close 

range, I believe that the Wachtel and Young results are consistent with 

typical dealer reflexes of reacting quickly to new clues as to the size of 

future Treasury auctions. Dealers are preoccupied with flows of funds and 

securities. However, I want to see more evidence before concluding that 

Wachtel and Young have found a clear, dependable relationship between 

deficits and interest rates, where so many other researchers have failed. 

My reason for not expecting to find strong interest-rate effects of 

changes in budget deficits is based on analyzing the problem in terms of 

stocks, rather than in terms of flows. Considering demands and supplies of 

stocks of assets suggests that current and prospective budget deficits have 

less influence on interest rates than is implied by many popular arguments 

for reducing the deficit. As Karl Brunner argued at the 1985 Cato Monetary 

Conference: 

The direct link between deficits and interest rates [in conventional 

flow analysis] .. suggests a massive effect on nominal and real rates 

of interest. The stock analysis conveys a very different sense. 

Deficits modify interest rates only indirectly. They gradually 

increase the stock of real debt and interest rates respond to this 

increase in the stock. But this increase in the stock relative to the 

inherited stock is modest compared to the savings-deficit proportion. 

We should expect therefore a smaller impact on interest rates by 

deficits than is typically suggested by a flow approach (Brunner, 

1986, 715). 

Professor Brunner does not mean that the deficit is irrelevant. What 

matters most is what happens to the size of the stock of real public debt in 

comparison with the real stocks of all other assets. He goes on in the same 
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article to make several subtle, insightful points about the dangers and 

costs of a large real public debt. Among them is a possible increase in the 

risk premium in long-term interest rates as debt grows, because investors 

will be uncertain about what the government will eventually do about the 

debt. Investors do not know whether the government will ignore the debt, or 

levy new taxes, or monetize the debt. This is just one example of what we 

might take as a general observation. People in financial markets worry much 

more about what governments and central banks may do about a change in a 

budget deficit or a trade deficit than they do about any direct effects of 

either deficit on corporate earnings or interest rates. 

The Brunner argument implies that a reduction in the U. S. budget deficit 

is highly unlikely to produce the large, predictable reduction in real interest 

rates that many analysts seem to expect today. That is where I stand. 

Causes and Costs of Trade Deficits 

Several hypotheses are used to explain the U. S. trade deficit and to 

defend various policies to deal with it. For covenience in discussion, I group 

them in three general views: The Pure Trade View, The U.S. Capital Vacuum 

Cleaner View, and The U.S. Investors Paradise View. There are, of course, 

numerous combinations and permutations of these general cases. Dr. 

Niskanen will discuss connections between the two deficits in more detail 

later but I must also mention some of them here because the budget deficit 

plays a prominent role in some explanations of the trade deficit. 

In the Pure Trade View, competitiveness problems, trade barriers abroad, 

consumer preferences for imported goods, and Americans' powerful 

Propensity to consume both private and public goods cause the people of this 
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country to import more than we export. Then we have to borrow abroad to 

pay for the excess of imports over exports (See Benjamin Friedman,1987). 

In the U.S. Capital Vacuum Cleaner View, the U.S. budget deficit raises 

interest rates and pulls in capital from abroad, as people in other countries 

finance the U. S. budget deficit. The trade deficit appears as the mirror 

image of the capital flows; goods from other countries are exchanged for U. 

S. securities and other assets. The United States is then charged with 

depriving Third World countries and others of the capital they need to 

develop and to work out of their debt problems. 

Michael Mussa has said, To the extent that large actual and prospective 

deficits of the U.S. government have contributed to a higher level of real 

interest rates, therefore, they have contributed to these (debt] problems and 

hence to the crisis in the international financial system. In effect, one could 

argue that the large fiscal deficit of the U.S. government and the 

governments of the other industrial countries has crowded developing • 

countries out of the world credit market and has forced up interest rates on 

their already outstanding loans. (Mussa, 1984, 94). 

When the dollar was rising between 1980 and 1985, the budget deficit 

was blamed for attracting foreign capital and thus for causing the dollar to 

appreciate. (See Levy, 21). Appreciation of the dollar, in turn, was said to 

increase the current accounts deficit through its effects on prices of U.S. 

imports and exports. Therefore, some analysts concluded that it would be 

necessary to reduce the budget deficit in order to reduce the trade deficit. 

After the dollar began to fall again, however, the budget deficit was 

blamed for the fall. To halt the decline in the dollar, therefore, other 

analysts, or the same ones, decided that it was imperative for the United 

States to reduce its budget deficit.5 It doesn't seem reasonable to me that 
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budget deficits of roughly the same size should cause the dollar to rise at 

one time and to fall at another time. 

In the U. S. Investors Paradise view, the new economic policy regime 

introduced by the Reagan administration in the 1980s increased the real 

after-tax return on investment in the United States and reduced risks. 

Depressing political and economic developments in the rest of the world at 

the same time contributed to the relative attractiveness of the United 

States for investors in other countries and for U. S. residents as well, 

especially commercial banks. In this view, the capital inflows represent a 

classic response to the situation of a country whose domestic investment 

opportunities exceed its domestic savings. Japan and Germany, in contrast, 

are behaving like countries whose domestic savings exceed their domestic 

investment opportunities. Capital thus flows from Japan and Germany to the 

United States, benefiting investors and entrepreneurs on both sides of the 

oceans. (See Derby, 1987, and Economic Report of the President, 1985). 

The trade deficit probably is mutually determined, as David Meiselman 

argues, by both capital flows and competitiveness factors. There is 

something to the loss-of-competitiveness argument in the case of the U.S. 

automobile and steel industries. By the slippery canons of balance-of-

payments accounting, a very large part of the U.S. trade deficit can be 

accounted for by net imports of steel and autos alone. The managers and 

unions in these industries did not recognize for a long time that they were 

in a world market. They acted as though they had a secure national market in 

which all increases in their costs could be passed on to their U.S. customers. 

As in other long-run evolutionary processes, it is difficult now for them to 

turn back the calendar. U.S. consumers have learned to like, and to trust, 

imported cars, even in the face of price differentials and trade restraints. 
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Many U.S farmers and the legislators who try to help them with price 

supports and other subsidies suffer from a similar lack of realism about the 

opportunities and problems of participating in a global economy. By pricing 

U.S. farm products out of world markets, U.S. policymakers have contributed 

to the decline in our farm exports. 

Costs of Protectionism 

Advocates of protection argue that trade deficits injure U.S. producers of 

internationally traded goods. But what is there about the XYZ industry, say, 

that would justify the cost of special protection in a highly developed 

economy like the United States? The supporters of the XYZ industry do not 

actually have to answer that question; the political system now permits the 

XYZ industry to extract the cost of protection from the whole population 

without weighing all of the costs and benefits to everybody else. This is 

where the problems of controlling spending and resisting protectionism are 

similar. 

We are all familiar with studies of the costs to consumers and others of 

protecting particular industries. Jan Tumlir, however, stressed what I 

believe is an even more important cost. He was concerned with the essential 

role of trade in creating and maintaining an international price system. 

For that reason [he said] .. I find it difficult to work up much interest 

in tariffs, which both history and theory show to be quite innocuous 

protective devices, at least when stabilized. Once in place, they do 

not interfere with changes in relative prices. My main concern is with 

quantitative restrictions, which have the effect of paralyzing the 

price system in their area of application (Tumlir, 1984, 357). 
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Unfortunately, quantitative restrictions are the ones that are most in 

vogue today among politicians, officials, and the representatives of 

producer groups. Politicians and producer groups like them because their 

costs cannot be measured easily. And, as Kenneth Brown argues, officials 

charged with formulating and carrying out trade policy like quantitative 

restrictions because they are labor intensive; they require endless 

negotiations and renegotiations to establish and to police quotas on 

individual products and with numerous countries (Brown, 1987).6  

Other advocates of protectionism argue that large trade deficits cause 

intolerable changes in U.S. industrial structure. Some feared between 1980 

and 1985 that the United States was in danger of losing its industrial base 

and that we were becoming a nation of short-order cooks and sales clerks. It 

is now clear that these arguments were grossly overstated. The United 

States is not being deindustrialized. 

However, worldwide changes in industrial structure, or in the location of 

economic activities, are taking place with the inexorable force of geological 

processes, but much faster. Exchange-rate manipulation and the whole 

panoply of protective devices are puny defenses against fast-forward 

continental drift. Nancy Kane argues, in the case of the textile industry, that 

we are now seeing shifts in global location in response to technological and 

other influences that are similar to the shifts that occurred within the 

Continental United States much earlier (Kane, 1988). (See also Tatom,1987, 

McKenzie, 1987, Kane, 1987, and Brown, 1987.) 

In the economic expansion following the 1981-1982 recession, U.S. 

domestic demand grew faster than U.S. production. Imports made up the 

difference. In this sense, imports were blamed for holding growth of U.S. 

GNP down. To American's who were not accustomed to viewing international 
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trade as more than a minor blessing, or annoyance, the surge of imports was 

unsettling. The times seemed out of joint. Perhaps the most mystifying of 

all to them was the rise of the dollar on exchange markets. By 1985, it was 

easy to consider the "overvalued dollar" as the cause of domestic ills 

ranging from farm mortgage foreclosures to unemployment in the Rust 

Bawl.? 

Inexplicable Exchange Rates 

Karl Brunner tied exchange rates to the twin deficits in a description of 

European reactions to U.S. policies at the 1985 Cato Monetary Conference: 

.. the [budget] deficit seems to be the cause of double-digit nominal 

interest rates and the highest real rates since the 1930s. Such 

interest rates produce apparently an 'overvalued dollar" encouraging 

imports and lowering our exports. This pattern reduces, so we hear, 

our welfare, as it lowers domestic employment and output below the 

otherwise achievable level. And the close interdependence of national 

capital markets transmits the effects of the "high interest policy" 

pursued by the U.S. government, represented by a "loose" fiscal and 

"tight" monetary policy, to all major nations. This vision offers 

European officials an excellent opportunity to blame U.S. policy for 

their economic troubles (Brunner, 1986, 709). 

Although Professor Brunner thought these ideas deserved sarcastic 

treatment when he spoke in February 1985, they were being treated as a 

serious diagnosis by the U.S. Congress and the U.S. Treasury. A blizzard of 

complaints from U.S. manufacturers and farmers convinced legislators and 

officials that something must be done and quickly. 
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As we know, concerns about the domestic economy and fears that the 

trade deficit would lead to more protectionism caused the Reagan 

administration to intervene in exchange markets to push the dollar down in 

1985. Until then, the administration had faithfully observed a policy of not 

intervening, as announced in the 1981 Reagan Economic Recovery Program. 

Secretary of the Treasury James Baker announced the reversal of the 

exchange-intervention policy at the Hotel Plaza in New York City in 

September 1985. Although the Plaza Agreement with the Group of Five met 

loud world applause, it reminds me of another fateful turn in U. S. policy, 

the broadening of the U.S. role in Vietnam in 1963. 

Richard Holbrooke has argued that history would hold the United States 

accountable in one way or another, even for things beyond Washington's 

control, after American officials encouraged the generals coup that deposed 

South Vietnamese President Diem in November 1963. He said, "Washington, 

in short, had found the worst possible level of involvement -- deep enough 

to be held responsible, not skillful enough to find a government that could be 

effective in the war against the Viet Cong."(Holbrooke, 1987). 

In the Plaza Agreement, 1 believe Washington again found the worst 

possible level of involvement, deep enough to be held responsible, not 

skillful enough to achieve its objectives in exchange markets. Ever since, 

the United States and its hapless partners have been lurching from one 

misadventure in exchange markets to another. Agreement has been piled on 

agreement as the dollar alternately appears too strong or too weak to 

satisfy the officials of the Group of Seven and their critics. Of course, this 

is not a question of skill alone. The U.S. government Is being held 

accountable for things that are beyond Washington's control. 

4 
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The decision to deal with the threat of protectionism by attempting to 

devalue the dollar is ironic because devaluation itself could be called 

-instant protectionism". It was intended to discourage imports, by 

increasing the dollar prices of imports and to encourage exports by reducing 

their prices in foreign currencies. Called "beggar-thy-neighbor policies 

during the 1930s, devaluations intended to influence a nation's trade 

balance were disavowed in the Bretton Woods Agreement at the end of World 

War II. 

Furthermore, exchange-rate manipulation, as an alleged substitute for 

protectionism, has been costly. One of the costs has been an increase in 

market uncertainty as exchange traders agonize over each rumor about 

central bank actions and secret agreements among the Group of Seven. And 

the price information that people the world over need for allocating 

resources has been as badly corrupted as it would be by the trade restraints 

that troubled Jan Tumlir (rleigs, 1977 1987). 

'Professor Yeager will discuss the choice between domestic and 

international stability later, but I must touch on it also. If the exchange 

interventions by the United States and its collaborators had been fully 

sterilized, that is, offset by central-bank sales and purchases of domestic 

assets, they should not have resulted in perceptible changes in domestic 

monetary policies. But what do we see? 

There have been large changes in rates of monetary growth in Japan, 

Germany, and the United States since the resumption of exchange-market 

intervention in 1985. We probably will never know how much exchange-rate 

management caused monetary policies to differ from what domestic 

conditions would have indicated. In the most recent swing, beginning in 
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early 1987, when the authorities became serious about halting the decline 

of the dollar, monetary expansion has accelerated in Japan and Germany and 

has decelerated in the United States. If these trends persist, the dollar 

probably, but not certainly, will eventually rise against the yen and the 

Deutschemark. The U. S. authorities may call this the result of policy 

coordination. They have wanted the governments of Japan and Germany to 

stimulate their economies and the others have wanted the United States to 

cool its economy. This tentative evidence indicates that the United States 

and its partners at least risk some damage to domestic stability in 

exchange for effects on exchange rates and a reduction in the U.S. trade 

deficit. 

Should We Reduce the Capital Inflow? 

Advocates of reducing the U. S. trade deficit should realize that doing so 

would also reduce the inflow of capital from abroad. Do we really want to do 

that? If so, why? U.S. Governors and Mayors who now go to Europe and Japan 

with delegations of boosters to attract investors to their territories may 

not have heard that they might be boosting the trade deficit by encouraging 

capital inflows. 

Some analysts see the capital inflow as building a debt burden for future 

generations of U.S. citizens. C. Fred Bergsten, for example, was quoted in 

The Wall Street Journal on 16 December 1987 as saying, The borrowing 

binge of the '80s leaves a legacy in terms of annual debt service to 

foreigners equivalent to about 1.5% to 2T, of the whole gross national 

product. That's a permanent cost that will be levied on ourselves, our 

children and our grandchildren." 
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How would this be different from the burden of domestic debts? Why 

does it matter who holds the debt (or equity)? Benjamin Friedman and 

others say that much of the foreign capital is used for consumption rather 

than for investment in productive facilities, leaving Americans with more 

debt and fewer assets. But this merely reflects the U.S. saving rate, which 

is lower than saving rates in other countries. If the foreign capital had not 

come in, would Americans have consumed less, or would they have invested 

less? The answers are not obvious. 

The total capital stock available to U.S. workers and businesses for any 

given U. S. saving rate, surely must grow more rapidly with an inflow of 

capital from abroad than it would without the capital inflow, even though 

some of the imported capital may be consumed instead of being invested in 

productive facilities. The greater growth of the capital stock therefore, 

must be reflected in a greater growth of total U.S, product (and 

consumption) than we otherwise would have. Isn't the "burden of debt • 

service" then met out of the greater product? Why is indebtedness to 

foreigners bad? 

Why should it matter to a U.S. worker who owns the plant? The foreign 

owners receive the marginal product of their capital, but American workers, 

and various state, local, and federal taxing authorities, get the rest of the 

product of the enterprises in which the capital is employed. The total 

product is certainly greater than it would be without the capital. Moreover, 

Japanese and European plant managers are now bringing improved 

management techniques to this country, just as American managers of 

plants in other developing countries were said to do in the past. 

Herbert Stein simply argues that the United States will not be made 

poorer by paying a return on capital from abroad, "because the income will 
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be earned by capital that would not have been here without the prior inflow 

of funds from abroad."(Stein, 1987) He says that the inflow could continue 

indefinitely or until rates of return fall in the United States in relation to 

rates of return elsewhere. That sounds eminently reasonable to me 

We may wish that Americans saved more. But a savings rate is not an 

appropriate policy variable. For who knows what is the right level of 

saving? For believers in free markets it should be the level of saving that 

would result from the free exercise of individual preferences in a world in 

which the incentives to save or consume were not distorted by governmental 

tax and other activities. This suggests that we should examine how our 

system of taxes and income transfers influences national saving. Some 

public tax and other policies bias peoples choices toward consumption and 

away from saving. The supply siders argue for reducing such constraints. 

This is part of the problem of financing public expenditures in the least 

damaging way. 

The growth of consumption reflects the free choices of millions of U.S. 

residents. Should they be prevented from consuming so much, and should 

they be forced to save more? People in the rest of the world should be so 

lucky. Nevertheless, some analysts are so worried about the low U.S. saving 

rate that they would recommend an element of compulsion in order to 

increase it. Brian Motley and Marc Charney, for instance, recommend in a 

recent piece that growth of domestic demand should be slowed in order to 

increase domestic saving. Although they believe a decrease in federal 

expenditures would help, they think that would be difficult to do. 

"Alternatively: they say, an increase in taxes or some cutback in federal 

transfers would reverse the rise in the share of national income accruing to 

the private sector."(Motley and Charney, 1988) That is a great example of 
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how distaste for deficits could lead to an increase in government spending 

(assuming I am correct in expecting a revenue gain to be used for increasing 

expenditures rather than for reducing the deficit). 

We could say that Americans are consuming a larger share of current 

income now than in the past because they have built up vast stocks of human 

capital and consumer durable goods and because they have great confidence 

in their prospects. After all, the U.S. economy has provided 14.5 million new 

jobs since 1982, while employment in Europe and Japan has been nearly 

static. The family that borrows to pay for current consumption or for 

investment in housing or education or durable goods does take on a burden 

for the future. But why should this be considered irrational? 

There is one more extremely interesting line of argument deploring 

capital inflows,or rather deploring growth of U.S indebtedness to people in 

other countries. It has been developed especially well by Benjamin Friedman 

(Friedman 1986 and 1987). Professor Friedman argues that increasing• 

indebtedness to foreigners has worrisome implications for the independence 

of U.S. economic policy and for the nation's ability to achieve a rising 

standard of living. "At the most obvious level," he says, "net debtor status 

implies the need not just to service debt obligations owed abroad but to 

nurture foreign leaders confidence in the nation's ability to meet its 

obligations, and hence their willingness to hold them." (Friedman, 1986, 

146) Furthermore, it worries him that the accumulation of U.S. assets held 

abroad during 1978-1984 was almost entirely due to private rather than 

governmental holders. I don't understand why he would consider governments 

to be more reliable than private investors as holders of U.S. assets. 

Finally, Benjamin Friedman is afraid that foreigners' portfolio 

preferences will differ from those of American investors and thus will 
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influence asset returns here. In particular, he expects growing participation 

of foreign investors in U.S. financial markets to require a greater premium 

of expected returns on long-term debts over expected returns on short-term 

debts than has been true in the past. 

Profesor Friedman's analysis of cap tal-market effects of foreign 

investment in the United States does not suggest to me that investors in 

other countries are going to impose any seriously onerous requirements on 

the U.S. government or on private borrowers in this country. They want the 

same market conditions that American investors want, primarily reasonable 

stability in economic policies and strict observance of their property rights. 

They must also consider exchange risk, which behooves U.S. policymakers to 

see.  what they can do to bolster confidence in the domestic and international 

purchasing power of the dollar. 

Michael Keran argues that there are three major actions by the U.S. 

government that could trigger a loss of foreign confidence in U.S. economic 

policy and thus could cause foreign investors to want to get out of U.S. 

assets (Keran, 1988). The first of these would be any actions that would 

increase budget deficits (Investors have already discounted lack of 

progress in reducing deficits, he says). Given the widely professed fear of 

deficits in the world, Dr. Keran is probably right. If his argument makes 

future Congresses more cautious about increasing spending that would be all 

to the good. The policymakers should not necessarily assume that tax 

increases advertised as reducing budget deficits would sit well with 

foreign investors. They are as much interested in after-tax returns on 

investment as are American investors. 

The second policy error that Dr. Keran says would shake foreign 

investors confidence would be the passage of strongly protectionist trade 

• 
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legislation and a threat to impose capital controls. That would be 

devastating. It illustrates the need to avoid being stampeded by the twin 

deficits into doing anything so foolish. 

The third error on Dr. Keran's list would be a perception that the Federal 

Reserve was following an inflationary monetary policy. That too would be 

devastating to investor confidence, not only abroad but at home. However, I 

ruled that problem out of consideration at the beginning of this paper. I plan 

to take it up again later, maybe, but not now. 

Conclusions 

Misplaced concern over budget deficits and trade deficits tempts the 

government and its official and unofficial advisors to let down their guard 

against more important problems, especially the growth of government 

spending and the rise of protectionism in international trade. This same 

concern also tempts them to endorse policies to deal with the deficits that 

would do more harm than good. Among these harmful policies are proposed 

tax increases -- which would merely increase the size of the government 

and have damaging effects on incentives as well -- and various proposed 

trade restraints -- which would damage U.S. consumers and other members 

of the global economy. 

Controlling growth in federal spending and the rise of protectionisrrfar-4--/-J 

difficult because our political system makes it possible for legislators and 

officials to confer large benefits on well-organized interest groups while 

imposing small costs on the unorganized majority. As George Stigler says, 

- It is a small, diffused and unenterprising special interest group that does 

not find some accommodation in the political scene.-(Stigler, 1988, 11) 

Perhaps that is the price of democracy. I hope not. 
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As I argued earlier, I believe exchange-rate intervention is especially 

damaging, because it increases risks in financial markets and markets for 

goods and services by impairing price information. The costs in terms of 

global misallocation of resources are simply incalculable, but they must be 

very large. 

A currency that is subject to direct, arbitrary, unpredictable 

interventions by governments is less desirable to hold as a store of 

international purchasing power than it would be if its exchange value were 

determined solely by free market forces. Therefore, because of the 

uncertainty engendered by attempts to manipulate exchange rates, the dollar 

may now be lower than it otherwise would be. This provides foreign 

investors an opportunity to acquire U.S. equities, land, and other direct 

investments at bargain prices. Thus, the dollar policy may actually now be 

supporting the capital inflow and contributing to the trade deficit. 
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his views and enclosing the proposed terms of reference for the 

review. They have been agreed by all those at my meeting. A copy 

is attached. 

We all attach the greatest priority to sorting out this highly 

unsatisfactory situation. 

P E MIDDLETON 



MANAGEMENT-IN-CONFIDENCE 

REVIEW OF GOVERNMENT ECONOMIC STATISTICS: 

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE 

To examine the present inter-departmental arrangements for the 

production of Government statistics relating to UK national 

income, expenditure and output, the balance of payments, 

financial accounts, investment, the labour market, productivity 

and prices; and to make recommendations for achieving 

improvements in the standards of coverage, quality and 

coherence sought by users on a cost-effective basis (including 

costs that fall outside Government). 
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Mr Lankester 
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Mr R I G Allen 
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Mr Pickford 
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Mr Young 
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Washington 

RECENT FORECASTS OF THE WORLD ECONOMY 

Thc attached note compares recent forecasts of the world economy 

from the IMF and the OECD (and the latest GATT world trade 

forecast) with the draft FSBR forecast. 

The IMF forecast shown is the draft "World Economic Outlook". 

An updated version of this forecast will be published at the time 

of the Spring meetings. The OECD forecast is a very early version 

of the forecast that will be published in June in the "Economic 

Outlook". The GATT world trade forecast has already been 

published. 

The forecasts are similar. Real GNP growth in the major seven 

is expected to slow down in 1988, while inflation remains 

moderate. 	There is nothing in these new forecasts from the 

international institutions to make us want to change the proposed 

figures for the FSBR. 

TONY DOLPHIN 



• COMPARISON OF RECENT FORECASTS OF THE WORLD ECONOMY 
The attached tables compare the draft WEP FSBR forecast with 

the latest OECD forecast and with the IMF's latest forecast shown 

in the draft Spring World Economic Outlook. There are some gaps 

because the OECD 	and IMF documents do not show full details of 

their forecasts. 

Assumptions  

The forecasts are based on a range of policy assumptions. The 

OECD and IMF assume the continuation of present policies and 

unchanging nominal (OECD) or real (IMF) exchange rates. The FSBR 

implicitly assumes some changes in US monetary policy (even though 

this will not be disclosed in the FSBR). 

1. 	The forecasts are based on world oil prices ranging from $131/2  

- $18 per barrel in 1988. (The FSBR assumes $14 for the average 

North Sea price.) None of the forecasts incorporates any 

significant changes in real non-oil commodity prices in 1988 or in 

1989. 

Overview 

4. 	GNP growth in the G7 in 1988 is expected by all three 

forecasts to be 2.6 per cent but, whereas the WEP and the OECD 

expect a further slowdown in 1989, the IMF expect a pick up in 

growth to 23/4  per cent. The latest WEP and the IMF forecasts have 

similar inflation forecasts. 	The WEP is pessimistic on total 

world trade growth when compared to the OECD forecast, though the 

recent GATT report foresees only 4 per cent trade growth in 1988 - 

slightly below the WEP estimate. No one other than the WEP has 

yet produced a number for growth of world trade in manufactures in 

1988. 



Individual countries* 

5. For the United States the WEP is the most pessimistic on real 

GNP growth, especially in 1989, reflecting an assumed tightening 

of monetary policy. The WEP is also relatively pessimistic about 

prospects for net exports and this is reflected in the current 

account forecasts. 

6, ThAre is general agreement that growth in Japan has picked up 

to around 4 per cent a year - slightly above potential. Inflation 

is expected to remain low and little current account adjustment is 

expected. 

7. 	The forecasts for Germany reflect continued pessimism about 

growth prospects, despite general agreement that inflation will 

stay low. Relatively modest domestic demand growth is part of the 

reason why the rurrent account surplus is expected to remain 

large. 

The only information in the FSBR on individual countries is 

in the text of paragraphs 3.12 to 3.21. There are no figures 

for individual countries in the tables. 



• Main forecast aggregates for Major Seven plus world trade 

Nominal GNP 

FSBR 
WEP 

1986 	6.2 

1987 	6.0 

1988 	6.1 

1989 	5.5 

Annual percentage changes 

	

OECD 	IMF 

	

6.2 	6.2 

	

5.9 	5.7 

	

5.8 	5.6 

	

5.6 	5.9 

GATT 

Real GNP 1986 23/4  2.7 2.7 

1987 3 3.0 3.0 

1988 21/2  2.6 2.6 

1989 2 2.3 2.8 

Consumer prices 1986 2 2.2 

1987 23/4  2.8 

1988 3 3.1 

1989 3 3.1 

Total world 1986 43/4  4.5 4.5 41/2  

trade volume 1987 41/4  5 4.7 4 

1988 41/4  51/2  5.4 4 

1989 31/4  5 4.5 

World trade in 1986 2 

manufactures 1987 51/2  

1988 5 

1989 31/4  

Note: 	FSBR figures are for 1989H1 rather than 1989 as a whole. 



410 Detailed forecasts for the three major economies  

UNITED STATES  

Annual percentage changes 

	

FSBR 	OECD 	IMF 
WEP 

Nominal GNP 	1986 	5.6 	5.6 	5.6 

	

1987 	6.0 	5i 	6.0 

	

1988 	5.7 	51/2 	5.7 

	

1989 	5.4 	51/4 	6.5 

Real GNP 	1986 	2.9 	2.9 	2.9 

	

1987 	2.9 	21/4 	2.9 

	

1988 	2.1 	21/4 	2.5 

	

1989 	1.6 	21/4 	2.9 

Real domestic 	1986 	3.6 	3.6 	3.6 

demand 	 1987 	2.1 	21/2 	2.5 

	

1988 	1.2 	ii 	 1.2 

	

1989 	1.1 	11/4 	2.3 

	

Consumer prices 1986 	2.2 	 2.2 

	

1987 	4.0 	 3.7 

	

1988 	4.0 	 4.1 

	

1989 	3.8 	 3.8 

	

Current balance 1986 	-141 	-141 	-141 

($ billion) 	1987 	-165 	-163 	-161 

	

1988 -158 -140 	-139 

	

1989 	-145 	-113 	-128 



411 Detailed forecasts for the three major economies  

JAPAN 

Annual percentage changes 

FSBR 	OECD 
	

IMF 
WEP 

Nominal GNP 	1986 	4.3 	4.3 	4.3 

	

1987 	3.7 	4 	 3.7 

	

1988 	5.3 	6 	 5.4 

	

1989 	4.7 	6 	 5.3 

Real GNP 
	

1986 	2.5 	2.5 	2.5 

	

1987 	3.9 	4 	 3.8 

	

1988 	4.0 	41/4 	 3.7 

	

1989 	3.3 	31/2 	 3.7 

Real domestic 	1986 	4.1 	4.1 	3.9 

demand 	 1987 	4.9 	5 	 4.7 

	

1988 	5.1 	51/2 	 5.3 

	

1989 	3.5 	4 	 4.4 

	

Consumer prices 1986 	0.6 
	

0.6 

	

1987 	-0.1 
	

0.1 

	

1988 	1.1 
	

1.1 

	

1989 	1.2 
	

1.4 

	

Current balance 1986 	86 	 86 	86 

($ billion) 	1987 	85 	 87 	87 

	

1988 	R5 	 86 	77 

	

1989 	89 	 81 	75 



• Detailed forecasts for the three major economies  
GERMANY 

Annual percentage changes 

	

FSBR 	OECD 	IMF 
WEP 

Nominal GNP 	1986 	5.6 	5.6 	 5.6 

1987 	4.1 	4 	 3.8 

1988 	3.9 	31/4 	 3.7 

1989 	3.7 	23/4 	 3.7 

Real GNP 1986 	2.5 	2.5 	 2.5 

1987 	1.7 	13/4 	 1.7 

1988 	1.7 	13/4 	 1.7 

1989 	2.0 	11/4 	 1.7 

Real domestic 	1986 	3.7 	3.7 	 3.7 

demand 	 1987 	2.9 	3 	 2.8 

1988 	2.2 	21/2 	 2.7 

1989 	2.8 	11/2 	 2.0 

	

Consumer prices 1986 	-0.5 

	

1987 	U.5 

	

1988 	1.1 

	

1989 	0.9 

-0.4 

0.2 

1.1 

2.2 

	

Current balance 1986 	38 	38 	 38 

($ billion) 	1987 	46 	44 	 44 

	

1988 	54 	44 	 42 

	

1989 	50 	39 	 42 
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EXCHANGE RATES 

94-  March 1988 

I should let you know that I am extremely worried at the 
current rise in the strength of sterling. 

I have spoken to David Nickson, who is making a speech in 
Cambridge today and will refer to the exchange rate problem 
in terms which I fully support. I sincerely hope that you 
will be able, in your Budget, to produce an economic package 
which will enable you to reduce interest rates and thereby 
bring sterling back to the 3 Deutschmark level or below. 

During a visit to Birmingham and the Midlands last week, I 
met several worldwide exporters who repeatedly tackled me on 
the strength of sterling and their ability to compete in both 
US and European markets. I felt able to respond robustly so 
long as we were at the 3DM level and was able to carry some 
conviction. I feel, however, as I am sure you must, that the 
present levels are "over the top" in so far as our export 
efforts are concerned. 

I apologise for troubling you at such a busy time and would 
not have done so had I not been so concerned. 

In David Young's absence abroad, I am sending copies of this 
letter to Kenneth Clarke and Alan Clark at the DTI and to 
David Nickson. 

twt, 

SIR JAMES CLEMINSON 

SJ2AJW 
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From :DLCPeretz 
Date : 9 March 1988 

CC 	Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Scholar 
fkAms O'Wxfct. 

I should record that, as you asked, I confirmed with Mr Foot in 

the Bank after yesterday afternoon's blip in sterling that the 

Bank's tactics in the foreign exchange market in the event of a 

further rise should remain as previously agreed - and as discussed 

between the Chancellor and Deputy Governor on the afternoon of 

7 March. 

L. • T also confirmed that if, meet the tactical 

Bank had to deal to some extent in dollars they should do so. We 

could consider whether or not to switch into other currencies 

later. The Bank will however tell us first if they see it 

becoming necessary to deal in this way in London. Their view at 

present is that so long as the amounts are relatively modest it is 

not technically difficult to switch any dollars bought into a 

mixture of French francs and ecu, and that there is some advantage 

vis-a-vis other central banks in doing this immediately, so that 

it can be reported as a single transaction. 	Switching out of 

dollars later on might be harder to explain to the Fed. 

D L C PERETZ 



UK RESERVE TRANSACTIONS (SmiLLion) 

(b) 

Market intervention 	 1 	2620 1 
+ 

Off-market transactions 	 1 	-156 1 
+ 

TOTAL 	 1 	2464 1 
4 	 + 	 + 
Net borrowing 	 1 	-515 1 

+ 
(a) Spot and forward transactions 	 Valuation changes 	 1 	0 1 

on a done date basis. 	 + 	 + 
TOTAL CHANGE IN RESERVES 	 1 	1949 1 

4- 
MOD forward foreign currency needs 	1 	-264 1 

(b) Spot transactions only on a value 	 + 	 + 
date basis, as in published figures. 	 * 	On conventional assumption of 

no further market intervention. 

OTHER COUNTRIES MARKET INTERVENTION (Smillion equivalent) 

Belgium - 	 Germany - 	 Italy 	-78DM,-96$ 

Denmark - 	 Holland - 	 Japan 	- 

France - 	 Ireland +16$ 	 US 	- 

(a) + + + + 
1 1 This 1 Total 	1 
1 Today 1 month 1 since 	1 
1 1 so far 1 1 	Apr 871 
+ + + + 

1 4 1 2624 1 30897 	1 
+ + + + 

1 8 1 -122 1 -7565 	1 
+ + + + 

1 12 1 2502 1 23332 1 
+ + + + 

!Estimated! * 
lend-month1 
'position 1 

WA ,k-----)\ -- S Ef'C\R E T 
oke. 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS 
MG E 	NG REPORT 

Previous 	 Today 	e,t(De 	since 	 since 
close 	 opening 	close 	17 	Plaza 	 Paris 	October 1987 

	

8.30am 	4.00pm 

Monday 4 Mach 1988 
Xcha e 

$/currency 
since 16 

fERI 77.3 77.2 
$/f 1.8550 1.8485 
DM/L 3.0793 3.0781 
ECU/f 1.4874 1.4865 

SERI 93.4 
DM/5 1.6600 1.6652 
Yen/S 127.07 127.07 

'72- 1 	-5.9 	 11.7 	4.9 
L. 59 7,fe- 	34.5 	 21.0 	11.1 

:21 

	

4 .95 21.1 	 10.3 	2.7 

	

-33.1 	 -10.2 	-6.8 
1 S33 	70.6 	 9.7 	8.1 

	

87.7 	 20.8 	12.4 

77.4 
1.8535 
3.0790 
1.4867 

93.3 
1.6612 
127.32 

Apr $14.95 May $15.10 Jun $15.17 	Spot Brent Apr $14.45 May $14.65 Jun $14.75 

MARKET COMMENT 
Markets were very active today as they await tomorrow's Budget. 	In New York sterling slightly firmed 
across the board as markets expected a non-infLationary UK budget.However,it eased in the Far East on a 
"Observer"report that the UK would introduce a sterling range following the Budget of DM2.93 to DM3.07.It 
began in London on an easier note but quickly firmed as markets focused on the apparent disagreement on 
policy between the Chancellor and Prime Minister.Speculation was also rife over whether sterling would 
eventually be capped.Sterling saw some profit taking this afternoon causing it to ease.It closed down 0.2 
on the index,down 1/2 cent on the dollar,but only down slightly against the Mark since Friday's cLose.The 
dollar was on the sidelines for most of the day but it Lost some ground against the Yen. 

Rates at 5.50PM: $1.8550 	DM3.0839 	DM/$1.6625 	Y/$126.75 

HONG KONG 	 Previous 	 Today 	 Change 

Hong Kong dollar 	 7.804 	 7.8025 	 0.0015 

Hang Seng Index 	 2595.45 	 2584.68 	 -10.77 

3 month interbank rate 	 4% 	 3 9/16% 	 DOWN 7/16% 

1, 

NAME: I.C.PoLin 
TEL NO: 270-5556 
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MatIN MitIEMS 

INEERESP WFS 
Mirky 14th Mairh 1987 

# IntatEffic 	 Mirocbllar 

'Itcay •  

7c 8 3/8 

1 nth 8 11/16 

3 nth 8 27/32 

12 nth 9 9/32 

PHIS 

3 Math Tteasury Rills 4,  

11*1( M1EY MARKET LIERAME 

Champ '1tday Champ 

6 5/8 1/16 

-1/16 6 3/4 0 

-3/32 6 3/4 -1/16 

-5/32 7 1/4 0 

Tboday chrg 

8 19/32 - 8 17/32 I  1/32 

	

Rirchases/Sales # m 	Rates 	Dis2cunt Ratm cn El igihip Bark Bills 

	

-1- 	 + 	 --f- 	 i- 

	

Bard 1 (0-14 days) _1k 	275 	,11,8 3/16 - 1/2 	i 	8 7/16 - 5/16 
li- 

	

bard 2 (15-31 ciays)!Freasay hills (.11 18 M:mkii 	 8 1/2 - 15/:2 

	

4 	  
f 

	

Bard 3 (32-63 cays)' 	 I 8 9/16 - 17/32 
1- Barri 4 (64-91 days) 

IL 	
8 19/32 - 17/32 

4. 

	

TOIAL BTUS ' 	275  
	 -4 	f Rapurchase _L 

fLariing ' 

	

4- 	 4- 

	

ICBM CFERPTIM ' 	275 	'against a surplus # 	300 m 

LE WOES 	 3 math CDs 	10 yr 	Bari 	20 yr 116-y Bad 

Tdday0angs 6.63 -0.02 8.29 -0.06 8.58 -0.05 
	 4 

SKIM MEET FT Ind-Olud 	MBE 	Gilt index 
Today/Champ ' 1460.0 	10.1 ' 1819.5 	7.9 ' 90.83 	0.23 ' 

24511KET 0/41ENC 

GITAS opsrEd firmer with storts tp 3/8, madiurs 1/2 ceri longs 3/4.'lltsre was sale effrly 
hwirg hit by mid nornirri corditirnsre qiieter With little r•-tioi. to de Fttail Salm 
and-  Dri rurbers, pte-Brigat linss saspsd to he teen chabn. Prices erip-i hEck up TAtEn U.S.  :• s  inprcroad after a cif) 1 caiirr, hit there lAtasrr hallod thrarll curl tle cic  

1 4 I-Plcw tip bizt at longs as 	eased. At the clrFp ducts ani ITEdiUrS Ware LID 
3 8  -1 •  larfi 1/2-5/8. 

IN:EX-LBEED lost early gains to closed urhangad. 

EXERTES 
= 	

i
gth

iiromo, 4.. 
antrge 

 de naming altharfi acperteEs wane namaisly Rasipr cn tl-e 
timing arm-. of pard. 
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IRE6/1MDS CE CUT-EDGED SIMS 
Yesterday's 	 

Par yield (pr cat) 

's cicw. yeSE=4; "  

Price (#/32) 
	

yipld (%) 

Shorts 9.C48 6 -0.05 

Medium 9.207 ' 12 -0.06 

icngs 9.088 ' 16 -0.06 

Price (#/32) 

Champ 

Yipld (fEt oat.) 

Change 

FEERESENUME SICCRS 

Tbday Tbiay 

8% Treastary 1992 96 16 10 9.04 -0.10 

8 3/4% Treaamy 1997 97 22 14 9.11 -0.07 

11 3/4% Treasury 2003/07 121 18' 9.36 -0.05 

2 1/2% InJeK-Linlled 2016 95 20 2' 3.80 0.00 

3% Treasury Loan, 1992 84 28 -2 ' 7.19 0.02 

8% TreasuryGonvertible 1990 101 19 11! 7.24 -0.16 

CM!' FUMES 

   

OPen 	cicpp 

	

123.03 	193.00 

	

97.05 ' 	97.16 

 

Volume 

17195  1  Long Crab:act 

Msciiinn Clont=t. 

Jure 

March 
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EXCHANGE RATE POLICY cv_ „ 

(r. 

This note reviews some aspects of exchange rate policy in the 

light of recent events. It is in four sections:  

a discussion of the nature of the foreign exchange 

market and why it is important for the authorities to make 

their policy towards the exchange rate clear; 

a review of monetary conditions and the case for 

greater exchange rate stability; 

some comments on recent events and statements; 

some options for the next few weeks. 

2. 	It is a review of the issues but could be used in part if, 

at some stage, we want to put together a note for wider 

circulation. I would be grateful for any reactions. 

The Foreign Exchange Market 

The foreign exchange market is driven in part by 

expectations. 	Expectations of appreciation will push up the 

exchange rate and vice versa. 

In the very long term fundamentals are dominant but in the 

shorter term substantial fluctuations can take place. 

C\ CAAJO--)p 
a- SY-1  t) , 

 SECRET 
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cc 	Sir P Middleton 4\  IS\  

1

AT?,  
Sir G Littler 
Mr Scholar 
	\ 
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Misalignments of exchange rates can persist for long 

periods. The feedback mechanism of exchange rates to trade 

balances only operates slowly; indeed in the shorter term it can 

be perverse - the familiar J-curve. 

Although the authorities cannot control exchange rates 

precisely they can have a substantial impact on expectations. 

This stems from the influence they have on some of the most 

important factors determining exchange rates - the budget 

deficit, interest rates and intervention. Not surprisingly the 

markets give weight to what they interpret as the authorities' 

preferences in generating their own expectations. 

For example, suppose markets suspect that the authorities 

may engineer a higher exchange rate to impose greater 

disinflationary pressure on the economy. Markets know that the 

authorities have some scope to raise interest rates to bring 

CtA AdY this about. Markets attempt to fe or' 	this and in the 

process push up the exchange rate. 

At times the immediate desires of the authorities can be 

overwhelmed by capital flows. 	Very often this happens when 

markets try to anticipate the future actions of the government. 

For example if a large trade deficit emerges it may lead to 

expectations that at some stage the authorities will accept or 

bring about a depreciation if the alternative cures (for example 

budget tightening, higher interest rates or borrowing) are seen 

as unlikely. 

Because the preferences of the authorities are so important 

to markets there is much to be gained by giving a clear lead. 

At one stage it was thought that with floating exchange rates 

the best way of giving this lead was to operate a strict regime 

of monetary targets. This would pin down inflationary 

expectations and lead to stabilising speculation. Two problems 

have emerged. One is that the signals from monetary growth 

figures have been ambiguous because of the changes brought about 

by changes to the financial system. The second is that once 

2 



tighten monetary 

GDP and inflation. For this reason we have given a substantial 

conditions and put downward pressure on money 

SECRET 

• 
markets realise that substantial fluctuations can persist their 

emphasis shifts to guessing short-term speculative movements. 

In the absence of a reliable monetary anchor to stabilise 

expectations there is a strong case for the authorities making 

their policy towards the exchange rate clear. 	At times this 

will require reinforcing action - for example by interest rates 

and intervention - but for long periods the effect of 

expectations will be supportive as long as the underlying 

situation is sustainable. 

It follows that it is simplistic to talk about not "bucking 

markets". Market expectations and behaviour are not independent 

of the authorities for the reasons outlined above. 	The 
hac‘hav4nlir and da,cirtac nf 	 ardm nnwl=rflil inflripcnrps 

      

on those markets. Maybe it is not possible to control exchange 

‘11,1  

- rates within very narrow ranges. But this does not mean that 

the only alternative is a completely passive attitude. What is 

necessary is a strategy for dealing with market pressures; 

decisions about the acceptable range of fluctuation; how to 

respond to fluctuations; and what to say. 
\CIp 

Monetary Conditions and Exchange Rate Volatility 

Exchange rate fluctuations have an impact on monetary 

conditions. Ceteris paribus, an exchange rate appreciation will 

Y'A Nfr 	„ 

weight to exchange rates in monetary policy decisions for many 

years. In successive editions of the MTFS the importance of 

exchange rate behaviour has been emphasised. Increasingly other 

countries have made similar policy statements - see Greenspan in 

his recent evidence; and the Gleske of the Bundesbank. 

13. In some respects, therefore, a higher exchange rate can be 

seen as a substitute for higher interest rates. But there is an 

important difference. 	As compared with higher interest rates, 
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tightening monetary policy through a higher exchange rate puts 

more pressure on the tradeable sector and less on the non-

tradeable sector, particularly construction. As a result the 

balance of payments situation will be worse. 

Of course, in many situations exchange rates and interest 

rates move together and a tightening of policy through higher 

interest rates will exert some of its influence through the 

higher exchange rate it brings. But as we have seen 

fluctuations of exchange rates take place independently of 

interest rate changes. 

The experience of recent years is that exchange rate 

volatility is damaging. 	Some of this volatility is due to 

differences in the conduct of 	  ; 
	

policy. 	But some is 
because of the mechanisms outlined earlier. 

• 

The damage emerges in two forms. One is the adverse effect 

upon companies of periods of "high" and "low" exchange rates and 

the costs of dislocation as they are forced to change the 

emphasis of their business from the domestic to external 

sectors. The second is the adverse effect on investment because 

of the fear of companies that unexpected fluctuations are 

possible. This leads them to taking low risk decisions which do 

not involve sinking large amounts of capital in countries that 

might become uncompetitive. 

There is a great deal to be said for doing what can be done 

to achieve greater exchange rate stability. Absolute stability 

may be impossible - but that is no reason for complete 

abdication. 

This is what lies behind the G7 statements in recent years 

and why they have attempted to conduct policy in a way that will 

contribute to exchange rate stability once they were satisfied 

that rates had been brought back from the absurd previous 

levels. 

4 
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Recent Events  

Over the past year sterling has been very stable against 

the DM - and since April has been in the range of 2.95 to 

3.00DM. This has brought considerable benefits. In particular 

it is likely to have encouraged investment in the UK aimed at 

the European market. 	The greater expectation that sterling 

would avoid major fluctuations reduces the risk premium inherent 

in the exercise. 

Substantial i ervention has been necessary. But this has 

not been allowed to feed into faster expansion of NO; and it has 

been fully funded over the course of the year so there has been 

no addition to liquidity from this source. With a low PSBR 
1-N,ntnrN 	 in 	finnr'ing 

intervention. 	It follows that in neither respect has 

intervention been an inflationary force. 	Obviously if the 

exchange rate had been higher there would have been greater 

disinflationary pressures - but that is another matter and it is 

doubtful if the effects would have been permanent. 

In time the 3DM level is likely to be a reasonably tough 

anti-inflationary discipline and is expected to bite with 

increasing force. 

But it became clear last week that the scale of the 

pressure was greater than could be coped with by intervention. 

And there was no scope for reducing interest rates as we already 

had concluded that, if anything, monetary conditions were on the 

easy side. Sterling was allowed to go through the 3DM level. 

This should have been presented as an adjustment within the 

/ 

general policy of increased stability. At some stage it may be 

necessary to respond by lower interest rates or more 

intervention. And because the exchange rate would be higher 

there should be less inhibition about using interest rates. 

• 
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This is not what has happened. The markets have been given 

the impression that we are anxious to see a higher exchange rate 

as an antidote to inflation. This is quite different from the 

suggestion that there was no room for easing monetary 

conditions. 

The response of the markets to various Ministerial 

statements is one piece of evidence that markets take an 

interest in the statements of the authorities. If they now 

believe that we wish to see a much higher exchange rate they 

will gradually push upwards testing for a response. A rise to 

an unsustainable level now will not only put unnecessary and 

damaging pressure on manufacturing industry and the investment 

that seems to be in the pipeline. It will also increase the 

chance of a reversal later. 

 

pqrrirgp for 

 

depreciation it may be more difficult to stop them if a momentum 

has built up. 

It is important to recognise that the present situation is 

very different from 1980-81 when sterling rose so sharply. 

There is no inconsistency between what was allowed to happen 

then and what we would prefer now. The circumstances then were 

very different: inflation was almost 20 per cent; North Sea oil 

was having a big impact; it was important to assert cfyspility 

for a non-accommodating policy stance; there was arcas9for a 

shock to expectations generally; and it was impossible to be 

sure for several months that broad money was giving the wrong 

signals. British industry is in much better shape now. What it 

needs is more investment,Oot more streamliningiland for that 

you need stability and confidence, not shocks. 

There is of course still some worry about high earnings 

growth and settlements contributing to it. No doubt a high 

exchange rate would help but at a cost in confidence and 

investment. Surely it is much better to maintain stable 

monetary conditions; to keep controlled high interest rates and 

emphasise that we will not "accommodate" by exchange rate 

depreciation. 

• 
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Options  

It is vital that we have no more statements implying that 

we are actively seeking a higher exchange rate. But on its own 

that will not be sufficient to restore confidence about the 

continuity of policy. 

There are two broad options for the weeks immediately 

ahead: to accept a revaluation but dig in at a higher level (say 

3.10 or 3.15DM); or to return to an approach of trading off 

interest rates and the exchange rate with the objective of 

maintaining a constant degree of monetary tightness. 

(i) An effective revaluation 

So far we have tried to interpret recent events as an 

effective revaluation. 	This means emphasising that we 

continue to be interested in pursuing a policy of greater 

exchange rate stability with particular emphasis on the 

rate against the DM. 	The choice may be between a new 

ceiling of 3.10DM or 3.15DM. Alternatively we could think 

of an inner limit of 3.10 and an outer limit of 3.15. It 

would require a determination to resist any movement 

towards the chosen ceiling through intervention and lower 

interest rates. If it became impossible to resist the move 

through 3.10 we would fight again at 3.15. 

The difficulty with this approach is that it could involve 

substantial intervention and a significant interest rate 

cut. But this is not an overwhelming objection and at some 

stage I do not rule out some profit-taking if interest 

rates are reduced - but this obviously depends on the 

Budget. It also requires supportive response to the 

statements (or at minimum an absence of negative 

statements) from No 10. Effectively we would end up with a 

higher exchange rate but maybe lower interest rates than 

preferred. 

• 
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If this worked in the weeks ahead it might be possible to 

eventually get back to a rate closer to 3DM with interest 

rates at between 9 and 10 per cent. 

(ii) A less precise target range 

The main alternative is a return to the approach of trading 

off interest rates and the exchange rate with the objective 

of maintaining a steady degree of monetary tightness. 	The 

main advantage of this approach is that it offers some 

flexibility whilst we seek to re-establish public 

perception of the importance of the exchange rate. And it 

should be relatively easy to make the case that we have to 

give a significant weight to the exchange rate in 

determining monetary conditions. 

The old ready reckoner implied a trade-off of 1:4 between 

interest rates and exchange rate changes. Immediately 

before uncapping we thought that monetary conditions were 

too easy, say, by the equivalent of 1/2  on interest rates. 

This implies room for 1/2  per cent off interest rates at 

3.09-3.12, and a further 1/2  per cent at 3.15-3.18. 

The main disadvantage of this approach is that it involves 

a return to a much less precise objective for sterling and 

is manifestly different from behaviour over the past year. 

However, as it happens, in practical terms both approaches 

lead to the same conclusion for the next interest rate move: 

that it should be seriously considered at any rate from 3.09DM 

upwards. 

There are also strong political arguments for an interest 

rate move. There is now some doubt about the nature of policy, 

and a quick move would assert the importance of the exchange 

rate - if not its primacy. 

8 
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32. Finally, I do not want to exaggerate the differences 

between the two approaches. 	the first is a more discrete 

version than the second; and both can be described as "managed 

floating". Either version is a long way from the approach of 

"free-floating" and accepting whatever gyrations of exchange 

rates are thrust upon us. 

T BURNS 
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SUNDERLAND: SHIP BUILDING CLOSURES - DECLARATION OF AN ENTERPRISE 
ZONE 

I believe -  and should be grateful for your agreement, and that 
of colleagues -  that we should establish an Enterprise Zone in 
Sunderland, as a response to prospective closures by British 	_Alf 
Shipbuilders. The details are given in the accompanying paper. 	40.441  
You will be familiar with the problems of Sunderland - 24 per 
cent male unemployment; Assisted Area status; Programme Authority 
status; an inclusion of parts of its areas within the boundaries 
of Tyne and Wear UDC. But British Shipbuilders' closures (news of 
which, I understand, has already percolated to the local media) 
will put still further pressures upon the town, with consequent 
calls for us to act. 

Assisted Area and Programme Authority status, with the activities 
of the Tyne and Wear UDC, and English Estates North, already 
represent a very high level of public sector intervention in 
Sunderland. The area does have considerable potential - as the 
success of Washington New Town, and the investment by Nissan, 
demonstrate. We need to avoid fostering a dependency economy, and 
to encourage indigenous enterprise and initiative - as well as to 
attract new inward investment. In my view an EZ, with its 
emphasis on deregulation and investment, is a natural supplement 
to existing activity, which will meet that aim, as well as 
providing a significant marketing tool. The success of the nearby 
Hartlepool EZ shows what can be achieved even in the most 
difficult North East conditions. 

My publicly announced stance is now against creating further EZs, 
but I have left open the possibility of exceptions. I believe in 
this case that an exception would be fully justified. I am also 
conscious that it would  appear inconsistent to establish an EZ at 
inverclyde, which faces similar problems, but not in Sunderland 
where the prospects of success are perhaps better. 
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• 
The cost of an EZ would be about £2 million above the total of 
the current initiatives (which are being borne either on DOE 
programmes through the UDC, in whose area it will fall, and 
through DTI's provision for Regional Selective Assistance to 
industry). But none of the E2 million would require additional 
public expenditure. I would need some increase in Vote provision, 
for rate ebates, but that would be a transfer payment. An EZ 
could be expected to generate an additional 100-350 net permanent 
jobs (depending on displacement assumptions) and (whatever the 
displacement assumption) to reduce the public sector cost per job 
generated. 

I would be grateful for your early agreement to this. David Young 
and I would clearly need to be ready to announce that, subject to 
approval by the European Commission, we are giving serious 
consideration to an EZ, in time for the announcement of the 
British Shipbuilders redundancies. If possible, the announcement 
should be made simultaneously with that for Inverclyde, though 
our consultations with the EC would not have progressed so far, 
and we would have to put in appropriate qualifications. 

I am copying this to the Prime Minister, other members of E(UP) 
and Sir Robin Butler. 

NICHOLAS RIDLEY 
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1. 	Wido!;proad coverngcs in nearly all Paris baed dailieh, 

VH)%/si 

wiLh emphasis on radical tax reform against a favourable 
ec:ohomic background. Right wing (Figaro) and neutral 

lchos, La Tribunc de l'Expansion) press coverage almost 
wholl favourable, left wing (Liberation) slightly more 
gnidging and a 1Lttle snide, aG may he Le Monde (also centre 
left) 	afternoon. 

There is good eoveragc of the budget In thi!:. morning's pres 
wit 	he emphasii& on Lax reform, parLicularly the reduction and 
simplfication of income tax, against a favourable economic 
1.41cground. Main articles themselves follow. Highlights are: 

Le P-ilaro (right wing). Broadly factual account at the 
frmni,  of the financial section, under the heading 
<<SpecVacular reductiOn in income tax: the 1988/89 budget.. 
inLroduces an income tax reform without parallei in the Wes 

DA a short commentary, Le Figaro says 4t.he Thatcher 
qaternment has, once again, shown a boldness rare in 
EkrvpC", and contrasts the new top rate of income Lax 
with that_ in France (56.8%) and Germany (56%). 

ii. liberation (centre-left). Full page article with 
ph()tograph of Chancellor and dog. 4The most fundamental 
avid most dariog imdget since Magaret Thatcher came to 
power ». Emphasis on tax reform against the background 
Of high tax revenues, the result of 4the exceptional 
dynamism of the British economy". Descriotion of income 
tax reform, reform of Lax on married couples (4a Feminist 
budget,,), forestry chasges and allowances for perks. 
ttenrence bolo to criticism ol too ljttle :)eing done tor 
Lhe WHS. tBut these criLicisms will not succeed in 
anbalanctn9 a government strengthened by a string of 
economic !;uccesses 	eighth year of sustained growth, 
budget surplus, ciflation under control, unemployment 

thoirgi. 

1988 BUDL;ET: FRENCH PRESS COVERAGE 



TribunQ de l'Expansion (financial daily). Front page 
box headed i<fitcal tevolution in Great Britain>) and 

major inside article beginning cGreat Britain has 
won the fiscal jackpot)). #Nigel Lawson 	outlined 
the most ambitious fiscal reform in the Western world. 
thanks to the exceptional performance of the British 
(2corlomp>. Emphasis on income Lax reform, changes in 
company Lax, inheritance tax and capital tax. Emphasis 
on tax SiMptification. A fiscally neutral budget, with 
revenue 	surplus directed at IAVeStMant- as much as 
consumption. cin short, Lawson has struck firmly but 
fairly)). 

iv. 	Lee gehos (financial daily). Front page box plus 
inside article. ,(1% radical reforming budget. 	Emphasis 
on income tax and help for small and medium enterprises. 
Factual account of other Lax changes and increases on 
excise duties. References too to some city disquiet 
at the affect on domestic demand and inflation. 

Le fmiollike (centre left) appears this afternoon. If pas_ 
experience is anything to go by, it will be more 
lintatin9 in itg praise than some of the other. 

tvv"-°4  Sk04:" Ct Li  

1LcLl j4.11 

M fl Jay 
Counsellor (Financial & Commerci 
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GRANDE BRETAGNE 

El 
Sous une avalanche de quolibets, le ministre britannique des Finances, Nigel Lawsot 
presente hier a la chambre des Communes un budget excedentaire. Croissance fort 
privatisations aidant, ii sFest meme paye le Ityce de baisser et de reformer !es impo 



Nt- 

C. !, 	

LIBERATIO 
albAres, dr notre correspondante. 

igel Lawson a halm her, mal-
gee lui. un Nen entbarra,sant 
record. 11 a fallu une heure 
truis quarts :ill chant:diet de 
l'EchiqUier (131inictre hritanni-
quc dc I'Lconomie et des Fi• 
nances) pour piesenter laho-

rieusement son cinquierar projet de loi 
dc finances devant one ehambre des 
communes dechainec. Contretemps 
sans precedent dans eel excrcice coddle 
et ritucl quc represente le traditionnel 
0 Budget day », hi seance a dil etre 
suspendue a deux reprises pour permct-
Ire au president de la Chambre de 
ramener Ce calmc dans les rangs de 
l'opposition, Car lc nouveau budget est 
k plus fondamental, lc plus use depuis 
l'arrivet au ptnivoir de Margaret That-
cher. cn  1979. L'esencment a tcnu en 
}latrine les cuntnbuables hritanniques. 
mobilis'es, a la mziison comme au bu-
reau, dcvant !curs &Tans de television, 
on etait rctransmis en dilect le son de 
cette memorable seance 	mats pas les 
images, ks cameras u'etant toujours 
pas autorisees a penetrer dans l'enceinte 
de la Chambre des communes, et ce 
iusou'a Camomile nrochain Les 
chames avaient deploy le dispositil de 
chile dcs grands vmirs commentateur 
politique chevronne. you rhes et graphi-
q ties. invites. (et apres-midi pluvieux 
etait presque en pre& a la fiesre des 
grandcs soirees electoralo. 
Lc budget de Nigel Lawson revolu-

t tonne lc calcul de l'iropot sur le revenu 
Les conscrvateurs lint certes eu lc men-
te dc tcnir ta promessc faitc aux elec-
tions du mois de juin (fernier: l'imp6t 
cur k revcnu a ete reditit dc 27a .2.17,.. 
pour tous les salaires inferieurs a 
19 300 livres sterling par an. Nigel 
Lawson n'a pas moque de rappeler 
qu'au moment de l'arrivee des conser-
vatcurs au pouvoir d v a huit ans. 
l'impait sur k revenu etait dc33 ''''o et 
que ces 25% represeutaieot lc taux le 
plus has depuis la guet re.. (es gouvcr-
nements travaillistesavalent pour hahi-
tude de reduirc l'impOt Stir le revenu 
avant les elections. Nous avons tenu 
unc promesse de longue date 0. a souli-
gne Nigel Lawson qui a promis que, des 
que les eirconsiancs lc pa-mem:tient. 
les conservateurs s'engagcatent a ra-
baisser l'impot a 20 "0. Pour realiset 
une baisse aussi spedaculaire, Nigel 
Lawson disposait il est ‘tai d'un . ire-
sot.  de guerre » de pis de I 0 milliards de 
livres, %".-ontreparrie (le rexceptionnel 
dynamisme dc Ccconoinie hritannique 
en 1987 et de l'imporia-m.  des rcvenus 
tics prisatisations (cf' milliards de Ii -

vres I. Le c !Ea ncc!,:7 & .:1 :hi(' oier s:'est 
Jos.,' ,111,:rt le ii .,,_ de ore,..-ritiq pour !a 
preiniCre fois dtIq.!s 1.1 y.,..:.!m.. in bud-
gct cxec,lcniiiiic ,,. i,,a,.:i.:.ie T. inilliard 

Je Imes 
. 	Mats c'est la reforme et a simplifica- 
f  lion Ridicule du calcul de l'impi;t sur le 

i

reveno a nnoneees par Nigel Lawson 
qui oil cause la !Mem tics deputes 

t travainstes. 1 ous les resenus supe-
' neurs A 19 300livres sterling scront 
soumis a un taux d'imposition unique 
de,tO . , Les tram:hes croissanics oft 

_ 
ite abolies, ainsi que le plafond maxi-
mal, qui etait &fp° °,4k pour les revenus 
superieurs a 41 20011vres sterling. Uric 
nouvelle accuei Hie aux cris de 0 Shame, 
shame » (haute ) scandes par les dOutes 
dc ropposition. Le spcakcr deborde a 
hi suc7.)endre la seance pendant dix 

,kutre gran& nYorme : le hudget8S 

sera feministe. Nigel Lawson a decide 
d'ArettfirtIlil (leper)  dance aux epo uses 
Pour la premiere Ibis dcpuis Mans, les 
renames  vont pouvoir declarer lcurs 
revenus scpareinent de ceux dc lcut 
mart. Petite wncession du ministie 
pour faire o :der ramere pilule : l'impOt 
indirect sui les 1, on. in es de function a etc 
augment et pour les entreprises les 

cpas d'affaires ne seront plus exoneres 
unpot. De plus, It chanceli-r a a nnon - 

' la suppression des exonerations Its- 
es pour Its riches Londoniens qui 

lacent lcur argent en achetant des 
orits en Ecose. Au grand soulagc-

ment de l'opposition! «Cctte itforme 
foodamentale, a tenu a conclure lc 
ministre, nous dote d'un des systemes 
fiseamt Its plus simples du toonde 0. 
« L'equation, ironisart-on due travail- 

liste, est simple en effei: plus on est 
riche, mieux us s'en tire >3. 

11 ne mdait pl 	 Afilliiir 
H- 	"fi  %won, 

q1,1 	se ruer 	; i 	II MS ers' les 
comptoirs reoutOrtants des pubs. Lc 
tnirustre a swam* qu'a 18h01 ta-
pantes, k pril allait augmenkr d'un 
penny pour la pinte de biere, de quatre 
pence pour la bouttille de vin et de 

quatre pence egalement pour le paquet 
de cigarettes. 
raccouctoiaLLIga.bud t revolu- 

0 	- 
ux ens tie opposition oft taitno 

ceux des infisrmeres et du personnel 
medical, qui observaknt hier, principa-
lement a Londres, des arrets dc travail 
sporadiques. Depuis le debut de ran-
nee, le personnel des hespitaux britanni-
ques reclamcdt en efTet l'injrxtion de 
fonds supplernentaires dans les caisscs 
du NHS (National Health Service), les 
services de saute britanniques, malades 
0 Lc budget1988 donne l'argent aux 
riches qui n'ea ont pas besoin*, protes-
tait une infirraiere bier soir. Et it Royal 
College of Nursing, run des syndicats 
d'infirmieres,caleulait que le budget de 
Nigel Lawson apportcrait aux infirmie-
res une aubaiie de 1,50a 3 livms sterling 
supplementants par scmaine sur 'cur 
fiche de paic. Neil Kinnock, k chef du 
path trayaillistc, condamnuit bier soir 
ce # budget de la entire qui va alimenter 
le ressentimeht envcrs les privilegies». 

I
Des critiques qui ne reussiront pas a 

desan?onner un gouvernement blind& 
par Its franc* succes economiques qu'll 
peat mainicoant aligner. Nigel Lawson 
a fait flier la liste des realisations de son 
gouycroement : la Grande-Bretagne en-
tre dans sa huitieme armee de croissance 
a un rythmt soutcnu. Le budget de 
CEtat cst cxeedentaire. L'inflation de- 
yrait continuer A etre maitrisee. Mere 
lc chi:image est passe au debut de 
dernier au-dessous de la bane symbol'. 
quc des trois millions et continue dc 
chuter lenternent, mais regulierement 

,;. C'est a son lidele lieutenant, Nigel Law-
son. .fluc Margaret Thatcher doit sa 

: vietutre confortable aux elections du 
mob de juin dernicr. Une victuire qui 

: donnait bier au chancelier cette tnar:y 
dc manceuvic necessaire pour user un 
budget aussi temeraire. 

Pas-itle HUGUES 

0111.111111.11MOMPINIIIraftft.ii 
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Budget britannique : allegement 
et simplification des impats 

Le taux maximal d'imposition des revenus est rarniene a 40 % 

et la fiscalite des PME, allegee pour favoriser la creation d'emplois. 

R ATIONALISATION du sys-
terres d'imposition, allege-
ment des taxes sur les re-

venus. Nigel Lawson a presente, 
her apres-rnidi. A la Chambre 
des Communes un budrt,radica-
lemen1 reformists. 11 proTisTirtie 
rAduire A /31re`contre 27 "./.0 de-
puts avril 1967 le taux minimal 
d'imposition at A 40 Se au lieu de 
fie % le taux le plus &eve. En 
oetre, le nombre de trenches esti 
ramene de 6 A 2, ce qui est a 19 
lois nine simplification de fond et 
un allegement sensible pour les 
revenus superieurs_ 

Par ailleurs, le chancelier de 
'Echiquier interrornpu A plu-

s.eurs reprises par [opposition 
travail isle a annonce des me-
sures er iaveur des eet.tes et 
nweesres entreprises dont ...ire 

1 reduction de deux points a 25 'lb 
.ie i irpe!. iiiveaL e ieus bas de-
puns rapres-guerre. En •ouire 

1 	M Lawson a decide de supperner 

la tax.. de 1 Sto stir le capital des 
socieles nouvellement londess. 
Mesu'e qui devrait favonser la 
crealon de nouveaux emplois. 

En revanche, !Impel sur les 
grances societes reste inchange 
a 35 *4, mans elle avait eta al-
legee fors de Faxercice prece-
cent. Le gouvernement britan-
r ique fait toutefois on effort en fa-
veur du secteur petrolier en 
amerageant le regime Imes; ap-
pliq0 aux noLveaux champs 
d'exploration qui, A partir du r' 

n'auront plus A verser de 
royalies. 

Le budget 1986-89 qui entre en 
vigueur le te avd,  prochain pre-

you 	galernent tin relevernent des 
iaxes sur les cigarettes, alcoo', 
les beisscns ansi que sur I es-
serc fi A l'exceptior ries ca•bu-
rants sans plorrb. le go,_iverne 
-nem ayalt 	nlertor Co 'avc- 

se -  rash a! 	e nouvel es 
voitures. 

Le coOt de l'ensemble de ces 
mesures a Me estirre par le chan-
celier a 4 milliards ce livres, qui a 
precise que la part de la liscalite 
dans le P113 demeunsra incharige. 

Taux de croissance 
prow : + 3 % 

' Bien accueilli pa' les marches 

1 

 ou la iivre gagnail encore quel-
ques pfennings face au mark, 
flier, en fin de iceirnee, le cin-.. 	. 
quierne budget du csancelier jouit 
dune toile de for economique 
favorable : M. Laws.on a estime a 
3 S.... le taux de creissance cette 
armee, ue laux d'irslation de 4 °./0, 
mais un deficl de la balance des 
comples courants le 4 mill ards 
del vres 

Le rroirent ear: donp prosoce 
pour h.largarce 1 !niche at scr 

iseqt. se de rneere en muvre 'es 
peeresses. fades l3rs de Is cam-
pave electoiaie cu printernps  

cfernier, de rarnener le taux dim-
position inferieur sur les revenus 
a 25 %. Ella petit en mere se tar-
guer desormais d'appliquer l'un 
des systernes fiscaux les plus 
simples des pays industrialises. 

De quoi satisfaire les classes 

moyennes, fideles supporters de 

la Dame de fee 

Rests que l'allegement des 

taxes a de quoi tavonser une pro-

pensf06-10 Wes icele des fee-

nageS, a con-Sornmer, elle-menne 

r ()ewe ii tine inflation qui de- 

m *sure plus soutenue au 
Poyaume-Uni que dans les autres 

pays de 10CDE. Les milieux fi-

r anc.ers pcurraient reag.r avec 
quelques inquietudes a cette rea- 

Ie, eul sei a sans doi."e (vile 

armee ia premiere preoccupation 

de qou yCr ne mem -hatchei.. 

P.M. C. 



LA TRIBUNE DE L'EXPANSION 

Deux ans apres les Etats-Unis  

La Grande-Bretagne fait 
sa revolution fiscale 

Simplification et allegetnent de rim* 
direct : telle est la reforme fiscaie 
anomie mar& par Nigel Lawson a 
l'occa.sion de la presentation du budget. 
La line s'est emolet. 

La Grande-Bretagne.a opere hier_Aa, 
Fel/Mitt 	e". -13ne r6volution—d'une 
a 	ir au moms comparable a CCIIC 

rea is& aux Etats-Lnis ii 	a deux ans 
par l'Administration Reagan. [oirt de ses 
succes econorniques, le chancelier de l'E-
chiquier a pu en &et, a l'occasion de la 
presentation du budget 19S8/1989, an-
noncer quelque 4 milliards de livrcs 
(42 milliards de francs) de reductions 
d'impets tout en conservant tin excedent 
budgetaire de 3 inilliards tie 1 _iVreS. La 
reforme est avant tout celle de la simpli-
fication puisque seules deux des six 
tranchac de l'impot 	,ovenu cont 

maintenucs. Le taux 
de base,.qui 
concerne 90 Yr des 
cuntribuables, re- 
vient de 27 	25% 
tandis que le taux 
maximal passe de 
60 Ff, 	40 	1.c 
taux d'imposition 
des petites entre-
prises SU!' leurs be-
nefices revient 
25 % c o m m e — 
dans la plupart des 
eas, du moms — le 
taux d'imposition 
des revenus du eapi. 
Lai_ 

Simplificatrice, Ia reforme est egale-
ment neutre au plan economique puisque 
le taux des prelevements obligatoires tie 
vane pas. 

Par ailleurs, l'articulation des diverses 
mesures rend t f'xvoriser &vantage l'in.  

vestissement que 1;1 consummation, 
qui est Judicieux au moment ua l'ecuno-
mie britannive frise Ia surehauffe. Les 
marches tie S y sont pus trompes : aussi 
bicn la Bourse que la livre etaielt a la 
Fete mardi en fin d' apris-midi. 

ux Pays-Bas, le cabinet dr centre droit 
alement annonce une reforme de IA 

fisea e directe qui sera progressivernent 
rnisc e 	uvre d'ici a 1990. 

En cc ui concerne les entreprises, lc 
taux genet-  de l'impot est rarihme de 

42 	11 40 	r les benefices inferieurs 
ou egaux a 2504I forms. 11 cst tbaisse 
a 35 % pour les pro s depassant cc stud. 
Cette decision a pro 	tie une protesta- 
tion des petites entrepri s qui se trou-
vent penalisees. 

Pour les particulicrs, 	relor c sc tra- 
duit par un double mouvement : s plifi-
cation et abaissement des taux. Les 'I've-
nus les plus eleves scront ainsi taxis \u 
taux taux maximal de 60 % (au lieu de 72 

(Page q) 
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LA TRIBUNE DE CEXP ANSION 

16 WAR '1988 

Apres les Etats-Unis 

Revolution fiscale 
en Grandaretagne 

Nigel L2 WS011 a surpris 
ohservateurs par son audace. 
Limposition des menages est 
considerahlement simplifiet et allegee. 
Des avantages sectoriels soot accordes 
aux entreprises 

IN La Grande-Bretagne a touche lc 
- jackpot 	 presenLint. rnardi, 
le budget 1988-1989, le chancelier dc 
I' lliitu.er, N 'gel i a wson, a en diet 
din, devant tine eliarnbre des Com-
munes medusee, les ,':ontours dc la plus 
ambitieuse reforme fiseale clir monde oc-
cidental. Au total, les multiples mesures 
annoneees aboutisseni a reduire de 
4 milliards de !lyres (43 milliards de 
francs) les recettes de l'hat pour 
1988-1989, tout en laissaiit on excedent 
budgetaire i!!quivalent a celui de 
1987-1988, soil 3 milliards de livres. 

Pared resultat a e"..te rendu possible  
grace aux performances cseeptionnelles 
de l'economic britannique. Pour l'annee 
(988, les prineipales previsions contenue.s 
dans le budget ont etc': ivisees en 
hausse : croissanee de t 	(apre.s 4,8 
en 1987, Cl non de 2.5 'I.), inflation dc 
4 `,.4 (et non de 4,5 % ). Scul le deficit des 
paiements, du fait de l'appreciation du 
sterling, a dfi tre revise en hausse (a 
4 milliards au lieu de i.5). Consequence 
l'exeMero 
de 3 milliards, aurait atieint 7 milliards 
en l'absc.nce de l'impressionnante serie 
de reductions d'itripot intemenue hier. 

()Won en juRe. hi ce qui ,:ouLeine 
1•impot sur le reveriu, lc nombre de 
tranches est reduit de six ft deux. Unc 

simplification encore plus spe,..laculairt„ 
toe cede intervenue ran (fernier aux 
F.tats-Unis, l_c taw( de hase de rim*, 
qui concernc environ 90 % des contribua 
bles, est abaisse de 27 %. a 25 %. Dans 

ie chanccher prevoit de le re-
duire jusqu'a 20 (.5.. Pour cc qui est du 
taux maximal (jusque-Iii de 60 %), il est 
ratnene a 40 "5,, supprimant du coup les 
(ranches inlet mediaires A 55 %, 50 % et 
45 %. On s'attendait generalenicnt a ce 
qu'il soit simplement ramene a iø 
Ceti' signifie que seuls les Britanniqucs 
declarant plus de 19,300 !lyres (environ 
200.000 francs) de revenus annuels 	le 
salalre d un cadre superieur — seront 
imposes a 40 %. Par aillcurs, plusieurs 
modifications sont intervenues pour ante-
liorer notammen't In situation des couples 
manes. 

Deuxiernc vulet, la fiscalite des entre-
prises. Le taux general de l'impot sur k's 
socieles, qui avail ete abaisse plusieurs 
reprises dans le passe, reste certes in-
change at, taux de 35 %. Cependant, un 
certain nronbre dc mesures adoucissent 
la lisealite applicable aux entreprises de 
certains secteurs, notarnment dans la 
prospection Cl l'explottation petrolierc. 
En outre, Ic taux reduit d'imrxisition 
concernant les petites entreprises revient 
de 27 '5, a 25 %, son requivalent du taux 
de base de l'irriptit cur le revenu. Fit 
contrepartie. un certain nombre de de-
ductions fiscales generatrices d'abus scot 
supprimecs (commc le regime preferen 
tiel applicable aux vithirlitey d'untre prises). 

Troisiemt volt : la fiscalite des suc-
cessions. tin scul taux de 401, viendra se 
substituer aux quail e (ranches actuelles. 

Quatrierne et dernier volt :Ia fisealite 
do capital. 1a taxation des revenus du 

capital rejoin( le droit commun. Ils se,  
runt desormais consideres comme un re - 
vents marginal. Un systeme qui, scion 
Nigel Lawson, aceroit considerablement 
la neutralite du systeme fiscal. Par ail-
leurs, l'irnpot de 1 '5. sur lc capital eAt 
supprime. Enfin, tous les gains en capital 
anterieurs A 1982 scot exoneres d'impot. 
En ce qui concerne les entreprises, la 
taxe qui frappait les emissions d'actions 
nouvelles disparait egalement. 

En resume, eette reforme fiseale est 
avant tout placee sous le signc de la sim-
plification. Quant a scs effet marrinl-eo. 
nomiques, us doivent etre juges a pin-
sieurs niveaux. Globaletnent, malgre la 
haisse des taux, elle reste Oconomique-
ment neutre : le taus des prelevements 
ohligatoires par rapport au rcvenu natio-
nal reste, en effet, inchange. Ainsi, l'irn-
portance du cadeau fiscal ne devrait pas 
avoir d'itnpact inflationniste sur reconu- 

ini1c.a principale diffieuke residait, pour 
le chancelicr, dans la necessite d'eviter 
tine dynamisation excessive de la 
consommation, do nt In vipeur actuelle 
risque de deboucher, xi 1 on n'y prcnd 
garde. cur one surchauffe. La forte 
baisse du faux maginal va dans ce scns, 
puisque les rcvenus superieurs ont une 
propention a consommcr relativement 
faiblc. Au contraire, dans ce cas, le sur-
plus dc revenu disponible devrait aller a 
l'investissement. De memc, ii s'agissait 
de ne pas pousser l'ensemble des entre-
prises,: a lu foeitibi salerriole en climmuant 
rimpfit sur les benefices. La fleur faitc 
aux scales PME ne presente pas le merne 
risque. Bref. Lawson a frappe fort mais 
juste. Son discniirs a d'ailleurs immedia-
tement declenche tine hausse du London 
Stock Exchange, ainsi que du sterling. 

DANIEIVIGNFRON 
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Your call yesterday to Adrian Thorpe 

I attach a copy of the relevant section from our daily 
Guide to the local press summarising those points in the Budget 
proposals whiqh interested German reporters in London. As 
we expected, the speech came too late for the editorial writers. 
We can expect some comment in tomorrow's press. We shall fax 
a summary to you. 

As I shall be out of Bonn for the rest of the week you 
should contact Chris Burrows if you have any further recuirements. 

nandelsblatt = HB 
General Anzeiger = GA 
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung = FAZ 
Kolner Stadt-Anzeiger = KStA 
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eleeti 	s another arms modernisation debate. Shultz will probably be proved right. 

Hauser writes in GA, FR on 'EC triangle Bonn-Paris-London & NATO', says FRG has been too 
one-sided in the past in cultivating Franco-German friendship as "engine of integration" 
and has not made efforts to include GB in the same manner. After the EC agreement on 
rebate, there were clear starts by London to cooperate more actively. Thatcher is just as 
interested as others in EC single market; she is not a passionate European but then she was 
snubbed by F-G advance agreements. Doubtful whether there is time for FRG, GB & France to 
draw up security-policy concept which could be basis of NATO's comprehensive concept. 

Kohl invites Burt & Kvitzinski to CDU foreign policy congress on 14 April: RUhe will have 
separate discussions with the two, since US ambassadors are not allowed to appear in public 
together with Soviet diplomats (Welt, GA, NRZ). 	StS ROhl writes almost a whole page in 
Welt on conventional stability, sees USSR a long way away from understanding "necessary 
consequences" of military stability. Peace researcher Kubbig (Hesse Foundation for peace 
and conflict research) in review of effects of SDI agreement with Bonn: Little economic 
effects, wrong technological road, injurious from perspeCtive of disarmament policy 
(FR). 	Bonn has earmarked 	17 m for financin9 own missile defence system to be deployed 
in FRG (FR quoting "Panorama", in turn quotir letter by Biehle of 3 June 87). Gerassimov  
sees "a change for the better" in FRG-USSR relations, says visits to Moscow by Strauss & 
Spath paved the way (GA). 

litr4tish .gfairsi- •Budget gets front page coverage in HB, GA; reports also in FAZ, KStA. 
No editorial comment. HB under: 'London with budget. surplus (of E3bn)' reports on the 
number of tax cuts, notes Lawson's forecast of 3% real growth & 4% inflation. GA & KStA (AP 
item): L. announces radical tax reform in one of the most unusual sessions in the history 
of GB Parliament: many Opposition MPs shouted the Chancellor down, one MP was even ordered 
out of the chamber. Uproar because of no additional funds for NHS (FAZ which also goes into 
the tumultuous scenes). Grudinski underlines: 'Top rate of income tax only 40%'; standard 
rate down to 25%, personal tax allowances to be increased to twice the rate of inflation; 
husband & wife to be taxed independently. Lawson: GB gets one of the simplest income tax in 
the world. Despite lower taxes, the new 1988/89 budget will be balanced: PSBR of nil will 
be the norm in future (FAZ). Welt starts series on the Royal Family, has feature (by 
Starkmann) on the Prince of Wales today. Nissan Motor to build Design Centre in GB, 
probably in Sutherland (Welt). Unrest in London & Belfast as shot IRA terrorists are taken 
from Dublin to Belfast for funeral today (Welt; RP comments). 

Europe: At business forum in Bonn, Kohl stresses single market, more majority 
decisions, European central bank ("must be independent"), plans tax relief for business in 
next term (StZ main item, GA, i.a.); Delors calls on Germans to overcome scepticism on 
single market, Bangemann confident on latter (speechread out by StS Schlecht) - Welt, KSTA 
i.a. 	Stoltenberg received Delors & Christophersen yesterday (Welt). Transport ministers  
fail to agree: London & EC Commission want liberalisation of freight transport, Bonn 
compromise rejected (SZ, KSTA, Welt). 	Comment: FAZ is critical of Bonn ("Does Gov. want 
the single market only where it doesn't hurt?"). 	SZ: Contrast in GB behaviour here & 
their foot-dragging on putting environmental measures into practice (Claassen). 

Deutschlandpolitik OUR: 	Regarding "determination" of where Elbe border runs, E-W 
German border commission fails to agree, 13-year talks broken off, "signal from above" 
awaited. Bonn seeks "further basis" for talks with E.Berlin (FAZ). "Reunification before  
European unity": 	Todenh8fer in talk with FAZ critical of Wilms and Geissler theses. 
Constitution prohibits FRG to go into W.European federation without OUR, which is declared 
aim of Gov. (FAZ). 	Fack in FAZ's main leader on German Question: those who recommend 
operative flexibility must realise the price: giving up FRG's ties with W. & endangering 
freedom. 6 Chancellors have refused to pay this price in last 40 years with good reason. 

6) Visits: 	Saudi Foreign Minister & Defence Minister (latter privately) in Bonn, 
(Foreign Minister tomorrow) - GA. 	Pohl to Japan 24-28 April (Welt). Gandhi wants to visit 
Bonn, perhaps in June? (FAZ). 

MISCELLANEOUS: Ben An wants PLO office in Bonn closed (Bild interview). 
Hearing in Bonn on Mozambique (FR). £-.,- DM 3.076, $ = DM 1.6609 (FAZ). 
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AND TO IMMEDIATE PARIS, BONN, TOKYO, ROME, OTTAWA, UKDEL OECD 

US REACTIONS TO UK BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

FACTUAL AND GENERALLY FAVOURABLE REPORTING IN MAJOR PRESS. 
INCOME TAX CUTS, THE REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF BRACKETS AND THE 

PROSPECT OF BUDGET SURPLUSES ARE HIGHLIGHTED. SOME REFERENCES TO 
QUOTE FEUD UNQUOTE BETWEEN CHANCELLOR AND PRIME MINISTER OVER 
EXCHANGE RATE POLICY. NO EDITORIAL COMMENT YET. 
DETAIL 

THE EAST COAST NEWSPAPERS CONTAIN GENERALLY POSITIVE FACTUAL 

REPORTS WRITTEN BY THEIR LONDON CORRESPONDENTS. (COPIES HAVE BEEN 

FAXED TO THE TREASURY PRESS OFFICE.) THE NEW YORK TIMES AND 

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL DESCRIBE THE BUDGET AS A QUOTE TAX 

OVERHAUL UNQUOTE. THE CUT IN THE BASIC RATE AND THE REDUCTION IN 
THE NUMBER OF TAX BRACKETS ARE THE MAIN FEATURES OF KOST STORIES. 
MOST PAPERS MENTION THE EXPECTED BUDGET SURPLUS. THE WASHINGTON 
TIMES, FOR EXAMPLE, HIGHLIGHTS THE CHANCELLOR'S ANNOUNCEMENT OF 
QUOTE A BALANCED BUDGET FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 20 YEARS UNQUOTE 

AND NOTES THAT SUPPORTERS PRAISED THE TAX CUTS AS QUOTE UNPRECE-

DENTED UNQUOTE. THE CHANGES IN THE TAX TREATMENT OF HUSBANDS AND 
WIVES WERE ALSO WIDELY REPORTED. 

THE STORIES, WHILE MAINLY FACTUAL, CONTAIN QUOTES FROM UK ANA-
LYSTS PRAISING THE CHANCELLOR AND SOME BACKGROUND ON THE UK'S 

EXCELLENT RECENT ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE. OPPOSITION COMMENTS AND 

DISRUPTIONS TO THE CHANCELLOR'S SPEECH ARE MENTIONED BUT NOT HIGH-
LIGHTED. 

ALL THE REPORTS MADE REFERENCES TO THE QUOTE FEUD UNQUOTE 

BETWEEN THE CHANCELLOR AND THE PRIME MINISTER REGARDING EXCHANGE 
RATE POLICY. THE JOURNAL OF COMMERCE, FOR EXAMPLE, STATED 

THAT QUOTE THE CHANCELLOR, WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN A VERY PUBLIC 
DISPUTE WITH MRS. THATCHER DURING THE PAST WEEK OVER BRITAIN'S 

STERLING POLICY, REAFFIRMED HIS COMMITMENT TO EXCHANGE RATE STABI-
LITY UNQUOTE. 

THERE HAS BEEN NO EDITORIAL COMMENT SO FAR. IF THERE ARE ANY 

MORE DETAILED ANALYSES OR COMMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT FEW DAYS 

THEY WILL BE FAXED TO THE TREASURY PRESS OFFICE. 
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It is now nine years since my 
predecessor, in his first Budget in 1979, 
reduced the top rate of tax from the 
absurd 83% that prevailed under La- 
bor to 60%, where it has remained ever 
since. At that time, this was broadly in 
line with the European average for the 
top r.-ae of tax. It is now one of the 
highest. And not only do the majority 
of European countries now have a top 
rate of tax below 60%, but in the 
English-speaking countries outside 
Europe—not only the United States 
and Canada, but Labor Australia and 
New Zealand, too — the top rate is now 
below 50%, sometimes well below. 

The reason for the worldwide trend 
towards lower top rates of tax is clear. 
Excessive rates of income tax destroy 
enterprise, encourage avoidance, and 
drive talent to more hospitable shores 
overseas. 

As a result, so far from raising 
additional revenue, over time they 
actually raise less. By contrast, a 
reduction in the top rates of income tax 
can, over time, result in a higher, not a 
lower, yield to the Exchequer. Despite 
the substantial reduction in the top 
rate of tax in 1979, and the subsequent 
abolition of the investment income 
surcharge in 1984, the top 5% of 
taxpayers today contribute a third as 
much again in real terms as they did in 
1978-79, Labor's last year; while the 
remaining 95% of taxpayers pay about 
the same in real terms as they did in 
1978-79.. 

* * * 

That is the language of supply-side 
economics, and with those words the 
British chancellor, Nigel Lawson, in-
troduced what surely will go down as a 
historic tax reform for Mrs. 
Thatcher's government. After years of 
resisting the importunings and recom-
mendations of the likes of Professor 
Laffer, George Gilder and Ronald 
Reagan, the Tories have embraced a 
strong and radical tax reform. In a 
fell swoop Mr. Lawson wiped out the 
top four brackets of the British per-
sonal income tax system and reduced 
the top marginal rate of income tax to 
40%. Britain has returned to the lead in 
the global swing toward free econo-
mies and pro-growth policies based on 

ilo

_individual initiative. 
Readers of these columns will 

forgive us if we display just a bit of 
emotion here. The fact is that it has 

: been vexing and uncomfortable to 
-- 	watch the refusal of ii Downing Street 

‘11),Plielnit fian top marginal tax razes 
. 	daring these long years. It was as if the 

1bries were making a reproach 	, to- 
ward the entire Reagan initiative 

satisfaction. The uproar broke out as 
Mr. Lawson announced he would cut 
the top marginal rate of income tax to 
40% from 60%. Labor members yelled 
"shame," forcing the chancellor to sit 
down while order was restored. The 
sitting earlier had to be suspended for 
15 minutes, while the Commons voted 
to expel one member who'd objected to 
another important step — the cutting of 
the basic tax rate two points to 25%. In 
all, it represented the bitter reaction of 
an opposition confronted with a gov-
ernment doing what the overwhelming 
majority of voters had asked. 

Policies Mr. Lawson outlined last 
night will mean—one can judge from 
the American experience — a quicken-
ing fall in British unemployment, now 
below 10%. Labor will find that it is 
wrong in suggesting that benefits will 
be reserved for those earning in the top 
brackets. Mr. Lawson's budget — the 
first of Mrs. Thatcher's third term — 
will produce significant incentives for 
middle- and lower-income earners. 
Married couples will receive a fairer 
deal under the reforms Mr. Lawson 
announced—the first major change in 
the taxation of married couples in 180 
years. The changes aren't without 
their flaws. Under the new system the 
taxation of capital gains will be done at 
the marginal rate — which means in 
some cases an increase to 40%. This 
mistake is analogous to that made in 
the U.S. reforms. On both sides of the 
ocean the error will need to be 
corrected. 

The error, though, needn't dim the 
breakthrough on the concept of reform 
at the top rates. The budget not only 
reduces the top rate to 40% but reduces 
to two from six the number of 
brackets. The standard rate that was 
reduced to 25% from 27% covers all 
income up to 1.19,300. All income over 
that . limit will now be taxed at 
40% —wiping out brackets of 45%, 50%, 
55% and 60%. When the Conservatives 
took power in 1978, the standard rate 
was 33%. Mr. Lawson vowed yester-
day to cut the standard rate to 20% as 
soon as he can. Tax allowances, or the 
amount of income that is untaxed, 
were raised by 8% — double the 4% 
inflation rate of last year — so a single 
Briton now won't pay tax on his first 
£2,605 of earnings. 

In some sense it was inevitable that 
the European tax regimes would start 
to give way once the deep cuts in the 
top marginal rates in American in-
come tax took effect this year. As the 
British start to enjoy the fruits of Mr. 
Lawson's moves attention will turn to 
West Germany, where the coalition is 
working on tax rafrIrrn at +11 cx  
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Supply-Side Britain 
By BOHDAN NAHAYLO 	 int 

MUNICH —Just a year after the eruption tr., 
of national unrest in Kazakhstan, spectacu- 
lar mass protests in Armenia are highlight ke - 
ing the salience of the nationalities problem dir  
in the Soviet Union. Ever since the policy of rei 
glasnost was proclaimed, Moscow has ab 

found it impossible to keep on pretending it ,D,oti  
has successfully created a harmonious, 
supranational society out of a Russian he 
empire. Western observers, too, no longer 
have any excuse to overlook the nationali-
ties question and to rely on a Russocentric 
approach to the Soviet polity. 

Pictures of tens of thousands of Arme-
nians protesting in the streets and squares 
of their capital, Yerevan, have brought 
home the strength of national feeling among 
the peoples of the Soviet Union. But it's time 
to look to Moscow, where the Soviet 
leadership is preparing for a special plenum 
of the Communist Central Committee on the 
nationalities question to take place soon. 

Many commentators have pointed out 
that the present crisis over the Nagorno-
Karabakh region is not aimed at the 
Russians as such. They note it pits 
two of the Soviet Union's non-Russian 
nations — the Armenians and the Azerba-
janis — against one another. Armenians are 
campaigning on behalf of their compatriots 
across the border in a region, Nagorno-
Karabakh, where ethnic Armenians form. a 
majority. The conflict, however, has poten-
tial for developing an anti-Russian dimen-
sion. 
Unsatisfactory Arbiter 

Already, Armenians have been express-
ing their dissatisfaction with the way 
Moscow has handled the coverage of recent 
events. Eventually, either the Armenians or 
the Azerbajanis may well begin questioning 
Moscow's right to be the arbiter. They may 
remember who was responsible for drawing 
up the territorial arrangement in the region 
in the first place. They may ask why the 
problem of Nagorno-Karabakh was glossed 
over for so long. 

Moscow's attitude to the long-simmering 
Armenian-Azerbajani dispute has been typi-
cal of its entire approach to the Soviet 
nationalities problem. For more than 25 
years the Armenian inhabitants of Nagorno-
Karabakh, supported by numerous compa-
triots in Armenia, complained of injustices 
and appealed unsuccessfully to the Soviet 
leadership for their region to be restored to 
the Soviet Armenian republic. Last October, 
the first demonstrations over the issue 
occurred in Armenian Yerevan. Yet the 
Kremlin's policy suppressed discussion and 
hoped the problem would go away of its own 
accord. 

The words of Silva Kaputikyan, a mem- 
ber of the Armenian delegation that met 
with General Secretary Gorbachev at the 
height of the recent protests, are important 
here. She said to the Italian newspaper La 
Reppublica, "I will tell you what I repeated 
to myself at that moment: this is the first 1 
time in 67 years that Moscow has set eyes on I 
us." On returning home, she reminded the 1  
crowds in Yerevan: "Why are we here I 
today? Because somebody has at last ' 
allowed us to raise our heads, to come down 
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ing fall in British unemploymen 
below 10%. Labor will find tha 
wrong in suggesting that benefit 
be reserved for those earning in th 
brackets. Mr. Lawson's budget 
first of Mrs. Thatcher's third te 
will produce significant incentive 
middle- and lower-income earners. 
Married couples will receive a fairer 
deal under the reforms Mr. Lawson 
announced - the first major change in 
the taxation of married couples in 180 
years. The changes aren't without 
their flaws. Under the new system the 
taxation of capital gains will be done at 
the marginal rate - which means in 
some cases an increase to 40%. This 
mistake is analogous to that made in 
the U.S. reforms. On both sides of the 
ocean the error will need to be * * * 	 corrected. 

The error, though, needn't dim the 
breakthrough on the concept of reform 
at the top rates. The budget not only 
reduces the top rate to 40% but reduces 
to two from six the number of 
brackets. The standard rate that was 
reduced to 25% from 27% covers all 
income up to £19,300. All income over 
that limit will now be taxed at 
40% - wiping out brackets of 45%, 54)%, 
55% and 60%. When the Conservatives 
took power in 1978, the standard rate 
was 33%. Mr. Lawson vowed yester- 
day to cut the standard rate to 20% as 
soon as he can. Tax allowances, or the 
amount of income that is untaxed, 
were raised by 8% - double the 4% 
inflation rate of last year - so a single 
Briton now won't pay tax on his first 
£2,605 of earnings. 

In some sense it was inevitable that 
the European tax regimes would start 
to give way once the deep cuts in the 
top marginal rates in American in-
come tax took effect this year. As the 
British start to enjoy the fruits of Mr. 
Lawson's moves attention will turn to 
West Germany, where the coalition is 
working on tax reform at the moment 
(please see editorial below) , to Japan, o carry the supply-side torch in 	where Premier Takeshita's govern. 

Europe. So the budget Mr. Lawson ment is wrestling with similar issues, 
presented last night represents a and to France, where Mr. Chirac, who 
major victory for both sides - in the 	has so far hesitated on radical reform long debate. The winners will be the 	of the top rates, is now pursuing an British people, at all levels of income, 	uphill struggle for the presidency. All and in all regions of the country, 	these governments would do well to The pandemonium that met Mr. 	study the specifically supply-side con- 
Lawson's tax cuts is no cause for cepts Mr. Lawson sketched so well. 

Germany's Anti-Entrepreneur  Tax 
As the West German coalition gets lion 

ready to make its final decisions on its woul 
so-called Tax Reform Act of 1990, a woul 
Munich businessman writes: "It is sons' 
important to draw your attention out w 
to a number of weak points which favor 
possibly have not been given sufficient provi 
importance in previous consulta- tive b 
tions." He is referring to the prospect 	liquid that the government will increase tirem 
taxation of capital gains on income comp 
from the sale of entrepreneurial in- 	ing in vestments. Heretofore such gains 

tn TY,  

enterprise, encourage avoidance, and 
drive talent to more hospitable shores 
overseas. 

As a result, so far from raising 
additional revenue, over time they 
actually raise less. By contrast, a 
reduction in the top rates of income tax 
can, over time, result in a higher, not a 
lower, yield to the Exchequer. Despite 
the substantial reduction in the top 
rate of tax in 1979, and the subsequent 
abolition of the investment income 
surcharge in 1984, the top 5% of 
taxpayers today contribute a third as 
much again in real terms as they did in 
1978-79, Labor's last year; while the 
remaining 95% of taxpayers pay about 
the same in real terms as they did in 
1978-79. . 

t, now 
t it is 
S will 
e top 
- the 
rin - 
s for 

That is the language of supply-side 
economics, and with those words the 
British chancellor, Nigel Lawson, in-
troduced what surely will go down as a 
historic tax reform for Mrs. 
Thatcher's government. After years of 
resisting the importunings and recom-
mendations of the likes of Professor 
Laffer, George Gilder and Ronald 
Reagan, the Tories have embraced a 
strong and radical tax reform. In a 
fell swoop Mr. Lawson wiped out the 
top four brackets of the British per-
sonal income tax system and reduced 
the top marginal rate of income tax to 
40%. Britain has returned to the lead in 
the global swing toward free econo-
mies and pro-growth policies based on 
individual initiative. 

Readers of these columns will 
forgive us if we display just a bit of 
emotion here. The fact is that it has 
been vexing and uncomfortable to 
watch the refusal of 11 Downing Street 
to move on top marginal tax rates 
during these long years. It was as if the 
Tories were making 'a reproach to-
ward the entire Reagan initiative 
when they might have been expected 

WPrP 	 • 

and the beginning of 1990, when it 
d take effect, many companies 
d be sold for "purely tax rea-
' - i.e., entrepreneurs would bail 
hile they could take advantage of 
able rates on the gains. The 
sion would discourage conserva-
alance sheet policies, since the 
ation of hidden reserves at re-
ent would be penalized. Many 
anies, particularly those operat-
ternationally, would be tempted 

nationalities question 
Many comrnentato 

that the present crisi 
Karabakh region is 
Russians as such. 
two of the Soviet I 
nations — the Armenia 
janis — against one ano 
campaigning on behalf 
across the border in 
Karabakh, where ethni 
majority. The conflict, 
tial for developing an 
sion. 

Globa 

Unsatisfactory Arbit 
Already, Armenians 

ing their dissatisfacti 
Moscow has handled the 
events. Eventually, eith( 
the AZerbajanis may we 
Moscow's right to be the 
remember who was resp 
up the territorial arrang( 
in the first place. They 
problem of Nagorno-Kar 
over for so long. 

Moscow's attitude to t 
Armenian-Azerbajani dis 
cal of its entire apply 
nationalities problem. F 
years the Armenian inhat 
Karabakh, supported by 
triots in Armenia, comph 
and appealed urisuccessf, 
leadership for their regior 
the Soviet Armenian reput 
the first demonstrations 
occurred in Armenian 
Kremlin's policy suppress( 
hoped the problem would g 
accord. 

The words of Silva Kai 
ber of the Armenian delE 
with General Secretary G 
height of the recent protesi 
here. She said to the Italia 
Reppublica, "I will tell you 
to myself at that moment: 
time in 67 years that Moscoi 
us." On returning home, sl 
crowds in Yerevan: "Wh 
today? Because somebod 
allowed us to raise our head 

Deregulation of financia 
been moving forward amic 
debate. But little notice has 
new regulatory efforts tha 
equally profound effects c 
try's structure. They are seiK 
to set international standards 
banks and securities firms. 

Efforts to "globalize" sect 
tion are still in their infancy 1 
boost from the world-wide C 
market crash. American S( 
Exchange Conunission Chat 
Ruder earlier this month atte 
ing of the 10-nation "Wilton Pa 
securities regulators in Englan 
nary discussions. A technica 
has been put to work. 

International banking regul 
other hand, is well advanced. R, 
tions were issued in Decem 
"Basle Committee on Banking 
and Supervisory Practices." 
were bank supervisors from du 
Japan, France, Germany, Ita 
Sweden, Belgium, the Netherlar 
land a nd T 
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Britain Introduces a ' ax Overhaul r New 
--- 

Britain 	Overshadows 

Cutting Rates, Number of Brackets 

by opposition pcetti- 

hut criticized Mr. Lawson tor int iinnounc• 
ing more measures to help business. The 
package -does little to promote manufac• 
luring egiustry," said the giant chemicals 
company fmperial Chemical Industrlee-
PLC, 

Mr. Lawson iiiisio suggested raising per-
Sonal tax deductions,  by about twice Brit. 
ain's 1987 Inflation rate of 3,1n. In all. cuts 

By Plant Tiplinvi 	 In pereonal taxes and other tax changes 

LONDON—Chancellor of the :Exchequer 	
unveiled yesterday would stimulate tre- star reeperrer fir -rue WM.I, S'IltrKT .101 Hem. 

Nigel Lawson announced a tax  overhaul 	'British economy by Iaweing about it Wilier 
l'e1,42 'billion). 

Mat was evil more mecping than ex- 	nrilara's healtley ecueoulle growth last 
pected and that brought Britien closer to year helped finance yesterday's tax cuts 
recently inaugurated changes WI the le.S. and also enabled Mr. Lawson es announce 
and other Industrialized cour tries. the first midget surplus in almost 20 years. 

In one of the unruliest budgei presents.- 	He said the government's bedget would 
lions in British parliamentary history, dere show a surphe of Sil billion in the fiscal 
ing which he was 	 year ending this month. He set the same 
shouted down Mice 	 target kw the seining fiscal year,. partly 

-1,1s. Mr, Lawson 	
based on his prediction that tie economy 

In Budget NIessap.;e, .Lawson 
Also Indicates He Shifted 
Monetary Policy' s Focus 

Swedish Arms Crackdown 
Lit,/ Wit. riu,,p1. J,IvicsAl.Nroff ftcpnrier 

STOCKHOLM—Disclosures that Swe-
den's state.owned arms maker, FIN 
AB, 5old anti-tank guns to off-limits 
countries hove come just as the govern-
ment is introducing new arms-export 
rules. 

The regulations, drawn up in re-
sponse to arms-smuggling scandals last 
year. are aimed at barring the sale of 
Swedish-roade weapons to all hut ap,  
proved countries. A panel would be set 
up to look into reducing arms exports. 
In the meantime, arms makers would 
have to ask government permission to 
sign arms contracts. 

A simmering scandal over FFV's 
arms exports during the past 25 years 
has overshadowed the government pro-
posals by revealing a pattern of ignoring 
arms-export rules. The latest revelation 
came yesterday, when an IFFV spokes-
woman confirmed a newspaper report 
that the company had sold about -150 
Carl-Gustaf anti-tank rifles an:d1978  
niter to Saudi Arabia between 	and 
1984 for an estimated $19.4 million. 

The government is also investigating 
FFV's involvement in supplying Carl' 
Gustaf ammunition to Australian troops 
fighting In Vietnam in the 1960s and 
19ses-. as well as reports of a sale to Is-
rael of Carl-Gustaf guns that may have 
ended up in South Africa. 

will grow Pe this year after expanding 
1.  . 	ynade clear that 

monetary Ponce to 
hc ..,46 einitted his, 

fec,us on interest-  :. 	 : 	

-4,5ee in 1987. 

the high end of most analysis' expecte-
But the chancellor's fiscal stimulus, et 

, retes rather than 	
tIons, could deepen Britain's already dete- 
riorating currentieicount deficit, With the 

exchimge•rate- 	 11.K, exnansion showing few signs of abet- 
bility as the e..htettele: 
weapon for fighting e ' 	

0 

	

.ii, 	
lag. the boost from tax cuts 'is rather 

. inflation, 	
more titan the economy should have had.," 

De sc ribing 	the in, 	e  
budget for the fiscal ''''''' view's ne  „ea  
year beginning April  
1„ he limited his remarks ion excteinge 
rates to saying simply that they -play a 
central role in domestic morietary :teen 
sine." His failure to advocate a sin tiger 
role euggested he has failed in his e torts 
to maintain a tightly eantrolleil ewes :for 
sterling. As a result, i:inalysits 1081 e pect, 
a reduction in British 'banite: base ates, 
currently at Wn. 

The chancellor cut the besic income-tax 
rate to 25'n from 2Tee and pledged the Con-
servative government:) a g1Yal of 201.e, He 
also slashed the top rate to 4,flen from: Wee 
and reduced the nerrioer of taw brackets to 
two frOm six. "EXCeeslive rates of lecome 
tax destroy enterpriee and drive talent to 
more hospitable shores el V erseai,' ' Mr, 
Lawson said, 

?Lis tax reforms and sImpliiiiications 
brought Britain closer in line- with the li,S. 
system. The U.S. Tax Stefierm Act of 1986 
cut the number of tax brackets for Individ. 
lulls to two-- Inee arid 28'ne-lirom 14 rang,  
Mg from lir( to 50e; .. and it cut the lop cor-
porate rate to 34ee from --Ifice., 

Mr, Lawson yesterday set taxation Of 

	

capital gains for inclivIduela at the,  same 	N'Ir. Lawson proposed changes to give 	fighting arsena , 	i .- 

	

rate as for Income but left both corporate 	
wives independence in tax affairs and 'to 	

warn business executives that stable ex- 

	

income tax arid corporate capital-gains tax 	
end tee' anomalage that penallee mereiage. 	

change rates depend on their resisting po- 

unchanged at 35cle. 	
Some shifts involving married couples 	tenitally inflationary Wage demands, 

	

His budget proposals, approve( by the' 	would happen lithe next few months, otte 	
But the chancellor did reaffirm Brit- 

	

British cabinet yesterday morning, are 	ere not until 1910. 	
ain's comMitment to greater stability of 

	

certain to be approved be the Conservis) 	
On :monetary potty, the chancellor ap- 	

the world's three leading currencies—the 

	

tive•controlled Parliamen's 1.3ecetise of that 	
peered to bow to Prime Minister Margaret 	

dollar, the West German mark and the 

	

certainty, some of the changes nine effeet 	
Thatcher by failing to declare a policy of 	

Japanese yen. The statement costs him lit- 

ininlediately. 	
keeping sterling inside a narrow range. 	

tie on the domestic front and minimizes 

	

The budget drew a mixed reaction from 	
Tectign he has nevee proclaimed the policy 	

his discomfort over an 15sue he has Chan 

induStl y. which priiiised tee tax recluctioes 	
outright, he permed it for more than a 	pioned internationally,  

11. 	
said .Bill Martin, an - economist with the 
London s-tocetrokerage Phillips et Drew. 
'It's a lethal immbinalion for the balance - 	year, But last week, after the government 

of paynaents." 	 let the pound soar, Mrs. Thatcher said 
13. 	ritain wouldn't "buck the foreigmex- Mr. Lawson forecast that the currgat- 

account deficit, which measures trade m 	change markets" at the cost of higher in,  
goods. eervices and certain other unila•t• 	nation. 
eral transfers, will widen to it billion :his 	After her statement. Britain is now fo,  
year horn 11,7 billion in 1981, AnalYste gin' 	cueing more on interest rates than ex- 
erally have been predicting the deficit will 	change rates to quell inflation. 
deepen 1:0 E5 billion or even more in 	Yeeterday, Mr. Lawson stressed that - 
1938.. 	 short-term interest rates were the "essen- 

Additional tax changes include a mod- 	tial instrument" In monetary policy and . 
est ratie in taxes on tobacco, beer, wine and 	would be set at levels -necessary to ensure 

gasoline. as well as measures to boost per, 	downward pressure on inflation," Those 
sonal :tare ownership and support sn'iali 	remarks align the chancellor with Mrs. 
businesses. The chancellor also ended the 	Thatcher's position that an interest-rate re- 
duty tax CO new share issues and chased 	ductIon would prove inflationary,  

or rime:Meted some tax shelters, such as ire 	So unless sterling soars sharply above. 
diviiitals' breaks for compary cars. 	present levels, '*I think interest rates will 

Heeding oil-Industry demands, he an 	stay where they are" for the time being, 
nounced the abolition of the 12.5en royalty 	said Ian Harwood, an economist with War' 
tax for new oil exploration and production 	burg Securities, a London stockbrock. 
proliects, both onshore and in the southern 	erage. 
natural-gas basin of the British North Sea. 	Mrs. Thatcher last week embarrassed 
Induistry analysts said that decision, taken 	the chancellor by insisting the government 
with other budget provisions. mould he ve a 	wouldn't block the soaring pound. Yester- 
broadly neutral tax effect on large oil 	day, Instead of citing exchange-rate stabil- 
fields while benefiting smaller ones, 	ity as the chief weapon in his inflation- 

hose to 
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Cunservatives hold 375 of the 650 
seats. 

In his budget message, Mr. Law-
see: proposed ceitieg 2 percent off 
the basIcineotne tax rate that an es- 

at 	95 percent of Heinen work- 

pay It would drop from the cur-

rent 27 percent to 25 percent. Mr. 
Lawson set a goal Alf all additional 5 

ercent cut in the future. 
The biggest surprise was ivir. 

Lawson's proposal to eliminate four 
higher tax rates for large-income 
earners, setting a single top tax rate 
at 4G' percent. The current top rate is 
60 percent, and applies to those 
enrning more than VAlon, The new 
rate will start at about $35,0013a year. 

He said the tax cut is the seventh 
in .a row in the eight years of the 
Conservative government under 
Prime Minister Margaeet Thatcher_ 

Mr Lawson also announced the 
ehminabon of Britain's so-called 
"marriage tax" that penalizes the 
earnings of two-income families, 
and reform of the capital gains 
taxes. to remove the effects of infla-
tion, among other tax changes. 

- 
neiNfiCIN —Chaneellea ef thel.'s:- 

chequer Nigel Lawson yesterday an-
nounced a balanced budget or the 
first rime in 20 years, and proposed 
mem than $7  billion ixi MX CMS in a 
1988 revenue package that support- 

1 

ers praised an ninneeedenteei 

Mn Lawson, the chief treasury of-
ficial in the ruling Conservative gov-
ernment, also announced a $55 

I

ban= budget surolus that will go 
toward repaying Britain's national 
4-.1..ht, ! 

I 	He was disrupt ed t wice by opposi- 
tion parties, which, apparently for 1 
the first time in a chancellor's 
speech, caused the suspension of the . _ _,. 

1 	House  (.." Comrsx.„an c chrtldr_PAP9MIneS 

I were temporarily suspended until 
1 several hecklers were ejected. 

Britain's budget message is a 
statement of eenenue Its spending 
program was announced in the fall. 
The budget faces certain approval in 
die House of Commons. when. the 

_ 	 - u 	aim irsi • 
- 	- Jo. 

this budget, I have reaffirmed 
the prudent policies that have 
brought us unprecedented economic  
strength,-  he said_ 

have arinaunw a radical re- 

form of the taxation al marriage that 
for the first time will give married 
seeste_ni a fair deal from the tax sys- 
tem_ I have eliminated the long-
standing practice of taxing infla- 
tionary gains. I have cut the basic 
rate of income tax, fulfilling our 
campaign manifesto _ and I have 

balanced the budget' 
Madsen Pine, president of the 

free-market Adam Smith Institute, 
said the budget "is legendary" and 
tax cuts -siticriii every indientioe of 
ounimeine 

The disruptions of Mr. Lawson's' 
speech started when Alex Selmond, 
vice chairman of the Scottish Na- 
tionalist Party, began shouting ob-
jections to his proposals_ Ele was 
ejected when he continued shouting 
after the speaker of the House or-
dered him to slop_ 

Shortly thereafter, left-wing 
members of the Labor Parry stood  

ter 	aria...01011111- 
air Wm WE M 	'a 

IN  a. 	-.nor' ilm.0 

atid  

_e i. 1( 

shouted.

e 

elimination of the top 

Shame. shame. 
ham 	whenLawson an- 

ff. nee, 
tone: of inc..Esnic 

Labor has beee fessupeang tor 
more money for the National Health 
Service, a 40-year-old socialized 
medicine plan that spends some PIO 
billion a year The official apposition 
party wanted Mr. Lawson to spend 
most of Britain's budget surplus on 
the health service, instead of cutting 
taxes. 

' Ibn Brown, Labor's _ budget 
sookesenan, said, dont think I've 
ever witnessed a budget that is so 
botaar_ Fie never even mentioned the 
health service. That is a clisgeace 
that wiii divide Inc natiote" 

Conservative Terrence Higgins, 
chairman of the government's trea-
sury committee, wanted the Labor 
Party that its left wing was getting 
out of control_ 

"The shouting on the Labor 
benches was reality a very severe im-
pediment of freedom of speech in 
the House of Commons:" he said. 
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UK itudget Features Tax Cuts, Surplus 
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By JANET PORTER 
sa.-zza 

LONDON - The government 
ailveliad Dlarz. 1"mrfiz...4:ty  to 4=ah 

w.c.rior., 	 etin 
alai.— a  surplus during  the ease fin- 

Some minor changes la heal-
messes taxes are olanned, but noth-
in,.. that wc ld -alert kaaineem,ft 

as iniiiviTiltisk_ 
The i.171.11 billion (USI.317.8 bil-

lion) budget anesso.neeil to Parlia-
ment reflects Prime Minister 
osrat Tbate_her's commitment to an 
enterprise economy. 

The tax reforw.a.-  for example, 
show the goyernroent's determina-
tion to ensure that top wage-earn-
ers stay in Britain rather than 
move to the United States, r•-enda, 
Australia, New Zealand or other 

ropea evunintriolt where upper 

tax rates are considerably lower. 
The pound strengthened in re-

sponse to the budget news, dosing 
in London at 11_8555 to show a net 
gain on the day of over half 3 cee-  
Share prices also rallied, with the 
Financial Times Index of 18) lead-
ing stocks finishing 29.4 points 
higher at 1839.9. 

Brioyant. 	senerat.ed 
_ 	 mtnom.hictel 

teller oi the Etaciie'cliter Nigel 
Lawson to slash the top rate of 
income tax to 40% from 60% and 
lower the lowest income tax brack- 
et to 25% from 27%. 

ievea aete iriirrop a.4  hinkin 
(11S$7.9 billion) in cuts, there still 

Ong fnr the fiscal year that starts 
man 6. 	T 	amid.  

mrs.--•-•...-.1  
MI.., .60 ins 

the ironed Slates has neon much 
admired by Mrs. Thatcher, who 

— 
En the past about theimpact that 
tower taxes cisewnere sanMmici irtfa V 

on Britain's 
demics, designers and corporate 

a. 

rastions from opooreitior. 
of Parliament who waated mare to 
he spent on health and education. 
presented a cosy picture of the 

now oaten.- 

nig its eigitth year of upswing. 
The economy is expected to 

grow by around 3% in 19118, below 
the 1987 level of 4.5% but close to 
the recent average. 

The rate of inflation, which av-
eraged just over 4% in 1987, is 
projected to . remain around the 
=elle ,Tel w&eunerr-
opymein should continue to fall. 

The balance of payments cur-
rent account, which moved into 
deficit last year after seven succes-
sive years of surplus, is likely to 
show a shortfall of around £4 bil-
lion ($7.4 billion) in 1988 — equiva-
lent to less than 1% of gross do- 

reetitic ocuiduct... tar. Lawson told 
the House of Commons. 

glir- st.-enlik. 	ccaus- 
orny in general, and of our public 
&lances in particular, not to mere 

 	...A • 8 	 - 

Set..14, 1 kit CaNDIGon difficalty iii fi-
neiog a temporary current 

account deficit a this scale, he 
gaid 

For only the second tune since 
Ike early Mils, the goyernwil-eat has, 
achieved a surplus budget, This to-
taled rIt billion  fis,5 billion) in 
l987-Vd, considerably larger than 

Intleii 'analysts had estimated 

Despite the tax reductions and. 
planned spending increases for 
health, education and law and or-
der, Mr. Lawson said he had opted 
for caution In the earning fiscal 
year and plans to aim for anothei 
mrpatnc of around 2.3 billion. How-
ever, the long-term objective is a 
balanced budget, he said. 

The chancellor, who has been 
involved in a very public dispute 
with Mrs. Thatcher during the ....2et 
week over Britain's sterling policy. 
reaffirmed his commitment to ex-
change rate stability_ 

et plan announced Tuesday is al-
most certain to become jaw, given 
the wide majority Mrs. Thatchers 
Conservative Party holds in the 
House of Commons. 

Britain's budget is extra-impor-
tant for the United States because 
of the close trading and business 
ties between the two countries. 

The United States ix the -Farg--est 
overseas investor in the United 
Kingdom, while British companies 
have spent billions of dollars buy-
ing up U.S. companies over the 
past couple of years, making Brit-
ain the second largest holder of 
non-banking assets after Canada. 

The simplified tax structure of 

Mr. Lawson, whose budget 
will be enough left to pay some one--speecti- was twice held up by 

'waft sari chow a Mir- 
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Nigel Lawion, Chartcellor of the 
Exchequer carrying the tradi-
tional budget box, before speaking 

in the House of Commons. 

tende:1 to place him in the first rank 
of postwar ChancAlors. 

As architect of five previous ' 
Thatc'ner budgets, Mr. Lawson has 
won z. reputation as a budgetary ge-
nius I)r his ability to cut taxes while 
reducing inflation to the current an- 	' 
nual sate of 3.3 percent and giving 
Britain its first balanced budget in al-
most :wo decades. Indeed, Mr Law-
son today announced the nations first 
buneet surplus in almost 20 yea-s. 

A Bettie of Leaks 
But since last Tharsday, Thatcher 

and Lawson aides have been engaged 
in a battle of leaks over who would 
have control over monetary policy, a ci 
question brought to a head when the 
pound surged against the dollar and 
the West German mark. 

In the Commons last week, Mrs, 
Thatcher', stressing the Govern.. r' 
ment's anti-inflation policy, rejected 	e. 
market Intervention, through selling 	rY 
pounds or reducing interest rates, as T 
a vey of making the pound less at 	s 
tractive to investors and speculators. 	' 
This was widely interpreted as a slap 
at Mr. Lawson, who favors an infor-
mal policy of intereention to hold the 
potirid below a ceiling of 3 marks), 
fearing a stronger pound could hurt 
British exports by pushing up their 
price. 

)010YMa have predicted that se-
vere strains could result between 
Mr. Thatcher and Mr.. Lawson if the 
pound, which climbed to 1.04 marts in 
Ein'opean trading today, reaches 3.2 
marks. 

Underlying the dispute is a long-
standing disapreemesk between the 
two over whether Britain should join 
the European Monetary System. Mr. 
Lawson has become convtnced that 
Biltaln ought to loin the eight Euro. 
peen countries,, including West Ger- 

Continued on PAO DT 
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- In Britain, uvernaui an a .r&uu 
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By HOW ELL RA INES 

SINKtql to The New York -nines 

LONDON, March 15 --- Patitain"s an-
nual Bedget Day, always a tittle of 
suspense in the House of Commons, 
arrived today with an extra Ciltip cf 
drama because of a feud betweer 
Prime Minister tvlargaret Thatcher 
and her strong-willed Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, Nigel Lawson, 

The dispute on monetary policy 
overshadowed Mr. laawsores an• 
nouncement of a dramatic plan to 
simplify Britain's income tax code. 
The new system, due to take effect in 
June, reduces the' number of rates In 
Britain's complex tax code to two, 
from six; awards the most affluent 
Britons a 20 percent rut, and trims 
the basic income tax rate to its lowest 
level since 1938. 

Under the new system, the basic 
tax rata will fall to 25 percent, ft= 27 
percent, and the top rate will hall to 40 
percent, from 60 percent. Intermedi-
ate tax brackets of 45. 50 and !fl5 per-
cent for high earners will be elimi-
nated altogether. 
New Income Level at liall,700 

The. new 40 percere top rate will 
apply to people making mote than 
$35,700. Under the old ty(stennethe top 
rate of 60 percent availed to people 

,making more than $72.600., 
Before a rowdy Session of the Cem.. 

mons, Mr. Lawson said, "This major 
reform will leave us with one of the 
simplest systems of incerne tax in the 
world," And he added that his :pal for 
future budgets was to lower the basic 
rate to Only 20 percent. 

Opposition reaction was Whim. 
For the first time in modern memor), 
a Chancellor's speech was stopped by 
disruptions. It was delayed 15 
minuses when a member of the Sem-
thin Nettianaltat Party WAS exPellCi 
from the chamber for eating the  

budget an ''utter obscenity. Labor 
members later aused a 10-minute 
suspension 11 ch,anting "Rich man's 
budget!" 

S,ince the , 7'.onservatives hold 374 of 
64) seats, approval of the new tax sys-
tem by the Commons is considered a 
certainty And thene is no question 
that Mr, Lawson and Mrs Thatcher 
are in fuh agreement on what he 
called Isis "radical tax-reforroing 
budget." 

But there is lingering political un-
certainty over whether an nresolved 
dispute with the Prime Minister over 
monetary policy could lead to Mr. 
Lawson's resiensttion within a few 
media Sh.sr submitting a budliet in- 

Continued From First BusineSs Page 

many, that work through the system 
to stabilize,  their currencies. Mrs. 
Thatcher, with her faith in markets, 
opposes this step., 

MI this has led to speculation that 
Mr. Lawson might resign in frustra-
tion and take a high-salaried job In 
the City, London's financial district. 

Leaders of the opposition Lebor 
Party have tried to increase the 56-
year.old Chancellor's discomfort by 
saying taut Mrs. Thatcher has put 
him in place on exchange rates with 
"one biff of her handbag ' and by pre-
dtcting that the 1988 budget would be 
the last of his six budgets. 

Pleas on Surplus lIgnored 

. 	Whether or not it is the last, it 4133 
die most dramatic, Mr. Lawson ig-
nored pleas that he use an estimated 
budget .st,rplus of $20 billion to ball 
out the treubled National Heeltn 
Service. (ream!, he put two-thirds of 
that amount into surplus accounts 
and into financing tax reductions that 
were frankly aimed at the 10p 5 per' 
cent of ta'slailyers. 

Despite the rough reception th.e 
plan received in Lhe Commons, the 
reaction from financial analysts and 
conservative economists was glow-
mg, Graham Mather of the Institute 

Df Economic Affairs compared Mr. 
Lawsun's plan, which also included 
reductions in capital gates and inFHT-
ii[ance nxeb, Ito president Reagan's 
nuesiMplification plan o'! 1986. 

"This is going to simplify and 
NI Mt) mitre the lax ystern for the rest 
ot its certiurv," Mr Mather said 
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LONDON—Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Nigel Lawson announced a tax overteul 
trig was even more sweeping than ex-
pected and that brought Briteee closer to 
recently inaugurated changes in the le,S, 
and other Industrialized eourerles. 

In one of the unruliest budget presenta-
tions in British perliamentary history, ,ter- 

ing which he was 
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Britain Introduces a Tax Overhaul 
Cutting Rates, Number of Brackets 

in Budget Message, Lawson 
Also Indicates tie Shifted 
Monetary Policy's Focus 

00150eirfOr 

Describing the e 
budget for the fiscal 	eirce La reson 
year beginning April 
Li he limited his remerks a exchange 
rates to saying survey that ;hey "play a 
central role in domestic rreeetarY deci-
slone.•' His failure to advocate a stroeger 
role suggested he bee failed in his efforts 
to maintain a tightly eteritrelliiiii cceree ;or 
sterling, As a resiiit„enayste IOW t C,Ipect 

a reduction in British banks base rates. 
currently at ee., 

The chanceliorgut the beele income-lay 

rate to 25r,  from 27ee and pledged the Coo. 
servative goverralleTit to a pad of 20 vieHi 

also slashed the top rate to -ere from! 

Yesterday. Mr, Lawson etreseed that 

snort 
 

-term interest rates were the eessere 1988 

	

Addit oriel tax changes include _a lelexi' 	dal Instrument" in monetary policy and 

	

est rit,e th inxeS on tobacco,  beer % YAnii end 	would be set ;et levets 'necessary to ensureg 

	

gasoline. as Well LIS Measares to boost per 	dowrisai7d press ire on inflation," Those 

	

son al :share ownership arid support snital, 	remarks align the chancellor with Mrs. 

and reduced the num oer oft. n.X braceete tr. 

	

	
That .,ihers position that an ietereeet-rate re- buseeteses, The chancellor also eeded the 

	

duty tax en 'SEW share Issues and &leo 	ducilon would prove lefietionarY. 

tax 'destroy enterpnee and drive talent to 	or  rei;r. ri"t'Eict  scme  tax shelters,  ni;Cfi 3:i in- 	SO inieSS sterling snore eherpiy .,ibi"ivi,  
two frOm six, "Exceestve tetes cf i ecomi? 

More hospitable shoree overseas," Mr. 	ttivid.lals'  breaks  for c°111PariY cars' 	• 	present leeels, -I mink inteeest raZefi will 

Heeding eilendustry dernanc,.s, he are 

Lawson said. 	 nounetgi the abolition of the 12 5e Toy ilty 	
stay where they are" for the time being, 
said Ian Harwood. en economist with War- 

leis tax reforms and simpleiications 

	

Tee ,fee new oil exploration and produt licea 	burg Securities,  a London Stoekbrock .  

brought Britain closer in floe with the etge 

	

priaects, both onshore and in the eouteern 	e-eage, 

cut the number of ta:x brackets for indi yid- 	liat t iral'Vit  °a-Siri of the British \fortli 13ea , 	Mrs. Thatcher last weeie embarrassed 
system, The U.S. TRY, Ref( ”rn Aet of 1eEti 

itals to two—leee and 2$6•4.  --from 1.1 raw 	
indusiry anelysts said that decialoe, i e ken 

	

with ether budget provisions. weuld he ve a 	
the ,:hancellor by insisting niie. government 
wouldn't block the soaring pound, `fester- 

porate rate to 34tee from 16"r, 	
broadly neutral tax effect on large ell 	day, instead of citing exchange- rate stabil- 

ing from 11,1-4 to 50e; , end it cat the top core 

	

Mr. Lawson yesterday set taxzeicn of 	
fields while benefiting  smaller Ones.  I 	ity as the chief weapon in his inflation- 

	

capital gains for individuals at the same 	
NIr. Lawson proposed changes to give 	

fighting arsenal, Mr. Lawson chose te 

	

rate as fnr income but left both corporate 	
wives independence in tax affairs and to 	

warn business executives that stable' 

income tax tax aed corporate capital-gainS tax 	
end tax anomalies that penaliee me/ere:eve 	

change rates depend on their resisting Po- 

unchanged at 35r.4' 	
some Shifts Involving married couples 	

tentially inflationary wage demands,  

	

His budget proposals, approeee. by the 	
would happen ir the next few months, one 	

But the chancellor did reaffirm Brit' 

	

British cabinet yesterday mcrireg, are. 	,ers riot until 1990, 	
aM's cOMM1tment to greater stability of , 

	

certain to be approved by the CoPr%ii,, 	
On monetary policy, the chancellor ap- 	

the world's three leading curt encies —the t 

tive•controlled Parliament,  Because of that 	peered to bow to prime Mil-ester Margaret 	
dollar, the West eieernen mark arid the 

certainty, some of the chaniees ra'• - :ffi).:.'t 	
Thatcher by failing to i.lec.lare a poliey of 	

Japanese e'en. Trif---  statement Costs lirli. }, it• 

lmetediately, 	
. keeping sterang inside a narrow range. 	

tle on the dOrtlesiR. trait and  

The budget drew a nil> te reeet en ;rein 	
Tectige he has neve -.• proclaimed the eolicy 	

his discornfort aver an iesue he. lege chare,  . 

industry, which praised tei tax tie:Le:toile 	'outteelit,  lie ni:.rstit cl it for reore than a 	Pioteed internatietrieVeri 

nut elltiCizett ND. . Lawson tot net antlintne-
log more measures to help birsiness. The 
package "does little to promote mantiface 
turing erelustre," said the giant ehernicalis 
compare, Imperial Chemical Industrlee 

PLC. 
Mr. Lawson also suggested raising per,  

sontel tax deductions: by about twice Brit,  
ain's 1187 inflation rate of 3 efi. In all. tuts 
in pereurial taxes and other tax changes 
enveiled yesterday would elimallatei the 

IrltlsFi economy-  by i'reeing about ilbiiflcr 

I $7.42 	!Ilion 
Brame's fie;;iltely evuituoitc growth least 	eign etme contract:a 

year helped hr met yesterday s tax cats 	A slrnmernig scandal over FFV's 

and also enabled Mr. LaWson to announce 	arms  exports during the past 25 years 

the !Ina budget surplus in almost 20 yeare, • has overehadowect the government pro- 

seic the government's budget would • posals by revealing a pattern of ignoring 
arms-export rules. The latest revelation 
came yesterday. when an e f,  V spokes-
women confirmed a newspaper report 
that the company had sold about 150 
Cart-Gostaf anti-tank rifles and ammo-
nitior to Saudi Arabia between 1978 and 
1984 for an estimated i19,4 rinliora 

The government is also investigating 

shew a ;:tirplus of f,3 billion in the. betel 
year ending this month, He set the same 
target rer the eurning fiscal year, partly 
based cn his prediction that the ecenerr e 
will grew 'Pe this year after exteandleg 

4.5f1( in 187. 	
. 

But the elle:venues fiscal stimulus. et 
the high end of most analysts expecie- 
noes. could deepen Britain's already dete., 	FFV's involvement iti supplying cart- 

rioratitig eurren1,aecount deficit, With ti^e 	s  r_;ustaf ammunition te auetralian troops 

ILK, eepansion stowing few sInSIA aret• 	fighting In Vietnam in the 1960s and 

leg. the,  boost from tax cuts "le rather 	4970.5., as well as reports of a sale to Is - 

more titan the economy should heee hee 	reel of Cari-Gustaf pees tea; may have 

said Bill lelartie, an ecoriOnliSt-,Mith iit-., 	ended up as Si•iuth Africa. 

London stocebrokerage Phillips et  Drew, ee—...—ae!,------..._,  

'It's a lethal combination for the balaeee 	
. 	, 	• 

eear, But last week, after the government i 

of peyments," 	 . 	a 	- let the pound soar, Mrs, Thatcher said 

	

, 	Britain wouldn't "beck the foreigh.ex• Mr. Lawson forecast that the eerreet,  

account deice, which Measures trade in 	change markets' at the cost of higher ir• . 

goods, eierViCitis and certain other unilat. 	!cation, 
oral teartsfees;  will widen to al billion this 	Mier her statement, Britain is now fie. 

year teem eat billion in 1981. Analysts gen_ 	clising more on interest rates than ee- 
erally have been predicting the deficit ie tit 	change rates to Quell leflatiere 
deepen to it billion or even more in 

• 
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New Scandal Overshadows 

Swedish Arms Crackdown 
mu CI Wm i s  ;-; rktp 	J.. 	 ({cpnni. r 

VOCKROLM—DISCIOSURS that Swe-
den's state.owned arms maker, ITV 
AB. gild anti-tank gees to elf-limits 
countries have come just as the govern- 

Ment 	introducing new arms-export 

rules. 
The regulations. drawn up in re-

sponse to arms-smuggling seandals last 
year. are aimed at barring the sale of 
Swedish-made weapons to all but ap,  
proved countries. A panel would be set 
up to took into reducing arms exports,  

In the meantime, arms makers would 
have 	ask government _permission to 

• 
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earners, setting a single top tax rate 
at -0 percent The dirrent top. nate is 
60-  percent, and applies - to those 

t 	 eernine more than Vn,traa, The new - 
rate will start at about $35.000 a Year- ' 

He said the tax cut is the seventh 

1 

	

	

tr. .a row in the .eight years of the 

sPeeeh. caused  the suspension 'lithe  Conservative government under 

I 

 

House of Ce"'"1.3115-  Pr'iceedlingS 	Prime Mirister Margaret Thatcher.. . 

I  were temporarily suspended thttii 	Me Lawson also announced the 
several hecklers were ejected. 	:. eliminatMn of Britain's so-calleit 

Britain's budget message is a "marriage tax' that penalizes the 
statement of revenue_ Its vpPniling earnings of Iwo-income families, 
program was announced in the fall and reform or the capital gains 
The budget faces certain approval in - taxes, to remove the effects of infla-
the House of (7orrintons. where the . Ilan, armaig other tax changes. 

LoNDGN --Ctiancellor of the vx - 
chequer Nigel Lawson yesterday an-
n_ounced a balanced budget for the 
first eine  in 20 years. and proposed 
more than $7 billion in tax cuts in a rent 27  Percent to 25 percent. e.c 

1988 revenue  package that support_ Lawson sei a goal for an additionse 

ers praised as unprecedented- 	
Percent cut in tile future. 

Mr Lawson, the chief treasury of- • The  biggest surprise was Mr- 

ficial in the ruling Conservarivegov- 	
tawscites' Pr0Posal in eliminate four 

eminent, also announced a $5.5 
billion budget earpliis that will go 
toweled repaying Britain's national 
debt_ 

He was disrupted twice by opposi-
tion parties, which, apparently for 
the first time in a chancellor's 

higher tax rates for large-income 

firm 	• Ark Ark War= ;Minor' 
.11 11111011111. 	 2111h, .711k 

ViLell a CI 1LFILP 

Conservatives Mk: 375 of the 6,93 
seats. 

In his budget message, Mr. Law- 
son iwcp,11.....x:tij 	 ltprz-prit 
the  hese: income tax rate that an es-
timated 95 percent of British work-
er s pay_ It ifot!lid, deep from the rijr- 

Ala 

11101A1 	-Erni 
Kan nionuaaKsewsaii.,11Mee'raweleeesre 

'in, this budaet, I have reaffirmed 
the prudent policies that have 
brought us unprecedented eetmernic 
streonth,' be said. 

"i have announced radical re-
form of the taxation of marriage that 
for the first time will give married 
women a fair deal from the tax sys-
tem, have eliminated the long-
standing practice-  of taxing infla-
tionary gains. I have cut the basic 
rate of income tax, fulfilling our 
Ic.arimaign I manifesto _ . and I have 
balanced the budget.' 

maitseti Pine. president or the 
free-market Adam :Smith institute, 
said toe budget "is legendary' and 
tax cuts atiovir every indicatioa of 
continuing." 

The disruptions of Mt Lawsoree` 
speech started when Alex Seamond, 
vice chairman of the Scottish Na-
tionalist Party, began shouting ob-
jections to iiis proposals. Lle was 
ejected when he continued shouting 
after the speaker of the House or-
dered him to stop; 

tShortly-  thereafter, left-wing 
flielrtherS of the Labor Party stolid 

L. 
B UA :a U'- 	U .  

am. 	••••.-dr 

Zara Sn't, EttE2 	741.0 .1. ev, 

shame" when McLawson an-
nounced the eiiminatiOn or the top 
rates or incerne tax_ 

Labor has been cseripaigning tor 
more money for the National Health 
Service, a ,ireyear-old socialized 
medicine plan that spends some $'Ali) 
billion a year_ The official opposition 
party wanted Mr. Lawson to spend 
roost of Britain's budget surplus en 
the health service, instead of cutting 
taxes. 

Ton Brown, Labor's _budget 
seekestran, said, '1.  don't think I've 
ever Witnessed-  a budget that is so 
unbar_ He never even mentioned the 
health service. -That is a disgtace 
that will divide the nation." 

Conservative Terrence Higgins, 
chairman of the novernanent's tree-
sury committee, warned the Labor 
Party that its left wing was getting 
out of control. 

"The shouting on the Labor 
_benches was really a very severe ire-
pediment of freedom of speech in 
the House - of Corintirsris,".he said. 



UK Budget Features Tax Cuts, Surplus 
ree.e..e. 4.4 ceeeene...e_er 

LONDON — The government 
iied ti,erre,  1." 	-r-r431' to  'ir2"`h 

- rati and vtill 

SteOW a surplun during the next fis-
cal yedr. 

Some minor changes in 'mus- 
n. 	are claimed, hut noth- 
i.v kut ued afuc hamiriP-ItseM as 
ine-cri as tr.-divide:ajar 

The ill-La Wilkie (USE/3173 bI-

iiou 'budget anerranced oF-arlia-
ment reflects Pritrte Minister Mar-
oa net Thateher's commitment to an 
enterprise eeonoray. 

The tax reforms, for example, 
show the government's determina-
tion to ensure that top wage-earn-
ers stay in Britain rather than 
;rem.to the Uited States, (.4404. 
Auestralia New Zealand or other 
Ezrone,” r.exontr!.es where upper 
tax rates are considerably lower. 

The pound strengthened in re-
sponse to the budget news, closing 
in London at $1,91555 to show a net 
gain on the day of twee half .3 ceL 
eilere peipps akar, rallied, n6th the 
Financial Tinier Index of 104 lead-
ing stocks finishing 20.4 points 
higher at 1839.9. 

inturyout. 
.fl-a.kkbel 'Man. 

celier of true Exceeereare 
Lawson to slash the top rate of 
income tax to 40% from 64% and 
tower tne lowest income tax Week.- 

etivereereenet deAk.ts ann show a cor-
ning for the fitsral year that starts 
April Ss  Mr_ Laws=  said. 

-▪ 	ealy 	 the beet - 
et plan announced Tuesday is al-
most certain to become law, given 
the wine naajority Mrs. Thatchers 
Conservative Party holds in the 
House of Commons. 

Britain's budget is extra-impor-
tant few the United States because 
of the dose trading and business 
ties between the two countries. 

The ki aired Sizaixsa ihr 
overseas investor ia the United 
Kingdom, while British companies 
have spent billions of dollars buy-
ing up U.S. companies over the 
past couple of years, making Brit-
ain the second largest holder of 
non-haideug assets after Canada. 

The simplified tax structure of  

'tag its eighth year of upswing. 
The economy is expected to 

grow by around 3% to L9811, below 
the 1907 Level of 4$% but close to 
the recent average. 

The rate of inflation, whidi av-
eraged just over 4% in 1987, is 
projected to rernala around the 
eeeee teeet t_); yea: 
1,401,7nent should contime to fall. 

The halanc0 ol payments cur-
rent account, which moved into 
deficit last year after seven succes-
sive years of surplus, is iikety to 
she)* a shortfall of around t'a biL 
lion ($7.4 billion) in 1968 	equiva- 
lent to less than 1% of groas do- 

tote-tie lice:duct, Mr Laweeen 'add 
the House of Commons. 

thie.• mreength :if the mean-
may in genera1,. and of our public 

For Cittly tile second tune eirnz.e 
me early mare Litt 

7a6jueeived
to-

et ahsuriliiPnrill151161>Q12 ehLiiiTiohisa) in 

1987-83, coresiderably larger rhan 
most analyats tad estimated. 

Despite the tax reduteicire, and. 
planned spending in-creases for 
health, education and Law and or-
der, Mr. Lawson said he had opted 
for eaaeen la the coming fiscal 

eyeawernael,Id  of  ePlarraint: kaiLlgt  billion. orho an. How-
ever,

°ther 
 the long-term objective is a 

balanced budget, he sato_ 
The chancellor, who has been 

involved in a very public dispute 
with prm,s_Thatoher dsrng the past 
wed( over Britain's sterling policy, 
reaffirmed his commitment to ex-
change rate stability_ 

the unetaA States has, been much 
admired by Mrs. Thatcher, who 

verreetess tee reTerereel rnetrern 
in the past about the impact that 
;ewer =ea ekeweeee would eakae tiaarew. lii,ree-tirealas, itot to mere 

Britaia's eatrepreeeeFes,r,ere- id.Prt tAlf  

et to 25% from 27%. 	 dentin's, designers anti corporate aeis, I foresee' ao daficulry ta fie 

E:'en antis those f./.425 	fragrellleern. 	 r.ree ,7; temporary current 

(USV.9 billion) in cuts, there still 	Mr. Lawson, whose budget account deficit ot ere scale, he 

will he enough left to pay some oke-a-peechewas twice !told up by toter- sait 
rieltions trout oproraltian ram. 
01 P -i Weak Wilt) wan 	MOM, Z.Zo 

he spent on health and education, 
',recanted! a rosv picture of the 

ttish economy t1,2.11 is  runw AntaT- 
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Nigel leaven», C hantellor of the 
Exchequer:, can ying the tradi-
tic nal budget boy, Wore speaking 
ir, the gatifire f Commons 
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By HOWELL RAINES 

- 	Spacial tu Tt New Yarli Tim 

LONDON, March 15 --- Piritainrs an-
nual Bedget Day, always a time of 
suspense in the House of Cottlelone, 
arrived today with an extra fillip of 
drama because of a feed between 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher 
and her strong-willed Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, Nigel Lawson, 

The dispute on monetery policy 
overshadowed Mr. Lawsores an-
nouncernent of a dramatic plan to 
simplify Britain's income tax code. 
The new system, due NI tAke etteCt ii 

June, reduces the number of rates in 
Britain's complex tax code to two, 
from six; awards the most affluent 
Britons a 20 percent exit, and trinS 
the basic income tax rate to ite lowest 
level since 1938. 

Under the new syseem, the basic 
tax rate will fail to 25 percent, from 21 
percent, and the top ratewill !fall to 40 
percent, from 60 percent. Intermedi-
ate tax brackets of 45. 50 and 65 pea -
cent for high earners wit! be elimi-
nated altogether. 
New Intorno Level at 133,700 

The new 40 percept top rate will 
apply to people making more than 
$35,700. Under the old tystent, !•..he top 
rate of 60 percent applied to people 

snaking more than 372.600, 
Before a rowdy seeeioe of thos Com 

mons, Mr. Lawson said, -This major 
reform will leave us with one of the 
simplest systems of inceme !tax in ithe 
world." And he added that his goal for 
future; budgets was to lower the bath: 
rate to Only 20 percent.. 

0%008100o reaction was fairimis. 
For the first time in modern merrier), 
a Chancellor's speech was mopped be 
disruptions, It Was delayed la 
minutes when a member of the Some 
tish Natioatalist Party was expellee 
from the chamber hal' coiling the 

tended to place him in the first rank 
of postwar Chancellors. 

As architect of eve previous 
Thater budgets, Mr. Lawson has 
won a reputation as a budgetary ge-
nius for his ability te cut taxes while 
reducing inflation to the current an-
nual rate of 3.3 percent and giving 
Britain its first balanced budget in al-
most two decedes. Indeed, Mr. Law-
son today announced the nation's first 
budget surplus ie almost 20 years. 

A Battle of Leaks! 
But since east Thursday, Thatcher 

and Lawson alcies have been engaged 
in a eattle of leaks over who would 
have control over monetary polity, a 
queetion broueht to a head when the 
pound surged against the dollar and 
the West Gertnitm mark. 

In the Commons last week, Mrs. 
Thatcher, stressing the Govern. 
ment's anti-inflation policy, relected 
market intervention, through selling. 
pounds or reducing interest rates, au 
a Way of making the pound less at-
traetive to investors and speculators. 
This was widely interpreted as a slap 
at Mr. Lawson, who favors an infor ,  
mal policy of intervention to head the 

-potted below a ceiling of 3 marks, 
feavinat a stronger pound could hurt 
4rItish. exports by pushing up-  .their 
priee; 

analysts have predicted that se-
verlt strains could result between 
Mt-tit Thatcher and Mr..Lavison if the 
potted, which climbed to 109 marks in 
Lii !riperiti trading tediyareaches 3.2 
mirk a, 

aneerlying the dispute is a long-
standing disagreaMeah between die. 
two <leer whether 'Britain should join 

-the European Monetary System. 
Laweon has become convinced that 
wham" ought to loin the eight .Eutce 
peen countries, including WaPt Ge.r. 

Conti 14 *1% d 	P4111 r 7  

budget an "utter' obscenity." Labor 
members later caused a 10-minute 
stespention by Chanting "Rich man's 
budget!" 

Saince the Coneervatives hold 374 of 
64) seals.. approval of the new tae sys-
tem by the Commons is considered a 
certainty, 4;n4ri there Is no question 
that Mr. lea ersor and Mrs Thatcher 
are in lull agreement on what he 
calied his 'radical tax -reforming 
beelget." 

But there Is lingering political UW 
ce rtainty over whether an unresolved 
dispute with the Prime Minister over 
menetary tealicy could lead to Mr, 
1. awsonet reeignation within a few 
menthe after submitting a budget tre 
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Continued From First Business Page 

Many, that work through IhP system 

IC staallize their currencies. Mrs. 
aicher, with her faith in rmerkets, 

opposes this step. 
All this hias led o speculation that . 

Mr. Lawson might resign in frustrae 
Oen and take a nigh.salarted lob In 
the Cite, London' s financial district 

Leaders of the opposition Lahr 
Party have tried to increase the 56 
year-old Chancellor's discomfort by 
seying that Mrs Thatcher has put 
aim in place on exchange rates with 
'•one tali of her handbag" and by pre 
(teeing, that the 1981i budget would be 
the,  last of his six budgets. 
Pleas on St4iplus Ignored 

Whether or not it is the last, it was 
the most dramatic. , Mr. Lawson ig—
ncred ploas •hat he use an estimated 
!ledget surplus of $20 billion to ball 
out the trclubled National Healt:1 
iivrvice. Instead, he put two-thirds CI 

that mecum imo surplus accoUnts 
f;11(.i trio financing lax reductions that 
were frankly ainied at the (op 5 Per-
cent of tall payeCS. 

Despite the tough reception the 
plan received ill the Commons, the 
reaction from financial analysts and 
ionservato:r! econormSts was glow-

Graham Mettler of the Institute 
of Economic Affair5 compared Mr, 
Lawsonei plan, which also included 
reductions in capital gains and inhe r- 
entice eetes 	President Reagar's 
wo'siatialafiallateplen 	198aa • 
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Institute of Directors 

From the Director General 

fvr 

Rt Hon Nigel Lawson MP 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Treasury Chambers 
Parliament Street 
LONDON SW1P 3AG 

16 March 1988 

Dear Nigel, 

I am just leaving for the U.S. for a few days, but wanted 
to congratulate you on the Budget. 

It represents a tremendous step forward and points 
the way firmly towards a low tax economy. 	We are 
delighted. 

Yours ever 

ft 

9 John Hoskyns 

Institute of Directors 116 Pall Mall London SW1Y 5ED Tel: 01-8391233 Telex: 21614 IOD G Fax: 01-9301949 
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r 	THE INDEPENDENT1 

Charity privatisation 
cost Treasury £38m 

as misled 
er seed 

group salFii  1 
By Richard Waters 

THE DEPARTMENT of ;  
Education and Science misled 
Parliament over what would 
happen to £38m raised from 
the sale of the National Seed 
Development Organisation last 
year, the National Audit Office 
claimed yesterday. 

The £38m, part of the £66m ; 
raised from the sale of the 
organisation to Unilever, did ! 
not go to the Exchequer, as the 
DES had indicated, said the 
auditors. This has led to a 
qualification to the Depart-
ment's annual accounts, pub-
lished yesterday. 

Instead, the money was , 
retained by the Institute -of 1 
Plant Science Research - a 
new institute formed out of 
the remains of the Plant 
Breeding Institute, part of 
which was also sold to Uni-
lever. 

The diversion of money 
occurred because, as a charity, 
the PBI was forced to retain 
the proceeds of the sale rather 
than passing them on to the 
Exchequer. 

The DES said yesterday that 
it had thought that the money 
coulcL be paid,_but thaLlegaLi 
advice after the sale indicated 
that that was not possible. 

The £38m has not been lost 
entirely, though. The DES said 
that it will halt the annual 
grant to the institute until the 
money has been recovered. 
The grant in 1986-87 was £3m. 

Much of the money has 
already been ploughed into a 
new laboratory for the insti-
tute. This was projected to 
cost £7m but is now expected 
to cost over £20m, the auditors 
said. 

The fact that the project is 
being financed by the £38m, 
rather than by annual grants, 
means that it has moved out-
side Parliament's control, and 
that MPs have no power to 
examine the excessive cost, 
said the NAO. 

The NAO also qualified the 
accounts of the Home Office 
over a £16m dispute with the 
Post Office. The dispute is over 
the amount paid to the PO for 
collecting television licence 
fees on behalf of the Home 
Office. 

The PO claims that it is enti-
tled to £53m for licence fees 
collected in 1986-87 and 
1987-88 - £16m more than the 
Home Office is prepared to 
pay. 

It Our Political Staff 

THE DEPARTMENT of Edu- 
CdtiOIi 	night criticised 
by Mr John Bourn, the Comp-
troller and Auditor General, 
over a privatisation project 
which cost the taxpayer MR.',  
million. 

Mr Bourn "qualified" the 
department's annual accounts 
after discovering that the 
Government had not, as 
expected, received the proceeds 
from the sale of the Plant Breed-
ing Institute. 
The Institute and the 

National Seed Development 
Organisation were bought by 
Unilever for £66 million in Sep-
tember last year. 

But while all the proceeds 
from the Seed Development 
Organisation — £27.15 mil-
lion—were paid to the Govern-
ment, the £38.5 million for the 
institute was not. 

According to Mr Bourn's 
highly critical footnotes to the 
accounts, officials at the depart-
ment had been told by their 
legal advisers that the institute 
was a charity, and sales from its 
assets would remain with its 
governors. 

Despite this the department 
told MPs when presenting esti-
mates for the sale that the mon-
ey, apart from expenses, would 
go to the Treasury. 

Mr Bourn saidrthe 	ernors 
were using partQf their windfall 
to finance a new laboratory to 
carry out the work of the insti-
tute, effectively putting the 
money "outside Parliament's 
contra". 

IN ONE of the most bizarre Na-
tional Audit Office reports for 
many years, Parliament was yes-
terday told that the Government 
had privatised a charity. 	a 

When Sir Keith Joseph, then 
Education Secretary, told the I 
Commons in February 1986 that 
the National Seed Development 
Organisation and part of the 
Plant Breeding Institute were to 
be transferred to the private sec-
tor, it was thought that the entire 
proceeds would go to the Exche-
quer. But, according to John 
Bourn, the Comptroller and Au-
ditor General, yesterday, White-
hall bungled. Because the insti-
tute was a registered charity, 
£38.85m of the £66m paid by 
Unilever in September last year 
had to be handed to the institute's 
independent governors. 

That was duly done in October 
inst. year — along with a paymPut 
of £137,000 interest for the fort- 
night during which the proceeds 
had been held by the department. 

It had been hoped that the 
money could be kept under gov- 
ernment control by switching it to 
the Agricultural and Food Re- 
search Council's new Institute of 
Plant Science Research. But the 
Charity Commissioners baulked 
at that and the unprivatised ele- 
ment of the institute was left with 

aftik Xtiectranh 

/A sell-off 
shows loss 

f £38-5m 

£38.85m windfall. The institute 
has now agreed to pay for a new 
aboratory at Norwich, which is 
perhaps just as well. When the 
department initially approved the 
laboratory, its projected cost was 
£7m. Construction costs alone 
are now estimated at £16m, with a 
further £4.6m earmarked for 
equipment. 

It was also revealed by Mr 
Bourn that apart from the 
£38.85n' lost to the institute, the 
Exchequer was also missing a 
further £16m because of a dispute 
between the Home Office and the 
Post Office over counter charges 
for selling television licences. Al-
though talks continue on the pric-
ing of Post Office services, the \ 
Hum,. Offlee has approached the 
high street banks to persuade 
them to start selling the licences. 

Mr Bourn reported yesterday: 
"Even though I am advised that 
its action is not illegal, it seems to 
me most unsatisfactory that the 
Post Office has retained £16m of 
licence revenue. In my view, all 
revenue collected should in prin-
ciple have been paid over 
promptly to the Consolidated 
Fund without deduction." 


